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ABSTRACT 

Kinship within a Turkish village is explored to determine the 
i 

relation between the kinship terminological system, and the social 

structure of kinship. The terminology is formally analyzed, and is 

shown to reflect a portion of the social structure. 

Data for the study were collected in Kayarli, Adana Province, 

during 1968 and 1969. Supplementary information is presented from 

ethnographic accounts and from the author's urban experience. The 

ideal kinship position named by each kin term is described both socio-

centrically and in terms of expected behaviors or diadic roles. Data 

are presented on several types of terminology: formal, normal, and 

intimate reference, and address both among kin and in extension to 

known non-kin and strangers. 

The relation between kin term and kin type is formally ana-

]yaecl A simple, universal formula for genealogical networks is sugges

ted. Rules are developed showing how this genealogical network must 

be modified and partitioned to provide the genealogical definitions of 

Turkish kinship terms and expressions. The genealogical approach 

permits formal exploration of compound or non-lexical kinship expres

sions « 

The lexicon is further explored by componential analysis to 

provide a more general picture of the features relevant to its parti

tioning. Features which partition the lexicon are shown to be those 

x 
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which partition the genealogical network, i.e., those which determine 

the structure of compound terms. 

Functional analysis is based on an assumption of the importance 

of nuclear family relationships, and is confined to exploring the 

special relation of ego to his secondary kin. Very simple rules of 

residence and visiting, when added to the interlocking nuclear family 

relationships, are shown to correlate with the features which partition 

the kinship lexicon and the wider domain of k.inship0 It is suggested 

that address terminology outlines the functional kinship system most 

clearly, and that other terms of reference may be regarded as, in a 

sense, redundant in relation to address terms. 

It is concluded that the kinship terminology does reflect im

portant aspects of the social structure of kinship. The terminological 

pattern is sufficiently flexible to be used both where lineages are 

important and where corporate lineages cannot be demonstrated. The 

structural aspects which are reflected in the terminology include the 

presence of the nuclear family, the presence of the patrilocal extended 

family, dominance by or respect for males and elders, segregation of 

adult society by sex, patterned intersex interaction within a narrow 

domain of kinship, and an emphasis on the distinction between blood 

ties and marriage bonds. 

It is suggested that the kinship system, both terminological 

and functional, may be widespread in the Islamic Middle East. 



CHAPTER 1 

THE PROBLEM 

The analysis of kinship terminologies is not the end of all 
knowledge but an exercise in the development of procedures 
•within a simple domain (Hamirel 1965b: 105). 

Studies of Kinship Terminology 

Anthropological interest in kinship terminology rests on the 

variety of kinship systems, the variety of kinship terminology, and the 

hope that tl relationship between these two variables can be under

stood. Kin terms are always related in some way to genealogical cate

gories, or kin types. They are also related to rules of social 

structure which regulate behavior of kinsmen. Early assumption of a 

simple covariation was probably based on the anthropologist's intuitions 

about the workings of his own kinship terminology, which more or less 

approximates the system of kin typing he used in field recording. More 

recent investigation has shown that neither relationship is simple,, 

Service (1962) and Leach (1958) have repudiated genealogy as the pri

mary meaning of kinship. They assign primary meaning to social structure 

or category. Lounsbury (1965) reaffirms the primacy of genealogical 

meaning. Even more recently Keesing (1969) has summarized and redefined 

the issues. 

The relation of kin term to kin type has been clarified through 

formal analysis. Formal analyses may concentrate purely on explicating 

1 
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this relation, but more often they include a search for generalizations, 

for "components" of the terminological system. Hopefully the relation 

between these components and the social structure, the rules for conduct, 

may also be clarified„ 

The formal approach which relates kin term to kin type rests on 

the assumption that nuclear family relationships are basic to kinship. 

There need be no assumption of universality of the nuclear family group 

as an isolable social unit0 The relation of parent and child, the de

fining relation of genealogy, is assumed to be the defining relation of 

kinship. From a functional point of view, of course, this relation is 

very significant, long-lasting, and complex, as are its various rami

fications in co-parent (spouse) and co-child (sibling). A subdiscipline 

of sociology is devoted to these relationships within our own culture. 

The student of kinship working in a foreign culture, and possessing 

limited command of the language, is unlikely to explore these relations 

in depth. He may acknowledge the importance of nuclear family relation

ships, and of the way these relationships tie together a larger circle 

of kinsmen. Then a further question may be raised: If interlocking 

nuclear family relationships alone account for kinship terminologies, 

why are there so many kinship terms? Why are there terms like "uncle" 

for kin types that could as well be labeled "parent's brother," or 

"father's brother" or "parent's sibling?" What can be found in the re

lation of ego to his uncle in addition to the defining interlock of 

nuclear family relationships? The fact that father and father's brother 

were siblings within a nuclear family is basic to the relation of ego 



to his uncle, and relevant to the social position (or social persona) 

named "uncle." But the fact that he is called "uncle," not "parent's 

brother" rests on something more in his relation to ego. This "some

thing more" may follow from his siblingship, but it does so by cultural 

rules that are not obvious. In the conceptual framework suggested for 

kinship by Keesing (1969), the social persona called "uncle" in American 

must include social identities such as "male," "brother" and "brother-

in-law." It has high probability of including "adult" as well» 

This study does not emphasize the functional analysis of basic 

nuclear family relationships. Emphasis will be on explicit statement 

of the cultural rules through which interlocking nuclear relationships 

become special relations of ego directly to his secondary kin. 

The approach of this study is formal. The formality of an 

analysis rests on its explicitness. The formal analyses in this study 

attempt to trace the path from kin type to kin term, and from kin term 

to some rules regulating behavior between persons where use of the term 

is appropriate. The functional aspects treated will seem superficial; 

they are superficial. Only the very obvious structual elements (or be

havioral cues to the underlying structural elements) will be treated 

here. Any elaboration by the analyst of aspects of deeper significance 

can be taken as purely speculative. 

The kinship terminology explored herein is a particularly simple 

one. Most of the problems of "kernel" and "extended" meanings which 

have been the foundation for the debate on the relation of kin term to 

genealogy and to social structure are avoided by the nature of the 
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terminology. Yet the terminological type has not been widely explored. 

It is a descriptive terminology in many senses of the word. 

Descriptive Kinship Terminologies 

Over the years since Morgan first drew attention to the contrast 

between "classificatory" and "descriptive" terminologies, much anthro

pological effort has been expended in clarifying and classifying varie

ties of the former type. Much less work has been done on Morgan's 

descriptive variety of terminology, probably because it is readily un

derstood by western Europeans» 

Misunderstandings of Morgan's typology arose while other aspects 

of his theory were under attack. It is clear today that the distinction 

he wished to draw was between systems where some lineal kin were merged 

with collaterals, and systems which distinguished all lineals from all 

collaterals. The kinship system reported here is the latter: it is 

descriptive in this sense. 

The next important contribution to discussion of descriptive 

systems was made independently by Lowie (1928; 1929) and Kirchhoff 

(1932). On the basis of the parental sibling terms used, they distin

guished "lineal" systems which merge mother's and father's siblings, 

from "bifurcate collateral" systems which separate them. The concentra

tion in this paper will be on the latter type. 

An earlier contribution to the classification of kin terminolo

gies set the precedent for use of the cousin terms instead of parental 

siblings. Spier (1925), working with North American Indians, apparently 



did not encounter systems that were bifurcate collateral at the cousin 

level. It was Murdock (1949) who popularized the term "Sudanese" for 

systems which separate four lines of cousins from each other and from 

siblings. 

In more recent times, Sudanese descriptive terminologies have 

been studied by Bacon (1958) and by Dole (1965). Both studies concen

trate on the similarities among kinship systems using Sudanese cousin 

terms. These systems are found where Murdock reported them, in central 

Africa, and also through much of the Middle East, in Europe, and across 

central Asia (Bacon 1958; Dole 1965). The systems are apparently asso

ciated with subsistence based on agriculture or animal husbandry. 

There have been few investigations of possible sub-types of 

Sudanese terminology. Dole (1965: 40-41) distinguishes "Lineage Nomen

clatures" from "Variant Lineage Cousin Terms." But in her prototype, 

the "Lineage Nomenclature," she includes Kalmuk Mongol (from Aberle 

1953)• Recently Romney (1965) working with data from the same source 

but using formal analytic techniques, has classified the Kalmuk Mongol 

as "Lineal Omaha." Since "Omaha" principles of merging differ profoundly 

from classic descriptive principles, it is clear that further investi

gation will be appropriate. 

The present work is devoted to an exploration of a terminology 

closer to an ideal descriptive type. A number of terminologies in the 

Middle East show few if any Omaha-like merging tendencies. They are 

associated with the Middle Eastern mixed subsistence farming villages, 

and with the turban and herding sub-cultures that interact with the 
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village. The particular group, which provided data on both its struc

ture and its terms, for this study, was a small village in southern 

Turkey. 

Turkish Kinship Terminologies 

As within any nation-state, there is considerable variety both 

in kin terms and in their referents reported for Turkey. That the re

ported systems are related is apparent by inspection. If minor varia

tion is borne in mind, it does not seem unfair to use an assertion made 

at another time about another village as the starting point for this 

study. Paul Stirling, in an intensive study of the social structure of 

an Anatolian (Turkish) village (1965) asserts that the relevance of the 

kin terminology to the structure of kinship is, in fact, poor. He says: 

The close connection the world over between the structure of 
kinship relations and the terminology has been amply demon
strated. Striking instances are found in almost every society 
that has been studied. Significantly different roles normally 
carry different names. But in spite of this demonstration, we 
still lack a study of negative instance; indeed we do not have 
a criterion of what is and what is not a negative instance0 

Turkish kinship terminology does not correspond consistently 
to the structure of kinship roles. The situation is compli
cated by the use, in the villages of the standard Turkish terms 
current in Istanbul, with only relatively minor variations of 
dialect and usage, although the two societies are very different 
(1965: 151). 

and 

Details apart, the kinship structure and the terminology are 
• not a close fit. The village is presented by a larger so
ciety with ready-made kinship terminology, the main feature of 
which is that it is readily adaptable to a wide range of pos
sible social systems, and has only a general negative relation 
to the social structure. Some details have clearly been adapted 
to fit particular aspects of village societyj others seem to 



have no explanation of this sort. To put the matter another 
way: if we had nothing but a record, of the kinship terminology 
of this society, how much could we safely deduce about the kin
ship system? Very little (1965: 155)« 

The problem that notivates this study, then, is to test in as 

formal as way as possible, the assertion that Turkish kinship termin

ology does not reflect the kinship system of the Turkish village0 



CHAPTER 2 

THE TURKISH PROBLEM IN THEORETICAL CONTEXT 

The theoretical literature on kinship social systems and kinship 

terminological systems is immense, but much of it is not germaine to the 

present problem. A reasonable entry to the relevant discussions can be 

made through the literature of kinship classification„ 

Classification of Turkish Terminology 

Standard Turkish, and all of the variants here reported, dis

tinguishes lineal from collateral kin. Thus, to Morgan, it is a "De- -

scriptive" system. Four terms are available for parental siblings which 

distinguish each of these from parents. Using Lowie's criteria, then, 

Turkish is "Bifurcate Collateral." Similarly, all four lines of cousins 
« 

are distinguished, and none are merged with siblings. Murdock accepts 

Turkish as "Sudanese." 

In more recent literature, Gertrude Dole has re-examined "Sudan

ese" systems, which were not a special focus of Murdock's interest, and 

brought them together in what she calls a "Lineage Pattern" (Dole 1965s 

36-62). 

Again the criterion proposed is the nature of the cousin termi

nology. A "Lineage" system distinguishes siblings from four lines of 

cousins, typically by "descriptive" or compound labels. Turkish follows 

this "typical" linguistic trait. But Dole says (1965! 37)s "It is this 

8 
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trait of distinctive sets of cousin terms, rather than the linguistic 

property of compound terms, that is the essential characteristic of the 

pattern." Dole classifies Turkish as a "Lineage" System. 

Vocabulary of Kin Terms and Types 

A number of vocabulary difficulties in kinship classification 

have been introduced through new definitions and old misunderstandings 

of technical terms over the years. The term "descriptive," for example, 

has meant "distinguishing lineal from collateral" and also "describing 

relationships genealogically," that is, as anthropologists describe 

them, using terms for nuclear family members and compounding. Dole has 

suggested that the first meaning be assigned to the term "isolating," 

and the second be called "Ideal Descriptive" (1965s 37). Her termin

ological class, to be called "Lineage," or "Genealogical," has a 

slightly broader meaning: cousin terms are distinctive, whether lexical 

or descriptive. But "Isolating" earlier meant a system which had "a 

unique term for every related individual" (Davis and Warner 1937; in 

Bohannen and Middleton 1968: 82). "Lineage" was earlier proposed as a 

cover term for Crow-Omaha nomenclatures (which are classificatory) 

(Eggan 1937: 93; Eggan 1950: 292). Dole proposes it for "descriptive 

systems." "Lineal" was used by Lowie (1928) for Eskimo systems includ

ing American English. These are "descriptive" under Morgan's (1871) 

but not Murdock's (1949) meaning,, Romney (1965) has suggested that 

"Lineal" be applied to the Omaha variant found in Kalmuk Mongol, as 

opposed to the "Rank Omaha" systems described by Lounsbury (1956, 

196/4a). 
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With so much variety in the available technical vocabulary, the 

student cannot hope to rely on simple customary usage® Definitions 

must be stipulated. The first requirement is to identify the phenomena 

that need naming and then to assign appropriate labels. 

First, it would seem advisable to separate names for kin termi

nological types from words useful in describing those types„ 

Names of types of kinship terminologies, as opposed to words 

useful in talking about them, have been advisedly marked as proper names 

in much anthropological writing. The practice of Spier and Murdock 

clearly separates the terminological type from its description. Mur

dock' s taxonomic labels will be used as needed in this dissertation. 

The introduction of more mnemonic labels ("Lineage Pattern") has the 

very great hazard of confusing the description and the analytical con

clusions. On the other hand, such confusion does not arise when 

descriptive modifiers are attached to the proper name, and that practice 

will be continued (Lineal vs. Rank Omaha). Geographic labels, which may 

be hazardous for other reasons, do not mix levels of abstractionj they 

separate the type from its description. They will be used where neces

sary to avoid coinage of new terms. 

The second problem, clarification of the language used in talk

ing about kinship terminologies, requires a careful discussion of the 

kinds of phenomena that can occur. 

Kinship terms vary in specificity. Taking English as an example, 

a kinship expression may refer to a status filled by one individual (my 

youngest brother, njy father), by two or more individuals related by 



identical ascent or descent linkages (my brother, rcy parent), or by 

several, individuals related in various ways (my cousin, my family mem

ber). It would seem appropriate to call the first type "isolating," 

the second "genealogical," the third "classificatory." This usage 

capitalizes on the standard meanings of the terms, and on much anthro

pological usage. It will be used throughout this work. Note that the 

term "genealogical" is used here to denote exact relation through lines 

of descent, bub the sexes involved in descent are not necessarily speci

fied o The usage of Davis and Warner (1937) is similar, but not identi

cal. They use the term "descriptive" where "genealogical" is used here 

("descriptive" has come to have another meaning). They add specifica

tion of all (except ego's) sex to the definition. Sex specification 

will be treated in this work as a separate dimension as it is (usually) 

a feature of the relative (the person, the node or element) not a 

feature of the relationship. 

Each level of generalization (isolating, genealogical, classi

ficatory) may be reached linguistically through a variety of devices. 

There nay be lexemes which designate a particular level of abstraction 

("my father," isolate; "uy brother," genealogical; "ny cousin," classi

ficatory) . Or it may be necessary to modify a term from one level to 

specify another (iry youngest brother; my first cousin). The first type 

of term will be called lexical, the second, modified. The type of 

modification that will interest us most is achieved through the relative 

products of two lexical kin terms by compounding (father's brother). 

Murdock has called the compound term a "descriptive term." Since this 
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usage is becoming customary in anthropological literature, it will be 

continued. Other varieties of modified terras (step-, -in-law) do not 

require a special designation for this work. 

Completely isolating lexical terms are uncommon; they would be 

redundant in co-existence with proper names, and they are probably not 

important. The major contrasts are between genealogical and classifi-

catory terms on the one hand, and between lexical and descriptive on 

the other. These words as defined above will be used throughout this 

papero 

One other contrast remains to be named: the extent to which 

the sex of linking kinsmen is specified. Genealogical terms specify 

the descent path; they may or may not specify the sex of nodes along 

this path. One term that has been employed to indicate a specification 

of the sex of linking kin is "bifurcation." The term is most graphic 

in application to kin terms for parental siblings, but it will be used 

herein to indicate that the sex of any linking kinsman is specified. 

English does not contain bifurcating lexical terms, but is, of course, 

capable of bifureating descriptions (mother's brother). 

The word "merging" may be reserved in its most general sense to 

cover the devices by which any term is moved from more particular to 

more general. "Father" and "mother" are merged in "parent;""father1s 

brother" and "mother's brother" are merged in "uncle." The merging 

rules of Crow and Omaha terminologies are a particularly complex type 

of merging.• " 
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Bounding the Domain of Kinship 

There are two problems in determining the boundary of the domain 

of kinship. The first is a social structural problem: who is a kinsman? 

The second is linguistic: what is the boundary of the kinship lexicon? 

When these two problems have been resolved a third iray arise: what is 

the nature of the fit between the lexical boundary and the social struc

tural one? 

Bounding the structural domain of kinship may be approached 

directly through inquiry on the explicit limits of the range of kinship, 

less directly through observing the gaps in genealogies, or indirectly 

through .observation of kinship behavior. There is no reason to exclude 

language behavior from the latter, as long as the lexicon is not pre

sumed to demarcate the domain of kinsmen. 

The linguistic labeling of distant kinsmen may occur in a number 

of different ways. A cover term for "distant kinsman" nay classify all 

those near the outer limits of the domain. Or several such cover terms 

may be available to designate certain facts about the genealogical con

nection.- Systems which rely heavily on descriptive terms, as does 

Turkish, generally handle the distant kinsman by description. An indi

vidual may be identified as "father's father's brother's son's wife's 

sister," using whatever lexical terms are available to shorten the ex

pression. The point at which such description seems no longer worth 

while may, of course, vary from one informant to another, or in con

sideration of one kinsman or another9 

Schneider discusses the boundary of the kinship domain in 

English (1965: 289-290). 
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One of the first things that anyone who works with American 
genealogies notices is that the system is quite clear as long 
as you take Ego as the point of reference and do not venture 
far from there. But as one goes out from Ego—in any direction 
—things get more and more fuzzy. This fuzziness, or fade-out, 
is seen in many different ways. Most fundamental, of course, 
is the fact that there is no formal, clear, categorical limit 
to the domain of kinsmen. Or, to put it in another way, the 
decision as to whether a particular person is or is not a kins-
nan is not given in any simple categorical sense. One cannot 
say that all second cousins are kinsmen, but all third cousins 
are not« 

There are really two different elements that account for the 
fuzzy boundary. One is the absence of any effective boundary 
rule, for the rule itself is infinite in its coverage.... 
Hence, as some informants were quick to point out, everyone 
descended from Adam and Eve is related., 

The second element is the fade-out principal, and it is really 
this which limits the network of kin. Ethnographically, in
formants express this in terms of a "close-distant" dimension, 
saying that certain relatives are "close" while others are 
"distant" and yet others so distant as not to be counted as 
relatives. 

Much the same might be said of the boundaries of kinship in 

Turkey. Reference to the brotherhood of all mankind through Adam and 

Eve was common, for example. It is easy to elicit the names and loca

tions of first cousins, even from children. For more distant kin, much 

depends upon the amount of interaction sustained with them. Ordinarily, 

agnatic ties can be traced further than others as patrilocal residence 

provides for more interaction with agnates. Conversations with stran

gers tend to become a search for a kinship link of one seems remotely 

conceivable. One such link was uncovered during field work between the 

village and an urban agriculturalist. The link was "mother's mother's 

brother's daughter's husband's father's brother's son." The effort to 

discover such a link resembles American "do-you-know?" games. The link, 



once established has no continuing significance. Informants said: 

"There is a kinship sort of thing, but it's not important." Another 

clue to the operation of the "fade-out" principle with distant kin was 

the linguistic device actually used to report the connection. The 

purely ego-centric descriptive expression given above was not the normal 

way informants discussed that kinship bond. It nay well be beyond the 

normal embedding limits of the language's grammar. The statement of 

distant affinal links is handled not from ego to alter, but from both 

to the affinal connection. Thus the statement usually given to show 

the above relation was "mother's great-uncle's daughter is married to 

his first cousin." (Differences in the lexical domain are excluded in 

this gloss). Such a distant relationship seems outside the domain of 

kinship for most purposes. 

The dimension of "close-distant" operates explicitly in Turkish. 

Truly "close" kin include all those lexically designated, and the chil

dren of these whether lexically or descriptively designated. A sort of 

middle range of distance is reached where two full applications of the 

lexicon are needed, and three applications are possible only when two 

of them are "primary" kinsmen. A more definite statement on the 

boundary of the kinship domain will have to await presentation of the 

Turkish data. 

The bounding of the lexicon is a much simpler matter. Beyond 

the lexicon, kinsmen are designated descriptively. Wherever a kinsman 

is descriptively labeled he ceases to be "ray" kinsman, linguistically, 

and becomes "iriy kinsman's kinsman." In English we may say "my cousin." 



In village Turkish this term is not possible; a simplified translation 

gloss would be "my uncle-his son." Similarly, in English we have no 

normal expression for "ny co-brother-in-law" (wife's sister's husband); 

we would say "my sister-in-law's husband." In Turkish there is a term: 

bacanapim: "ny co-brother-in-law." 

The distinction made here is on a grammatical basis: what kins

men can be "mine" and what cannot. Goodenough (1965: 262) distinguishes 

between "lexemes" and "relative products of lexeir.es:" 

Some of the expressions we obtain are lexemes in that they 
signify what cannot be predicted from the significata and the 
arrangement of their constituent parts (Goodenough 1956: 199* 
206-208). Others are not lexemes, having significata that may 
be understood as relative products of lexemes. Thus uncle and 
half-brother are lexemes, but mother's brother is not. Analy
sis need be concerned only with the lexemes of a terminological 
system, since their relative products need no further defini
tion. 

For many kinship systems Goodenough's distinction would provide 

a lexical cut-off point closer to ego than does the one used here. For 

the most part, in Turkish, both rules yield the same results. However, 

some urban informants will use the compound "amca yocuklarriraz" (our 

children of paternal uncle) which the rule of possession would place in 

the lexicon, while the lexemic rule would exclude it. In the following 

pages, "lexeme" is used in Goodenough's sense; "lexical" and "lexicon" 

are used in the more general sense defined by rules of possession,, 

Goodenough's boundary for formal analysis is clear: "Analysis 

need be concerned only with the lexemes of a terminological system, 

since their relative products need no further definition*" The formal 

analysis presented in this paper is not coterminous with the lexicon. 



To so limit it would exclude those kinship terms about which the social 

structural debate hinges, and which form the basis for classification 

schemes. Dole's "Lineage Pattern of Kinship Nomenclature," which in

cludes Turkish, rests largely upon cousin terminologies that would be 

excluded from Goodenough's type of analysis. Compound terms are "rela

tive products of lexemes" which "need no further definition." 

Yet the discrepancy between the two approaches is more verbal 

than real. Certainly it is necessary to know how compound terms are 

constructed to have a full understanding of the kinship system from a 

linguistic point of view. Equally, in kin term classifications, it may 

be necessary to separate those groups whose distinctive cousin terms 

are lexemic from those who distinguish cousins with compound descrip

tive labels. 

The grammatical mechanics of descriptive terms will show its 

relevance when the fit between linguistic kin terms and social roles 

of kinship is discussed. Stirling's (1965) assertion of poor fit be

tween terminology and roles in his village is based partly on the 

importance of agnation, and the lack of special terms for agnatic first 

cousins; all lines of cousins are described. Subsequent material will 

"explain" such terminological features, and suggest social correlates. 

The nature of the lexicon and the nature of the lexemes may both have 

relevance to the problem. 

That componential analysis has not satisfied linguists working 

on semantics is clear from the criticism of Katz and Postal (1961+: 28): 

"Work in componential analysis of individual lexical items or sets has 
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not shown how the componential analysis of such items may be integrated 

in a full lin guistic descript ion which supplies semantic interpreta-

tions for each of the infinite set of well-formed sent ences and their 

constituents. 11 An exploration of kinship terminolo gy that includes 

both formal semantic analysis of the lexicon and rules for compounding 

beyond this limit, should help to integrate the first with a full 

linguistic description. The extension of semantic analysis by social 

structural considerations may help clarify the linguistic relevance as 

well. 

Semantic Analysis of the Domain of Kinship 

For the most part, in anthropology, it has been customary to 

regard kinship terms as havin g genealogical meanings. In simplest form 

these genealogical meanings represent biological ties--but they may 

also be complicated by folk ideas of procreation which shift the mean-

ing of genealogy itself. Thus Morgan (1871) spoke of "Systems of 

Consanguinity and Affinity. 11 Kroeber 1s (1909) eight dimensions refer 

to biological possibilities. The very area of kinship studies is 

normally entered through taking genealogies. Yet the literature dis-

puting the genealogical basis of kinship is growing large. Leach 

{1958) calls for the study of kinship as 11 social category. 11 Service 

considers kin terms a part of the status terminology. He says: 

••• kinship terms normally label kinds of statuses; they are 
familistic and e gocentric status terms. They are not simply 
labels for the parts and groups of the society, but are the 
names or titles referring to social positions that determine 
forms of inter-personal conduct. As mentioned earlier, many 
modern anthropolo gists still seem to think with Yor gan that 
kinship terminologies are 1 s.ystems of co~sanguinity and 
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affinity1 that they give a picture of the genealogical makeup 
of the society. This view is exemplified in the definition 
given in Y/inick's Dictionary of Anthropology: 'Kinship; the 
social recognition and expression of genealogical relationships, 
both consanguinal and affinal.' This lingering, perhaps un
consciously held, assumption about kinship terms has confused 
and impeded our understanding of many important problems. Is 
it not obvious that if kinship terminologies did in fact ex
press the familistic social structure then there would be no 
problems about the relationship of the two? Yet that relation
ship has been a basic and continuing source of argument in 
anthropology from its beginning up to today (1962: 2lj). 

Service has noted in general the same sort of problems that 

Stirling reports for Turkey. The study of social systems of kinship 

and the study of kinship terminological systems have not been as simple 

as was once expected. Two schools of thought have developed. The 

"non-reductionists" would prefer to see kinship defined in social, not 

genealogical terms (Needham 1962). Others (Schneider and Homans 195#} 

Keesing 1969) would take the genealogical factors as defining. Louns-

bury (1965: 182) is a vocal exponent of the genealogical view: 

We have been told so often in recent years, and in the most 
authoritative manner, that kinship words (in primitive, or 
unilineal, or noncognatic, or non-Western societies) are terms 
for "social categories" and not for genealogical relation
ships; that to utilize genealogical concepts in eliciting and 
recording "kinship" data is to impose our ethnocentric bias 
and our culture-bound notions on the people we are studying; 
that this may seriously distort and falsify native concepts 
and introduce grave errors into our data and our analysis.... 

Now if all this is so, then how does it happen that when we 
take a set of such spurious genealogically based data, make 
all the wrong assumptions about it...how is it that the end 
product of all thi3 wrong-headedness turns out to be an in
ternally consistent, simple, and accurate account of the eth
nographer's collection of data...? 

I would suggest the following answer: The genealogical frame 
of reference was the correct one after all... 



Field work in Turkey makes it quite clear that the genealogical 

frame of reference is appropriate here. "Mother" must be defined as 

"genetrix," and because villagers lack a collection of technical syno

nyms they have difficulty defining primary (or primative) terms; they 

are axiomatic. No such difficulty surrounds secondary terms: small 

children know that amca is "Father's brother" (babanin erkek kardegi). 

There are very few terms with "kernel" and "extended" meanings through 
\ 

which most of the difficulties between Lounsbury and Leach arise, 

Stirling's assertion (see Chapter 1) must be interpreted to 

mean that kinship terms do clearly label genealogical nodes, but do 

not clearly label social statuses. The opposite position is untenable 

for the reference terminology of Turkish, In address, on the other 

hand, genealogy is less important. Respect terms may be extended to 

persons related, unrelated, and even unknown. 

Schneider handles a similar problem in English in a way that 

avoids problems of primacy of meaning. He regards English kin terms 

as n-ways ambiguous (1965: 302), 

...a kinship term has at least two meanings. Its meaning^ 
consists in the definition of that kind of kinsman. For in
stance, mother-] means genetrix. Its meaning2 is a kind of 
kinship role or relationship. Mother? is the name for the 
mother role, and it can be applied to the person who plays 
that role. When the person who plays the mother role is also 
the genetrix, then one might say that this is the special 
meaning of mother^, indicated by the subscript^. 

If one of the meanings of a kinship term is, in fact, genealogical, 

one of the problems of the kinship analyst is to show exactly how the 

terminology fits the biological facts of bisexual reproduction that 

determine genealogy. Cultural assumptions (such as paternity) clearly 
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do intervene between the biologically real and the culturally relevant. 

It is a separate problem to analyze the status-role meanings of the 

kin terminology. And yet a third to test the fit between these. 

Genealogical Notation 

Lines of descent are initiated when successful matings of two 

individuals of opposite sex produce offspring. The link from child to 

parent necessarily implies a link to a male and a female parent. The 

link from parent to child has no such necessity. Siblings may occur, 

or not occur, be of any sex, and be single or multiple. The mating 

link may change from the production of one child to the next. The 

parent child link, on the other hand, is not subject to discontinuance. 

These facts are quite commonplace, and can be expressed reasonably well 

in traditional genealogical charts. 

Nevertheless, kinship analysts have been dissatisfied with the 

genealogical presentation of kin term data for many years. In the 

first place, one rapidly runs out of chart space for recording distant 

consanguineal and even close affinal kin. And, of course, the princi

ples by which cultural assumptions impinge on the biological matrix 

are not clarified on such a chart. For example, although the term 

"uncle" may occur in several places, the chart does not make explicit 

what the nodes have in common. It is cumbersome to trace out on a 

genealogical chart the reciprocal terms that define status-role rela

tionships. An uncle calls "ego" his nephew, but one must locate ego's 

sibling's son on the chart to discover this fact. 
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Anthropologists have long used a descriptive terminology, or 

metalanguage, of their own to list the kin types that define a kinship 

term. Abbreviations like "FaBrSo" or "FBs" are widely familiar. Such 

abbreviations solve the space problem and permit analysis of under

lying cultural assumptions (Lounsbury 19£6; Goodenough 1956). Such 

abbreviations may tend to slide over relevant facts. The metalanguage 

is based on'English kinship terms, and these do not require specifica

tion of Ego's sex. But analysis is still possible. The latent costs 

of the metalanguage lie in the poor quality of ethnographic lists of 

kin terms. 

Recently a new notational system was suggested by Romney 

(Romney and D'Andrade 196U) which adds considerable convenience to the 

writing of kin types. For one thing, the sex of ego is easily speci

fied in the Romney notation. For another, the reciprocal terms are 

more easily related to each other. 

The new notation has been used with success by several analysts. 

The following notational development is based on Hammel's (I963>b). 

The relation between any two kinsmen may be expressed as a 

chain of individual nodes connected by relationship links (I96£b: 68). 

An expression is thus a description of a path in the gene
alogical matrix, with a beginning point (Ego) and an end 
point (referent). The nodes are represented by elements 
and the links by operators. Where e^ = some element and 
oj_ = some operator, expressions have the general form: 

el °le2°2 * ' * ei°i ' * • °k-lek 

The elements (e) may be of a specified sex (m = malej f = fe

male), of any sex (a), or of some particular but not yet specified sex 

(b = some sexj c = the opposite sex). 
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The operators, or relationships (o) may be any of four possible 

primary kinship links: the relation of parent to child (-); its re

ciprocal, the relation of child to parent (+)j the relation of sibling 

to sibling (0); and the relation of spouse to spouse (:). In Hammel's 

development (1965>b: 68) relative age is treated as a feature of the 

element, notationally. Since relative age is clearly a feature of the 

relationship (the operator) Hammel's notational device will not be 

followed on this point. It will be convenient to use the symbols © 

and 9 to indicate links to older and younger siblings, respectively. 

Absolute sex is a feature of the element. It does not vary 

with particular alters. However opposition or identity in sex, what 

might be called "relative" sex, does vary in this way. While Hammel's 

use of b and c to indicate opposition of sexes will be useful in some 

places, it will also be necessary to treat "relative" sex as a feature 

of the relationship, therefore best expressed in the operator not in 

the element. The development of this argument is postponed until the 

need can be demonstrated. 

It is possible to reduce the number of operators, and Hammel 

(1965c) has shown the utility of this procedure for Crow and Omaha 

terminologies. Siblings are siblings because they share one or both 

parents. The sibling link can be expressed as "a + a - a." A link 

through one parent is sufficient to establish siblingship. Double 

formulae can be used to distinguish half from full siblings if neces

sary. Work with Crow and Omaha systems (Lounsbury 196Ua, b; Hammel 

196£c) shows that the sex of the linking parent is sometimes critical. 



Similarly, the relation between spouses might be expressed as 

the real or potential consanguineal link to children. "Spouse" could 

be written "a - a + a." If both notational simplifications are accep

ted for the moment, a very simple formula can be used to generate the 

entire genealogical matrix. 

(1) K ==> a ( i K). 

K is a genealogical pathway to a kinsman, and ==£ means "may 

be rewritten as." Terms in parenthesis are optional. That is, ego's 

kinsman may be linked to ego through an unlimited number of parent-

child links, and an unlimited number of intervening kin. Neither mar

riage links nor sibling links need be expressed initially. While the 

formula does not fully express biological fact (full siblingship is 

relevant), and ignores a cultural universal (marriage), it is an eco

nomical expression of genealogy. It provides a notational basis for 

the widespread cultural practice of equating in-laws with consanguineal 

kin, and does not require that the affinity distinction be primary. 

Some restrictions on the output of Rule (1) are needed. First, 

each "a" generated has a subscript distinguishing it from every other 

"a." The output of Rule (1) is: 

ai ± a2 ± . . . a^ . . , t 

Second, each subscript must indicate a degree of removal from 

Ego. Circular definitions may not be permitted, and the paths traced 

must be the shortest possible paths. For example: 

ml " "i + m2 " "l 

which would be an adequate notational description of the phrase: "I 



an my father's son," is not a phrase that can be generated by Rule (l). 

It is not, after all, a kinship term, but something more akin to a 

definition. But the expression: 

a - a - a  +  a  +  a  

labels a bonafide kin type. Rules of subscription alone are insuffi

cient to block its ambiguity. Two readings are possible. "Grandchild's 

grandparent" may be own "spouse," or "co-parent-in-law." Since each 

aj_ has a subscript distinguishing it from every other a^, the reading 

of "spouse" requires the marriage of full siblings, ag and a^. Sub

scription alone is insufficient to insure an unambiguous reading of 

the following kin type: 

al + a2 ~ a3 + ali 

"Parent's child's parent" could be "own parent" if a-^ and a^ are full 

siblings, and indirect paths were permitted. Given the requirement of 

tracing the shortest possible path, only the reading "step-parent" 

(a + a : a) is permitted. 

A third restriction reflects bisexual reproduction. Surround

ing " - a + " the sexes must be opposite. Spouses must be of the 

opposite sex. That fact cannot be conveniently expressed in the "b, 

c" notation of Romney or Hammel, because of the problem introduced by 

multiple marriage links within a kin type. For example: 

a : a 0 a : a (spouse's sibling's spouse) 

covers both: 

b : c 0 b : c (opposite sex sibling) 

b : c 0 c : b (same sex sibling) 



(In the long notation, these expressions are covered by the 

unreadable "a - a + a + a - a + a." They are abbreviated in this 

example for the convenience of the reader. It should be clear that 

" + a - 11 becomes "0", and " - a + 11 becomes 

The fact that sexes are opposite or the same is, like relative 

age, a product of the relationship (the operators) not intrinsic to 

the element (node). The information about a genealogical path which 

is given by the facts of bisexual reproduction can be kept in the ex

pression without special notational devices if the rules reducing the 

length of the expression are ordered. Thus, when replacing " - a + " 

and " + a - " by the abbreviations and "0" the spouse link replace

ment must precede the sibling link replacement. For example: 

a + a - a + a (parent's child's parent) 

should be written 

a + a i a (parent's spouse;.step parent) 

not 

'•Jfa 0 a + a (sibling's parent). 

The correct first expression contains the nodes whose opposite-

sex feature may be specified by the marriage link. The wrong second 

expression loses this information and becomes ambiguous. Rule (2) and 

(3) are to be applied in that order: 

(2) » - a + » ==> " : » 

(3) " + a - " ==> » 0 « 

All further manipulations of the genealogical network will be 

discussed as the Turkish data is analyzed. The end product should be 
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a set of rules which modify genealogical pathways so that several paths 

may lead to what is culturally a single node. Rule (1) is here pre

sented as a universal rule for genealogical networks. Rules (2) and 

(3) are cultural modifications. There is some evidence that Rule (2) 

is not universal, at least where address terms are considered. That 

Rule (3) is tightly restricted in Crow-Omaha solutions has been demon

strated by Hammel (196£c: 118-126). Many of the"major differences be

tween kinship systems involve specification of particular sexes within 

the rules or in their environments. 

Status-role Aspects of Kinship 

In addition to naming a node in some culturally defined 

genealogical network, kinship terms (Service 1962: 2k; quoted earlier 

in full) "normally label kinds of statuses." They are "the names of 

titles referring to social positions that determine forms of interper

sonal conduct." Yet for Turkey, Stirling says (quoted in full in 

Chapter l): "Turkish kinship terminology does not correspond consis

tently to the structure of kinship roles." 

The preceding section developed a notational scheme for 

locating kinship terms on a genealogical matrix, and began the state

ment of cultural modifications that may shift this matrix from a purely 

genealogical one. It is clear that such formal semantic analysis must 

demonstrate its relevance to an understanding of culture before it will 

enjoy much popularity among anthropologists. As Lounsbury says (1965>: 

Ul5): 

I do not wish to eliminate consideration of the pragmatics of 
kinship from the description of kinship systems, or see these 



systems left unrelated to total social structures.... It is, 
after all, the pragmatic correlates of kinship...that make 
the study a necessary part of social anthropological inquiry. 
Otherwise they would be of considerably less interest, not 
only for social and cultural anthropology, but for the theory 
of language as well. 

and 

The issue, however, is not one of genealogy and kinship 
algebra vs. the sociology and psychology of kinship. To 
look at it in this way is to completely obscure the real 
issue, which is that of the precise nature of the jural 
rules of a society, and of the roles that family relation
ships have in the formulation of these (l?6£: lU7). 

No formal statement of the ingredients of kinship roles that 

is comparable to formal genealogical statements has yet been devised. 

Elements of responsibility, affect, respect, and familiarity do not 

yet lend themselves to algebriac expression. Nonetheless, several 

dimensions of kinship terminology have been suggested which are rele

vant to kin terms as status terms. 

Service (1962: 12) distinguishes "familistic" and "non~. 

familistic" statuses. Genealogical kinship is, of course, of the first 

type, but kinship terms as status terms may not always be so limited. 

The use of the English term "father" to designate a priest is the usual 

example. There is no implication of "genitor" in the usagej some 

portion of the status is extended to a religious figure. Kin terms 

may have non-familistic, non-genealogical uses. 

Service also distinguishes egocentric and sociocentric status. 

He says: 

Most of the attention anthropologists give to the status net
work seems to be confined to what could be called "egocentric 
statuses." These are the statuses that take their signifi
cance from a kind of relationship to some particular person— 
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the "ego" in anthropological kinship charts. Sociocentric 
statuses, on the other hand, refer to positions held in the 
society at large; the point of reference is not some other 
individual. Unlike such designations as "my grandfather," 
"your husband," "Gertrude's cook," sociocentric statuses are 
objectively describable with reference to groups, categories, 
and classes of persons in the society. There are gross, 
paired categories such as "young-old," "male-female," "married-
unmarried," which cut entirely across the total social struc
ture; and there are any number of more specific pigeonholes 
such as occupational specialties, ceremonial and political 
offices, ranks, and the like which can be so particularized 
that sometimes only one person at a time can occupy the status. 
But these are all alike in that the incumbant is in that 
social position no matter who is addressing or referring to 
him (1962: 12). 

I 
Anthropological reporting of kinship has, indeed, been done in 

egocentered diagrams. Kinship statuses appear to "take their signifi

cance from a kind of relationship to some particular person." A very 

widespread feature of kinship terms is their implication of a role 

and a reciprocal role. Sol Tax (195>5: 19-23) has formalized the usual 

diadic structure of kinship roles in "The rule of uniform reciprocals:" 

"If A and B are terms used between a pair of relatives then the re

ciprocal of every A must be B." 

A kinship term normally labels a statusj that status is nor

mally in relation to some particular person; the reciprocal status is 

normally implied in the term. Yet this egocentric, diadic, reciprocal-

implying usage does not exhaust the meaning of kinship terms. Service 

seems to recognize that there are non-egocentric meanings in his choice 

of examples: "Gertrude's cook" is only own cook to Gertrude, but she 

is sociocentrically a cook, regardless of Gertrude, or her culinary 

ability. Kinship terms are not strictly associated with their recip

rocal, the "Ego" of the chart. Romney and D'Andrade (1961;) found the 
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common pairing to be of "relatives differing only in the component of 

sex," in English. Father suggests mother more often than child, though 

the first two are defined in terms of the third, not each other. There 

is a social position, father, which is sociocentric, as well as the 

egocentric status-role of "my father." 

An example may clarify the matter. I am a mother. I am not 

your mother, nor do you have any need to know to whom I am a mother in 

order to accept that as my status. I am a mother in reference to my 

husband, my parents, and the Internal Revenue Service. I am a mother 

at the PTA and in talking with Turkish villagers. The fact that I hold 

this position is a sociocentric fact, and need not depend on the nature 

of the diadic role implied. Similarly, I am not a mother-in-law: this 

fact does not depend upon any "Ego" toward whom I am "not a mother-in-

law." But it makes a difference in my response to mother-in-law jokes. 

It is a sociocentric fact, not exclusively an egocentered status-role. 

The kinship positions one holds are not merely egocentric; they are as 

important sociocentrically as the distinction young-old, or male-

female. 

The sociocentric aspects of kinship terminology are of par

ticular importance when the extensions of kin terms to non-kin are 

considered. In English, little use is now made of kin terms in addres

sing non-kin. An exception is found in the "Uncle Martin" variety of 

"courtesy kin." Turkish conversations, on the other hand, are liber

ally punctuated with non-genealogically based (non-familistic) exten

sions of kinship terminology. Terms of address may be particularly 

relevant as parts of the sociocentric status terminology. 
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A dimension of kin terms with longer standing among anthro

pologists has been mentioned, but not developed, above. Kin terms of 

reference are normally distinguished from kin terms actually used in 

address. Murdock defines the distinction (19^9: 97j from Lowie 1928), 

A term of address is one used in speaking to a relative; it 
is part of the linguistic behavior characteristic of the par
ticular interpersonal relationship. A term of reference is 
one used to designate a relative in speaking about him to a 
third person; it is thus not a part of the relationship itself, 
but a word denoting a person who occupies a particular kinship 
status. 

Both types of kin term usage are normally reported in ethnographies, 

although reference terminologies are generally the only ones listed 

on kinship charts; shifts in address terminology are usually mentioned 

in the text. Reference terms are used almost exclusively in analysis. 

Murdock (19ii9: 98) says: 

Terms of reference are normally more specific in their appli
cation that terms of address. Thus, in English, "mother" as 
a term of reference ordinarily denotes only the actual mother, 
but as a term of address it is commonly applied also to a 
stepmother, a mother-in-law, or even an unrelated elderly 
woman. Moreover, terms of reference are usually more complete 
than terms of address. It may be customary to use only per
sonal names in addressing certain relatives, or a taboo may 
prevent all conversation with them, with the result that terms 
of address for such kinsmen may be completely lacking. Fur
thermore, terms of address tend to reveal more duplication and 
overlapping than do terms of reference. For these reasons, 
terms of reference are much more useful in kinship analysis, 
and are consequently used exclusively in the present work. 

Terms of address are clearly more difficult to work with than 

reference terms. Isolating the domain may be a problem. Synonyms are 

numerous and direct use of personal names complicates the pattern. 

There is, however, a way to separate the simplest address terminology 

from terms of reference. The approach uses a fact about kin term 



usage that has not been discussed in anthropological literature. Much, 

if not most, kin term usage in ordinary daily life is not "Ego cen

tered." Kin terms are very often used in the second person, a usage 

that might be called "tu-centered." In English we say: "Your mother 

is calling;" "your parents are coming to dinner;" "your cousin will be 

staying with us;" "kiss your auntie goodbye now." In talking with kin 

about kin it is very common to use the term that is appropriate to the 

listener, not the speaker. 

There are formal limits to the tu-centered usage that have not 

been explored. For an English example: it is quite natural to sub

stitute "your mother" for "my mother-in-law," when speaking to own 

spouse. It is not at all natural to substitute "your mother-in-law" 

for "my mother." Aberle (1961) has discussed patterns of this sort 

among the Navaho, but does not suggest general rules regulating the 

observed circumlocations. 

Terms which can occur in intimate reference (given the appro

priate listener) will be shown to parallel address terms in village 

Turkish. This should not be surprising. The child learns the address 

terminology early in life. He learns it largely through hearing it in 

tu-centered form. The obligatory address terms are those for statuses 

which are already occupied when the child is born: older consanguin-

eals and their spouses. Younger siblings, children, affines through 

his own marriage all are addressed either by name or by one of the 

terms for kinsman from the child's list. None of the terms for sta

tuses which are filled later in life need be used in address: only a 

few are permissible. 
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Terms used in interpersonal relations (address or intimate 

reference) are exactly those most likely to signal the role behavior 

which provides objective definition of the status named by the kinship 

term. Kinship terminology as a part of the status terminology should 

be much more evident in address and intimate reference than in more 

formal reference. 

The extension of terms for close relatives to more distant kin, 

in address, may be particularly significant in terms of the status 

signaled. In address, terms for siblings are often extended to cousins, 

or to some kinds of cousins, when reference terminology is descriptive. 

A friendly interaction calls forth the sibling term and the sibling 

role. But if interaction is broken off, the situation is no longer 

one which calls for address terms, and the more remote descriptive 

reference is available. 

When terms of address are extended to non-kin and even stran

gers, it seems probable that sociocentric, not egocentric roles are 

called for. When a stranger is called "uncle" he is not incorporated 

in the kinship circle. The meaning is that "people's uncles" have 

something in common. Most of the role behavior implied by the status 

"uncle" is diadic role behavior with the nephew or niece. But when 

"uncle" is applied to a stranger, the point is that he is "someone's 

uncle:" he has some modes of behavior available to him that are more 

specific than those dictated by age, sex, and social class alone. 

The dimensions discussed have been familistic-non-familistic, 

egocentric-sociocentric, and address-reference. Reference terminology 
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is egocentric, familistic, and can be related to a genealogical frame

work (Schneider's meaningi). In addition, it labels a social status 

(Schneider's meaning^). In some cases, the named status implies a num

ber of roles in addition to the diadic (and defining) role with the 

reciprocal kinsman. Kin terms may have a sociocentric meaning. Address 

terminology, and terms of intimate reference, are particularly effective 

in calling forth role behavior, as they are "part of the relationship." 

Address terms extended to non-kin may be particularly helpful in lo

cating the sociocentric aspects of kin terms as status terms. 

Summary 

Several dimensions of kinship terminological systems, from both 

genealogical and sociological points of view, have been discussed. The 

emphasis has been upon clarification of concepts, and defining the cen

tral problem of this study in relation to other recent work on kinship 

terminology. A few summary statements are possible relating this work 

to particular sub-disciplines of anthropology, 

1. Formal semantic analysis, derived from linguistics, has been 

applied to a linguistically bounded lexicon. In studies of kinship 

terminologies it is possible to extend the analysis to compound terms, 

cover-terms, and perhaps other portions of the domain of kinship. A 

grammar of compounding within the domain must be devised. Components 

which partition the lexicon, if sufficiently general or basic to the 

system, should also operate within the grammar of descriptive termi

nology. The basis for the semantic analysis of kinship has been 

genealogical; this basis is continued in the analysis of Turkish kin

ship. 
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2. In social structure, the fit or lack of fit of Turkish nomen

clature to the structure of kinship requires demonstration. Certain 

dimensions of kin term usage may be sufficiently formal to assist in 

this demonstration. Formal approaches to structural features include: 

separation of social identities (roles) defined by egocentric criteria 

from those defined over societyj separation of address terms from those 

restricted to formal reference; isolation and definition of such be

havioral clues as may be useful in distinguishing particular social 

identities. 

3. For purposes of building a system of classification for kinship 

terminologies, the kin terms that combine a genealogical and a social 

structural meaning would appear to be most useful. Certain aspects of 

the terminological pattern may have more relevance than particular 

sets of terms. In particular, the components that partition the lexi

con and the larger domain of kinship, if they also are reflected in 

the social structure, may be significant. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE TURKISH PROBLEM IN ETHNOGRAPHIC CONTEXT 

Studies of peasant communities are relatively new to anthro

pology (Redfield 19$6), Early anthropologists concentrated on isolated 

or "primitive" peoples, seeking, in particular, contrasts with the 

mainstream of their own cultural heritage. Thus the earliest studies 

of peasant groups were not in the European or Near Eastern areas. 

Today, interest in the rural peoples of Europe and the Near East is 

increasing. Introducing a study of rural Greece, Friedl (1962: 2) 

says: 

In the last two decades many cultural anthropologists have 
turned to the study of societies whose cultures are in the main 
line of Near Eastern tradition. They have done so because of 
a conviction that the techniques and insights developed through 
the study of primitive societies are useful for the description 
and analysis of all societies. Although some anthropologists 
have ventured into the study of groups in urban centers, the 
majority of those interested in learning the ways of life of 
the co-heirs of their own civilization have concentrated on 
what have been called "folk" or "peasant" societies, or to 
phrase it more descriptively, the rural populations of modern 
nations. 

Turkey is such a modern nation, although its possible position 

as a co-heir of western civilization has been obscured by the presence 

of at least some elements of Central Asian tradition imported with the 

language, by invaders. Studies of rural Turkish communities have not 

yet become abundant. Two ethnographies are readily available in 

English: Pierce's (196U) Life in a Turkish Village, and Stirling's 

36 
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(1965) Turkish Village. Additional ethnographic background is avail

able in community studies made by sociologists and geographers. 

Available in English is Yasa's (1957) Hasanoglan, Socio-economic 

Structure of a Turkish Village. Kolars (1963) has published an account 

of the human geography of a coastal village which ethnographers would 

find covers much familiar territory: Tradition, Season and Change in 

a Turkish Village. Geographic reports fill many gaps in the ethno

graphic account of Turkish culture. Morrison (1939) and the research 

of Beeley (1969; also research in progress) should be mentioned in this 

connection. 

Turkish researchers, of course, have also published accounts 

of rural Turkish sociology and ethnography. Anotated bibliographies 

published by Kolars (1962) and Beeley (1969) provide entry to these 

sources. However, even when the publications are available in English 

(Erdentu^ 1959), they may not be readily available in American librar

ies. KTray's (1966) excellent study of social change is as yet avail

able only in mimeographed form. 

Useful, although non-scientific, introductions to rural Turkish 

life can also be found in the novels of social protest by Mubmut Makal 

(195U) and Ya§ar Kemal (1961, 1963, 1968). As listed, all four are in 

English translation, and readily available. 

Since the literature covering rural Turkish ethnographic 

description is rather small, it is not surprising that more specialized 

studies of kinship systems and kinship terminologies are rare. Morgan 

included a Turkish terminology in his classic study of kinship systems 
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(1871). In more recent times, a Turkish terminology was presented by 

Robert Spencer (i960), and both terminologies and structural discus

sions have been included in ethnographies by Joe E. Pierce (196k) and 

Paul Stirling (1965). A recent discussion of the structure of kinship 

in the Middle East (Ripinsky 1968) also refers to the contemporary 

Turkish system. An intensive field study of Turk-Arabic alliance and 

marriage patterns in the Hatay (Aswad 1968) has recently become avail

able. In the following pages the terms presented by each author, and 

his discussion of the social structure of kinship, will be summarized. 

Demirciler 

The village studied by Pierce (1961;) is situated southeast of 

Ankara, near the town of Kaman. In terms of location, subsistence, 

modernization, language, and religion, it probably represents a reason

ably "typical" Anatolian village. Unfortunately for present purposes 

the social structure is quite atypical. Pierce says: 

Demirciler is an endogamous village. This is unusual for 
Turkish villages, but Anatolia has been conquered by many 
different ethnic groups over the past 5000 years, and there
fore villages retain different customs from past cultures. 
If a man from Demirciler married outside the village, he was 
forced by social pressures to leave the village. My infor
mant knew of only two such cases in the history of the 
village (196U: 77). 

Preferential local endogamy is not atypical of Turkish villages 

(Stirling 1965). One unusual feature in Demirciler is prescribed local 

endogamy. But the differences do not stop at this. Islamic society 

is widely endogamous within lineage and extended family groups (Ripin

sky 1968; and many references cited there, especially Murphy and Kasdan 
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19$9i Patai 1965). . The preferred wife in the Islamic world is often 

the father's brother's daughter. She is often a member of ego's own 

household. Stirling reports about 20% agnatic marriages, and almost 

half the marriages in his village were with traceable kin. Endogamy 

is not, then, an uncommon trait. Demirciler, on the other hand, is 

exogamous to kin within "seven steps." As Pierce explains it, a "step" 

is either a link to a parent or a sibling link. His explanation is 

not altogether clear, however; it is possible that only links to 

agnates of parents are considered. He says: 

To illustrate the system of steps, it is necessary to note 
that each house held an extended family which consisted of a 
man, his sons and wives and children, the son's sons and 
wives and children and so on.... Ego's parents were one step 
away from ego...his parents' parents were two steps away, 
their parents were three steps away, so that anyone who did 
not live in ego's household, except those living in the house
hold from which his mother came, was automatically three or 
four steps away from him (196U: 77-78)* 

Under patrilocal residence, neither father's sister nor mother's sister 

will be a resident in the natal home of ego or his mother. Yet these 

individuals would be just two steps away. "Seven step" exogamy would 

forbid marriage to their children, first cousins, and to many other 

non-residents of the households of ego's father and mother, Pierce's 

further discussion seems to indicate that only agnatic relationships 

are considered except for the link to mother's household. 

In Hasano^lan, Yasa (1957) encountered traces of a similar rule 

of exogamy. He felt it could apply only to agnates of father and 

mother, as non-agnatic kin links could not be traced more than two 

"steps," Informants formulated the rule bilaterally, however. 
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In other respects Demirciler seems closer to the usual pattern 

of Turkish kinship. The division between adult males and females is 

strong. Younger people must respect their eldersj women are subor

dinate to men. Quoting Pierce, 

People older than ego deserve his respect, but men must be re
spected much more than women, whereas everyone younger than 
ego must show respect for him. In terms of day to day activi
ties the men are nearly always working or talking in groups 
together in one place and the women in another. The young 
boys form a connecting link between these two socially isolated 
groups (196U: 81). 

The society could be visualized as forming a "Y" with all chil
dren at the bottom, regardless of sex. The circumcised boys 
are somewhat above girls and uncircumcised boys. Married men 
and women form two separate groups, both of which outrank (and 
hence give orders to) the children. The class of young married 
women outranks only the children, and the young married men 
outrank young married women and children. Within each class, 
if you are older than someone else, you outrank him. The two 
classes of old married men and old married women outrank every
one in some way, but the old women do not often try to give 
orders to any men except the unmarried ones, that is members 
of the class labeled children (I96I4: 83). 

The only components that appear to operate here are those of 

age and generation, sex (of adults), marital status, and perhaps agna

tion, the latter inferred from discussion of the marriage rules. 

The kinship terminology reported by Pierce (minimally reorgan

ized) is reported in Table 1, Pierce does not list the affinal termi

nology and reports only two affinal terms in text: hanlm (wife) and 

gelin (bride), (1?6U: 83). The glosses given are not standard Turkish. 

Pierce's kinship terminology differs from standard Turkish in 

a few important respects. The standard Turkish term for nephew or 

niece, in slightly modified phonetic form (yi^in) is applied only to 
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Table 1. Reference terminology of Demirciler (Pierce 196U: 80, 81). 

Biiyuk baba or dede Grandfather 
Malej Two generations older than ego; 
In mother's or father's lineage. 

B'liyuk anne or ebe Grandmother 
Female; Two generations older than ego; 
In mother's or father's lineage. 

Baba Father 
Male"; Parent 

Ana (anne) Mother 
Female; Parent 

Amca Uncle 
Male; Parent's sibling; Father's lineage. 

Hala Aunt 
Female; Parent's sibling; Father's lineage. 

Day! Uncle 
Male; Parent's sibling; Mother's lineage. 

Teyze Aunt 
Female; Parent's sibling; Mother's lineage. 

Agabey Elder brother 
Male; Sibling; Older than ego. 

Abla Elder sister 
Female; Sibling; Older than ego. 

Karde? Younger brother and sister 
Sibling; Younger than ego. 

Yigin (yegen) Nephew or Niece 
Child of day!, abla, or female karde§. 

Qocuk Child 
Child of ego or male kardeg. 

Torun Grandchild 
Child of Qocuk 



sister's children (not brother's children) and to mother's brother's 

children. The standard Turkish for child, £ocuk, is applied to own 

children and brother's children. No information is given on possible 

differences between male and female ego. Terms for siblings are not 

extended to father's brother's children, although this would be ex

pected. Pierce reports (I96J4.: 79): "They have no terms for the people 

we would label cousins." (Not strictly true, given the reported use 

of yigin for mother's brother's child.) 

Pierce does not give address terminology in tabular form, but 

says: 

All of the men and women two generations above ego were called 
terms meaning grandfather and grandmother. All men and women 
one generation older than ego were called by labels for aunts 
and uncles, except for one's own parents and siblings, and all 
villagers one generation younger than ego were called child 
(196U: 79). 

Oguz Turks of Southwest Asia and Anatolia 

Spencer's comments on the kinship system and his kinship termi

nology are not given a local setting in his publication (i960). He 

feels that the kinship system is "accommodating and Bupple," that it 

relates to Asiatic nomadism, the Muslim family, and the modern urban 

scene. The structure is what Bacon (1958) has called obok. There is 

both lineage organization and parallel cousin marriage. The fundamen

tal element in Turkish society is the aile, family (I960: I18). Of 

affiliation to an aile, Spencer says: 

The aile segment is not a clan. It is unilineal only to a 
degree, the kinship terminologies themselves indicating the 
classification of grandparental terms and the clear dis
tinction made between the siblings of the parents. This 



would point, to use Bacon's term, to an ambilineality (Bacon 
1958: 177-18£). If this is so, then the question of endogamy 
versus exoganjy need not arise. There is, it is true, parallel 
cousin marriage, or at least a feeling for it as is tradi
tional in Islam. The system indicates the worth of descent 
rather than the question of marriage and its involvements 
(I960: U8). 

The kinship terminologies to which Spencer refers above are reproduced 

in Table 2. His abbreviations are quite standard, and his key is not 

repeated here. Certain terms are added in discussion which do not 

occur in tables, In particular, he says: "The tiveykarde? relationship^ 

that of the half-sibling, refers mainly to the fact of a common motherj 

a common father creates the ozkarde? ('real') or kankarde§ ('blood') 

relationship." He notes that the French cousin terms, kuzen and kuzin 

have been borrowed in urban areas, but gives the (Persian borrowing) 

suffix -zade (issue of, son of) as the usual village reference term 

for "cousin." He says (i960: U5): "In native Turkish, there are 

properly no cousin terms." He also notes in affinal terminology that 

father's wife is "uvey anne," but is called "cicianne" (grandmother) 

or teyze (mother's sister). 

Sakaltutan and Elbagl 

The villages studied by Stirling (1965) are located southeast 

of Kayseri. Again,.no claim to representativeness can be made for the 

villages, but they were selected to avoid conspicuous peculiarities. 

Stirling says: 

Although it was not possible to choose a "typical" village, 
because no such thing exists, it was at least possible to 
avoid choosing villages with obvious peculiarities. I set 
out to find an orthodox Muslim, Turkish-speaking village of 
modest size, fairly far away from the direct influence of 
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Table 2. Turkish kinship terms reported by Spencer (1<?60: 1*6). 
(Spencer's etymological notes have been deleted.) 

F baba, ata, peder, eb(u) 

M anne, ana, valide 

FF, MF dede, a^ababa, buyiik baba 

FM, MM nine, cicianne, haminne, bttyifk ana 
(FM: baba-annej MM: anne-anne) 

FFF, FMF, MFF, MMF dede, biiyUk dede (descriptive dedemin babasl) 

FFM, FMM, MFM, MMM nine, bliyiik nine (etc.) 

FFFF ced (ancestor), cedet 

FB, FFB, MFB amca, enrmi 

FSs, FFSs, MFSs hala 

MSs, FMSs, MMSs teyze 

MB, FMB, MMB day! 

oB a"|a (archaic); agabey / abi / 

0S0 abla, bacl 

ySb karde§ 

S ogul 

D klz 

SS, DS, SD, DD torun, hafit 

SSS, etc. torunun gocugu, toruno^lu, etc. 

SbCh ye^en 

H koca, zevc, a§ 

W karl, refika, ef 

FEW, • MBW, BW yenge (any woman married to a close relative) 

FSsH, MSsH, SsH eni§te (any man married to a close relative) 

WF, HF kaylnbaba, kaynata, kaylnpeder 

WM, HM kaylnanne, kaynana, kayInvalide 

WB, HB kayln, kaylnblrader, kaylnco (if younger than 
ego: celebi) 

WSs baldlz 

HSs gSrumce 

WSsH bacanak (reciprocal with ego) 

HBW elti (reciprocal with ego) 

SW, BSWj SsSW gelin 

DH, EDH, SsDH damat, gtivey 

SWF diinur (reciprocal with ego) 

SWM duntisu (reciprocal with ego, a female) 
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the cities, on the plateau which forms the largest part of 
Anatolia (1965: 3). 

There is nothing explicit in Stirling's account that indicates 

the kinship structure within his villages is atypical. Marriages are 

regulated by Islamic law. 

No formal rules restrict the choice of marriage partners, save 
only the limited incestrules of Islam. These bar to a man 
only his lineal descendants and ascendants, his parents' sis
ters, his own sisters, his siblings' daughters and grand
daughters, his father's wives and widows, their step-daughters, 
his wife's mother and son's wife, and his current wife's sisters. 
The breast feeding of an infant by a foster mother—not un
common in village society, which knows no bottle-feeding— 
forms a link equal to a biological one for the reckoning of 
incest. No endogamous or exogamous groups exist (1965: 189). 

Otherwise, the society is characterized by shallow agnatic 

lineages, which number no more than 20 households and have depths up 

to five generations (1965: 169). Patrilocal extended households are 

the rule, with fission shortly after the death of the male household 

head (1965: 131). Within the village, "kinship relations are the single 

most important set of relationships outside the domestic group, and a 

very high proportion of activity is kinship activity" (1965: 1U8). 

Agnatic kin, that is, lineage members, have an intensified level of 

kinship activity and obligation (1965: 155). Women are identified both 

with their own agnatic lineage and with that of the husband (1965: 161). 

It is against this background of the importance of kinship in 

daily life that Stirling claims a poor fit between kinship roles and 

kinship terms. He also emphasizes:the lack of clarity of kin roles and 

the weakness of sanctions supporting them (1965: 1U9): 

The lack of specificity in kinship roles goes with an absence 
of formal and organized sanctions.... Reciprocity is the 



main sanction. But the very lack of specificity and formality 
weakens this sanction also, because the loss of support from 
one kinsman or set of kin can often be made good by close 
ties with another. 

To contract out of some of one's kinship duties does not nor
mally disturb other people in the community, and leads at the 
very worst to criticism and gossip. The one major exception 
to this lack of specificity is the duty of agnates to defend 
each other in quarrels, and to 'avenge homicide. But even 
this duty, as I shall explain, is in practice optional-
people can and do contract out of it (1965: l£0). 

Discussions of the kinship roles by Stirling (Chapters 6, 7 

and 8) indicate the importance of age and generation, sex, agnation, 

and marital affiliation. The development of particular roles does not 

differ substantially from the data of this study, and will not, there

fore, be presented separately here. 

The kinship terms of reference reported by Stirling (1965: 

l£2), appear in Table 3. There are some notable differences from 

standard Turkish morphemes: amca is replaced by emme; hala' by amine; 

teyze by hala. Step-terms are made from ordinary consanguineal terms 

by the suffix lik, instead of the prefixed word uvey. These differ

ences and the abundance of synonyms should not obscure the over-all 

similarity to other Turkish terminologies. 

Hatay 

Aswad's study of marriage, alliance and land ownership (1968), 

while done in Turkey, was largely conducted with Arabic-speaking, 

sedenterized nomads. The kinship terminology is not reported, but in 

any event would not be Turkish in origin. Of interest for this paper 

is the analysis of the relation of marriage, including lineage 
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Table 3. Reference terminology of Sakaltutan (Stirling 1965: lf?2, 153). 
Variations from standard Turkish (abbreviated S.T.) as 
shown by Stirling. 

baba, peder 

a$a (used by son or younger 
brother (title of respect to 
older man) 

anne, valide 

ebeveyn 

o^ul 
klz 

u§ak 

dol (used mainly by women) 

evlat 

karde?, birader 

kfz kardef,hem§ire, bacT 
(bacl is also a title of 
respect to an older woman) 

a^abey (used mainly by younger 
siblings) 

abla (used mainly by younger 
siblings) (also a title of 
respect to an older woman) 

dede, buyuk baba 

ebbe 

btiyuk anne 

emme 

dayf 

amine 

hala 

yigen 

emmem o&Lu 

emmem krzt 

emm1 usa^r 

daylm ciglu 

father 

father, elder brother (not S.T.) 

mother 

parents 

son 

daughter 

child (S.T. boy) 

child (S.T. foetus) 

child or children 

brother 

sister 

elder brother 

elder sister 

grandfather 

grandmother (not S.T.) 

grandmother 

father's brother (used in a classi-
ficatory sense) 

mother's brother 

father's sister (not S.T.) 

mother's sister (father's sister in 
S.T.) 

nephew or niece 

father's brother's son, used in a 
' classificatory sense (the final m 
is a possessive suffix meaning my) 

father's brother's daughter 

father's brother'3 child 

mother's brother's son 



Table 3—Continued 

daylm klzl 

day' u^a^x 

halam oglu 

halam klzl 

hal' u§alT 

ammem o&lu 

aramem kizi 

amm* ufa^l 

emmeti 

koca, herif 

aile 

avrat, horanta 

kayin 

kaylnpeder, kaylnata 

kaytnanne, kaylnvalide 

guvab 

damat 

gelin 

kayfn blrader 

gorumce 

baldiz 

yenge 

enifte 

bacanak, 

elti 

dtintir 

baballk 

annelik 

ogulluk 

siit annesi 

sut kardeji 

mother's brother's daughter 

mother's brother's child 

mother's sister's son 

mother's sister's daughter 

mother's sister's child 

father's sister's son 

father's sister's daughter 

father's sister's child 

distant agnate 

husband 

wife (S.T. family) 

wife 

spouse's kin, especially brother 

father-in-law 

mother-in-law 

bridegroom, son-in-law (S.T. giivey) 

bridegroom, son-in-law 

bride, daughter-in-law 

spouse's brother 

husband's sister 

wife's sister 

uncle's wife (in S.T. brother's 
wife; I did not hear it so used 
in the village). 

sister's husband, aunt's husband 

wife's sister's husband 

husband's brother's wife 

own child's parents-in-law 

stepfather 

stepmother 

stepson (krzllk does not mean 
stepdaughter) 

foster mother (wet nurse) 

foster brother 
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endogamy, to the formation of alliances in the political structure 

(1968: 98-122). 

Lineage leadership goes from a father to one of his sons. There 

is some tendency toward primogeniture, so that the oldest son (or his 

equivalent) is always a contender for leadership, but normally at least 

one younger son will contest his position. If the marriage is poly-

gynous, full-brothers will normally support a contender from their 

group. The contenders for leadership are mature men who are arranging 

the marriages of their children, with the purpose of cementing allianoes 

with other adult men. The two contenders thus strive to segment the 

lineage through the formation of intra-married units. Intermarriages 

between the children of allied brothers are frequent; intermarriage 

between the children of contending brothers is rare. In the next gener

ation the competition is between the sons of the successful contender, 

not between the descendents of the older competitors. The loser's chil

dren are out of the running. The new competitors in their search for 

alliances will re-divide the heirs of old alliances, providing for long 

range lineage unity despite the strong segmentary forces. 

Aswad discusses kinship roles in the light of alliance forma

tion. She says (1968: 131): "There is a great deal of deference and 

respect shown by the son to his father and most of his father's 

brothers." But (1968: 131-132): "In view of the nature of intra-

lineage alliances, a son will not treat all his father's brothers 

equally. With the ones with whom his father is allied, and this often 

includes his father-in-law, he shows great respect and does many things 



for them, as he would for his father. To his father's competitor, he 

is certainly not disrespectful, but observes a polite and cool atti

tude, as does his father." 

She characterizes the relations between brothers as having 

"the potential for intense opposition, or intense dependence and 

alliance." It varies "from tense and competitive to cooperative or 

submissive." The same possibilities for union or competition are open 

to full brothers and to half brothers. 

Girls in the tribe studied by Aswad are never married to out

siders, though men (in this polygynous society) have both kin and non-

kin wives. Girls stand in a similar relation to their fathers and 

their brothers: both are sources of protection and punishment. How

ever, due to strict segregation of unmarried girls, they develop a 

special closeness to their brothers, and a "noticeable joking relation

ship" (1968: 13U). 

"Visiting patterns which allow a woman to return home and visit 

her relatives, also create a line of communication between groupis, 

which men cannot create" (1968: 13U). Brothers and sisters are often 

involved in exchange marriages to their cousins. 

Collateral and affinal relationships, as might be expected, 

reflect the current state of alliances and were difficult to character

ize. Two affinal relationships were quite clear (1968: 137-138). 

"The husband-wife relationship involves a great deal of avoid

ance ritual. This begins at the time of their engagement in which 

they have a strict avoidance and non-speaking relationship which lasts 
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until their marriage. After their marriage, they must also show near 

avoidance in public. This of course changes within the home." 

"The daughter-in-law relationship to her mother- and father-in-

law is always one of great respect and submission.... This complete 

submission is symbolic- of her role as the connector of an alliance. 

The freedom of a woman to return to her home makes her an obvious 

object of suspicion to her new family, for she now has access to all 

their habits." 

The kinship patterns reported by Aswad, while pertaining to a 

non-Turkish-speaking group, are similar in several respects to those 

reported by Stirling. Her intensive investigation of alliance forma

tion suggests a possible explanation of the capacity to "contract out" 

of kinship obligations reported by Stirling. If the competition for 

leadership described by Aswad occurs in the shallow lineages of 

Stirling's villages, this competitive alliance formation might pattern 

the "contracts." The evidence is not available in Stirling's syn

chronic study. 

Summary 

All reports from Turkey stress the separation of village per

sons on the basis of age and sex. All seem to imply a certain emphasis 

on agnation. Patrilocal residence is the rule. Several sources men

tion the right of women to visit their natal homes, and the difficulties 

women may have in maintaining contact with sisters. There is consider

able variety in the frequency and acceptability of polygyny and of 
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patrilateral parallel cousin (or other cousin) marriage. Terminologies 

reported in Tables 1, 2, and 3 are clearly related, but not without 

variation. 



CHAPTER h 

THE LOCAL SETTING OF THE PRESENT STUDY 

The present study centers on the large coastal plain of south

ern Turkey, the Qukurova. The (Jukurova is a fertile plain of over half 

a million hectares. Its largest city is Adana, with a population of 

about 300,000. The plain is quite flat alluvium deposited by three 

good size year round streams which originate in the Toros Mountains to 

the north. The climate is Mediterranean, with hot, dry summers, cool, 

wet winters and occasional frost. Annual precipitation is approximately 

700 mm. In this climate, single crop rainfall agriculture has been 

practiced from earliest times, and irrigation on a small scale has been 

present since its innovation by the Sumerians (Ener 196U). In recent 

years (starting in 1902), the irrigation system has been greatly ex

tended, and its dependability enhanced by a large reservoir. The 

Seyhan Plain, a portion of the £ukurova, has had flood protection from 

the reservoir since 1956, and an annually improving irrigation distri

bution system in recent years. Modernization and mechanization of 
« 

agriculture has been a policy of the central government. Large sums 

of money have been invested in the development of this agriculturally 

promising region. Modernization has been rapid in places, but uneven. 

Land ownership patterns in the Qukurova are distressing to 

agricultural economists (Kunkel, research in progress) and social 
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scientists (Kiray 1966) alike. Eighty percent of the land is in the 

hands of an absentee landlord elite that comprises less than five per

cent of the population. Even among village-based farm owners, about 

60$ of the area is owned by 19% of the people (Seyhan Irrigation Pro

ject Evaluation Team 1966: 21). Many factors were involved in creating 

this distribution. Much of the rural population departed or was killed 

during Armenian persecutions and during the War for Independence. 

Others left during the exchange of population with Greece. Refugees 

came into the area from Arabic portions of the Ottoman empire (Kiray 

1966). 

Unsettled political conditions made brigandage profitable, 

which, in turn, further disrupted both land ownership and land occu

pancy. A long history of natural conditions and agricultural practices 

favoring malaria encouraged transhumant farming as well as stock breed

ing. Both land use and land ownership were in some confusion. 

In the background were old landlords claiming ownership from 

more settled times, new landlords with grants of land in return for 

service to the new republic, and land speculators who could find their 

way to ownership through superior understanding of the law (Kiray 1966). 

The general pattern which had emerged by the time modernization 

began was one of a large landless peasantry working land owned by small 

village landlords (the a|as), or large absentee landlords (the beys). 

Mechanization has displaced much of the landless peasantry, and con

tributed to the growth of larger holdings. Kiray documents the social 

devestation attendant on the agricultural changes. 
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While mechanization was occurring on the farms, industrializa

tion had started in the cities. Villages close to the city, and indi

viduals at a greater distance, have been able to take advantage of the 

new labor market to remove themselves from the peasantry. It is the 

lags and misfits of the two processes that disturb novelist (Kemal) 

and scientist (Kiray). 

The village which provided the data-in-context for this study 

has been through the worst stages of the dislocation. Older informants 

(age 60 and up) remember a time when there were more than 200 houses in 

the village, when there was an Armenian church, and when "Moslem and 

Christian lived peacefully together." The village at that time was on 

the main road from Adana to the small port of Karata§, and was a center 

to its ovm hinterland for the sale of cash crops and the purchase of 

urban goods. Just 25 years ago there were still about 30 households 

in the village. 

Now the village numbers its families at seven, although there 

are more nuclear families, more households, and more buildings than 

this. Of the long deserted houses, few traces remain. There are some 

walls of mud or stone from more recent departures, and several empty 

structures. A large number of wild plants that.favor disturbed soil 

attest to the village decay. 

Yet the image of decay must not be carried to the lives and 

hopes of the villagers. Unlike the more developed village studied by 

Kiray, where hopeless, unemployable ex-agricultural laborers had a 

keen sense of deprivation, here there is but one landless family, and 



one other very poor family. The landless have gone; they have per

manently severed their village ties and settled in urban areas. 

Present villagers have kin in Adana, Ankara, Erzerum, Istanbul, and 

other urban centers. Even in the present generation, several daughters 

and some sons of land-owning villagers live in the city. Two village 

sons are studying chemistry at a university in Istanbul. 

The name of the village is Kayarli. It lies 11 kilometers 

south of Adana, about two kilometers off the paved road that now con

nects Adana and Karataj (no longer a port, Karata§ is moving from 

fishing toward a support base of tourism and recreation). 

Kayarli is a very modern and mechanized village. It is served 

by a secondary irrigation canal, and most of its fields can be irri

gated from the tertiary canal system. Drainage and land-leveling, 

important adjuncts of successful irrigation farming, have been provided 

for some of the village fields. Several tractors are owned in the 

villagej one of them is a "second generation" tractor, new the year of 

the study. A cash and credit economy has largely replaced subsistence 

i 
farming. There is, however, no electricity, no phone, no public trans

portation closer than the paved road, no vehicle in the village other 

than tractors, no school or school bus, no shop, no indoor plumbing. 

Water comes from shallow wells by hand pumps. 

Fields belonging- to villagers lie on all sides of the village, 

some several kilometers distant. The bulk of the land that adjoins 

the village belongs to urban absentee owners, two brothers. Although 

its owners are seldom seen, the absentee-owned land is considered a 



part of Kayarli. When asked to name the largest land owner of the 

village, Kayarli residents would reply with the names of the absentee 

"Beys." During the agricultural season, a farm manager for one of the 

Beys is resident, with his family, in the farm compound next to the 

village. Villagers accept the manager's family socially, but do not 

regard them as part of the village. Their permanent home is in Tarsus, 

where one of the land-owning Beys lives; the other Bey is in Adana. 

Both brothers have industrial and agricultural investments throughout 

the Qukurova, and neither identifies with Kayarli in any close way. 

Holdings of the large landowners are in large fields. The 

largest field "in Kayarli" was given as over 1000 doniim (decare). 

Village owned holdings are generally in fields of 10 to 100 doniim. 

The present generation feels that smaller fields are impracticable, 

fragmentation through inheritance is responsible for dividing the hold

ings, but there is a growing tendency to substitute crop-sharing or 

cash payments for fragments below the mechanizable limit of $ or 10 

doniim. There are several owners of village land, kin of present vil

lagers, who do not reside in the village or farm their own land. These 

owners rent to the village farmers, or arrange with them for crop-

sharing. 

Two families in the village own very little land, less than 10 

decare, thus falling in the poorer 1$% of the village-based land owners 

in the irrigation project area. The other five families own f>0 or more 

decares and are in the top U0% of farm owning families. Since percent

age figures do not include the landless of other villages, it is clear 

that in terms of land ownership Kayarli is exceptionally well off even 
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among the developed villages of the Irrigation Project (Seyhan Irriga

tion Project Evaluation Team 1966: 21). 

The population of the village consists of seven extended fami

lies using eight hearths in nine residential units. The total number 

usually resident in the village is 60, or so the villagers feel. The 

population actually varies tremendously from day to day and from season 

to season. During the winter of 1968-1969, most of the residents moved 

to Adana. Some were children attending primary or secondary school. 

Some were older siblings or parents looking after the children. So 

many women were planning to move to the city that the other women felt 

the village would be lonely, and also made plans to stay with urban 

kin through the winter. But a core of men were needed in the village 

to protect it and to care for livestock. After a period of separation, 

these men brought wives and pre-schoolers back to the village. During 

the summer, when most of the resident 60 are usually present, there are 

likely to be urban kinsmen visiting almost constantly. Holidays bring 

large extended families to the village and some of them stay long 

periods of time. 

During the cotton harvest season the village population is 

augmented by over 500 migrant laborers. Both labor hired by village 

owners and that hired by the Bey's farm manager crowd into temporary 

shelters near the sources of water and social contact. Some of the 

migrant laborers are old acquaintances. Village farmers may have long 

standing agreements with labor foremen who return with the same pickers 

each year. Relations between farmer and foremen are then close, with 
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much sharing of food and facilities. Other village farmers recruit 

their own labor or find foremen on the competitive market, bringing 

strangers into the village. The Bey's pickers, most of the total in

flux, are strangers and are regarded with some dismay by the villagers. 

Their presence markedly reduces sanitation standards with an attendant 

epidemic increase in the fly population. The migrant laborers do not 

include any" kin of the villagers. 

The two poor families in the village provide a small part of 

the Bey's seasonal labor needs. They incur thus an obligation to the 

Bey's farm manager, which they discharge by ceremonial visits to him 

during holidays. There is no social interaction with the Beys them

selves. 

Kayarli is not "typical" of the Seyhan Project Area; the Pro

ject is not typical of the (Jukurova; the plain is not typical of 

Turkey. Yet in this small village the kinship terminological system 

resembles in many respects that reported for Demirciler and for Sakal-

tutan, that found in urban Adana, Izmir, Ankara, or the Turkish 

dictionary. It also differs in some places. To study a kinship system 

both in its genealogical and its status aspects requires a social and 

linguistic context. The context for this study was supplied by the 

modern and sophisticated, but rural and kinship-based, residents of 

Kayarli. 



CHAPTER 5 

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION 

The methods used to gather the data reported herein were 

diverse. Goodenough (l96$) and Schneider (l?6£) have mentioned the 

value of being one's own informant: directly in data collection, and 

indirectly in providing a check on the success of analysis. The 

author is not a Turk, nor can she claim special fluency in the language 

and culture. But four and a half years of residence, with continuing 

interest in kinship, provided a growing set of intuitions which could 

then be checked with native informants. Accent and grammatical prob

lems are not without some compensations for village work. It was pos

sible to start with very basic questions like "what kinds of kinsmen ' 

exist?" and "what does this term mean?" 

The question: "What kinds of kinsmen exist?" is speedily 

answered hy informants who soon come to a spot, well within the lexicon, 

where they say, "That is all." There is more, of course, and it is 

added in time. Married women tend to forget terms for siblings in such 

a listing, and children tend to omit some of the affinal terminology. 

The point is that informants do not have an easy way of enumerating 

kinship terms so that they may know accurately whether or not the list 

is complete. The problem the ethnographer faces in getting all the 

terms on one chart is a problem he shares with the native speaker. 



The second point in starting with a general question about kinsmen was 

to see if informants would stop, and stay stopped, at the boundary of 

the lexicon. (They did.) 

Lists of kin terms and their definitions were elicited and dis

cussed first, entirely in general terms. Differences in the roles of 

kinsmen, in closeness, in responsibilities and authority were' also 

discussed in general. 

The genealogical approach was next applied. Names and loca

tions of as many kinsmen as possible were elicited. Children 10 to 15 

could easily name and locate over 100 kinsmen, many of them not resi

dents of the Adana area. Only the one poor, immigrant family had 

difficulty enumerating a large number of kin. They felt their lack of 

kinsmen was responsible for their poverty. 

The genealogical approach easily and automatically lists as kin 

a large number of relatives for whom no lexical terms exist. Cousins 

are labeled descriptively as "children of my uncle," "granddaughter of 

my father's aunt," etc. The proper descriptive terms are readily sup

plied for the individual listed in the genealogy. The question that 

elicits a genealogy is "What kinsmen of yours exist?" One has "kins

men" that are not "kinds of kinsmen." The distinction was discussed 

with the villagers and with urban informants. 

Questions of the type "What do you call Ahmet?" brought out 

the fact that a distinction between reference and address terminology 

is explicit. It is easy to elicit paired terms of reference and 

address. Some terms should always be used in address; some terms may 



be used or not; other terms should never be used. Substitutes for 

reference terms are sometimes names, sometimes other kin terms. The 

factors that control substitution of terms or names in address were 

discussed. Many of these are also explicit. Where actual usage de

parts from the ideal the fact was also noted and discussed with infor

mants. 

Being urbanized and sophisticated, the villagers were not only 

permissive but insistent that notes be taken. They also expected spr-

cific, standardized questionnaires. The nature of kinship roles, the 

relative closeness of kin, the pairing of certain kin terms could be 

explored more formally. It was also possible to explore the inter

nalization of kin term competence with children through questions on 

the relation of one kinsman to another. 

It proved impossible for the investigator, as a woman guest, 

to move from one house to another without a proper escort of little 

girls from the host family. The data from Kayarli are not independent 

samples of Kayarli opinion, but an informal consensus among the vil

lagers. When questions (other than genealogical questions) were re

peated in other households, the respondents would say: "But that is 

already in your notes." Group discussion of what should be in the 

notes could then follow. 

Village visits started in February, 1968, and were continued 

through the spring. They were interrupted in late May, resumed in 

August. During the winter, the villagers were visited in their city 

quarters, and a few visits were made to the village in the spring of 

1969. 



A few formal interviews were made with urban residents, both 

upper and middle and lower class. For the most part, data on urban 

usage and standard Turkish come from dictionaries and long informal 

conversations with various friends. Friends in both city and village 

proved very patient and even interested in discussing the kinship 

system. Their apparent pleasure in discussing Turkish culture with an 

interested foreigner is a very great asset to field work. 



CHAPTER 6 

KINSHIP IN KAYARLI 

Statements on behavior appropriate to kinship statuses are 

statements about ideal behavior. They are not sufficiently formal 

to qualify as cultural rules regulating behavior, but should serve 

to introduce the reader informally to both terms and "social personae" 

of Turkish kinship. 

In the following paragraphs, each kin term is given its genea

logical definition both in words and symbols. The nature of the status 

defined by the term is discussed both sociocentrically and in terms of 

its defining diadic roles, i.e., with reciprocal terms. Extensions of 

the term in address to other kin and non-kin are discussed. Permis

sible grammatical shifts of the term and their meanings are also pre

sented. Some of this material will be repeated in the tables and 

summary statements of a later chapter. Section headings in this 

chapter are given for the convenience of the reader, and do not neces

sarily represent sub-sets of kinship with any validity in Turkish. 

A word should be said about the ideal "ego" in reciprocal 

position to each term. As the status is discussed in the following 

sections, "ego" is a child (in the absolute sense) to all senior kin. 

His position as a senior kinsman is largely dictated by the genealogi

cal possibilities. People remain fathers when the become fathers-in-

law, and grandfathers. Some of the changing roles (father to the boy; 
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father to the man) have been discussed in each section. However, the 

major changes involve addition of a new status. Thus "father to the 

adult" is father-in-law to the adult's spouse. His relation to the 

couple is a combination of these two statuses. The progression of 

persons through the kinship system is crucial to an understanding of 

the structure of kinship in Turkey, and the nature of address termi

nology. Thu3 the issues will be discussed further in later sections. 

Parents 

Baba; (a + m); Genitorj father. A father is a man who is 

married and has children, and thus has some experience with problems 

of responsibility and discipline. He is an adult male, and is so 

treated by his juniors and most other adults, though he remains a child 

to his own senior kin. A father need not be a household head, but may 

be, if his own father is dead. One's own father is the chief source 

of support, direction and discipline. He is stern but affectionate. 

He provides training for sons and protection for daughters. He is the 

final authority on the marriage of both, although most of the wedding 

arrangements will be made by women. He should consult both sons and 

daughters about their wishes in marriage arrangements. He should be 

especially careful to guard the reputation and purity of daughters. 

A child asks his permission for everything that extends beyond the im

mediate village: a trip to town, money for needs, even permission to 

go out in the fields to gather flowers. 

Adult children continue to regard their fathers as persons of 

authority, although a married woman will not be under his direct 



control. His household remains the focal point for her visits to male 

kin until his death, when it is replaced by her brother's home. The 

loss of a father in childhood is thought to be particularly tragic be

cause the child may be unable to protect his interest in his inheri

tance. He may lost it to his uncles, particularly if father's father 

is still alive and the estate is thus undivided. An adult's father's 

death usually precipitates division of the estate, and with it fric

tions between siblings. Customarily (although illegally under both 

Islamic and Turkish law) the women have been disinherited; their 

doweries at marriage are considered their share. Father's widow may 

maintain some control over a portion of the estate. Informants indi

cated that the future division of estates would depend uppn circum

stances; their expectations are thus in line with ethnographic reports. 

They feel, however, that actual sub-division of fields will no longer 

occur, as it is not economically feasible. 

Baba, babam, and babacl|im are all used in address. The first 

is most common, the second means "my father," the last (which means 

"my dearest father," and is diminutive) is particularly associated with 

begging favors. In address, the term baba is extended to mother's 

husband (uvey baba) and to father-in-law. In Kayarli, unlike Stirling's 

village, it may also be extended to a foster father, even if an earlier 

kin relationship was present. In an urban setting, baba has been ob

served extended to father's father, and the term is sometimes used by 

beggers or poor dependents to refer to patrons. Otherwise it is not 

extended to non-kin. 



Children use the singular possessive babam in referring to own 

father even when talking with siblings where babanaz, "our father," 

might seem appropriate. When talking to a son about his father, the 

second person reference is used, even if the speaker is wife, mother, 

or father's'sibling to the son. However, a "co-son," i.e., a sibling, 

would use the first person reference, babam. 

Anne: (a + f); Genetrix; mother. A mother is an adult woman, 

married, with children. A sort of rosy glow surrounds the status: 

mothers are full of wisdom and sympathy. A mother is a woman who has 

moved from her natal home to her husband's. A mother cooks, cleans, 

cares for children. One's own mother provides day-to-day discipline, 

but is less stern than father. She provides training for her daughters 

and is inclined to spoil her sons. She does most of the ground work 

in arranging marriages, subject to her husband's veto. She supervises 

the work of her sons' wives. Her role is strenuous early in life, but 

increases in relaxation as daughters mature. The loss of daughters 

through marriage is compensated by the young brides sons bring into 

the home. 

A widowed mother has a number of options, all with disadvan

tages. She may remain with her husband's agnates either re-marrying 

within the group or trying to fill the male role herself. She may 

marry outside, raising her children away from their agnates and risking 

their disinheritance. She may return with her children to her own 

agnatic group. Except for the difficult role of going on alone, each 

option risks the disinheritance of her children. An older widow 



usually remains with her sons and their families, but she may join her 

daughters instead. 

Anne, annem, annecigim, ana, anaklz are all used in address. 

Ana is old Turkish (or village) for anne, and anakiz means"mother-

girl," an alternative diminutive. Usage parallels that for baba, 

except that the diminutives may be heard more often. The term is ex

tended to father's wife if mother is dead or divorced (uvey anne), and 

to mother-in-law (kaynana or kayinvalide) in address, and to a foster 

mother (but not to a "milk mother," sUt annesi, under normal circum

stances). Like baba, the term takes precedence over other kin linkage 

in familiar address and is not often used in first person plural form 

(annemiz). It has a similar restricted occurrence extended to non-kin 

(beggers, etc.)» 

Children 

gocuk; (a - a); child; offspring. A child should be obedient, 

helpful, willing to run errands. He should look after younger children 

and keep them out of the adults' way. The role of one's own child is 

not much different from that of any child, but his expectations may be 

quite different. The orphan, for example, is universally pitied; it 

is expected that he will be done out of his inheritance, and he usually 

is. Yet adults select a child to send on an errand not by kin tie 

(own vs. other), but by age, sex, competence. An orphan being raised 

in the village was not singled out for especially numerous or dirty 

tasks, although this is the usual position of the evlatllk (adopted) 

child reported for Turkey. Only the pity for the expected 
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disinheritance distinguished her. Full adoption including inheritance 

is possible, but apparently rare. 

The division of labor by sex separates sons and daughters quite 

early. Terms are available to indicate this: 0|ul: (a - m)j son. 

Kiz; (a - f); daughter. 

Possession of sons is still the validating point in the status 

of father or mother, although daughters are much more highly valued in 

Kayarli than has been reported for other Turkish times and places. A 

son is slightly spoiled by his mother, more strictly directed by his 

father. An interesting contrast with American society concerns infant 

children. In the U.S., girls are said to mature more rapidly than 

boys: to walk, talk, toilet train easier. The same belief is held in 

urban Turkey. But in Kayarli boys were assigned this role. A baby-

boy was expected to walk at eight or nine months, a girl not until 1%. 

The explanation may lie in everyone's willingness to let a young boy 

monopolize help and attention. Girls get less practice and less credit 

for effort. 

In Kayarli, the older sons of three families were trained, or 

being trained, for urban positions, while younger sons (not necessarily 

youngest) were being prepared to take over the farm. Farming sons will 

follow the pattern of patrilocal residence at marriage. There is no 

expectation, that urban sons will return. Jobs for chemists are known 

to be rare in KayarliJ 

The training of daughters in the home alone is still customary, 

although several daughters had been to primary school and three were 
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taking more advanced training (two in tailoring, one in an academic 

program). In the household, the oldest daughter is fully trained to 

assume the role of anne in her absence* After this daughter marries, 

the next in line takes her place. A married daughter visits her home 

as often as duties and distance permit. She may return to her natal 

home if she has trouble with her husband or her mother-in-law. 

Children are addressed by name or by any of a large number of 

descriptive or affectionate terms: oglum, "my son;" kizTm, "my 

daughter;" evladim, "my child;" qocugum, "my child;" yavrum, "my off

spring;" kuzum. "my lamb," Most intimate reference i3 by name. The 

first four terms may be used with first person pronomial for any per

son a generation or more younger than the speaker, whether related, 

known, or stranger. The others can be so used only for tiny babies. 

None of the terms for children may be used without pronomial endings 

in address. 

The word kiz means girl, maiden, or virgin as well as daughter. 

It is also used in address by women to age mates of any marital status. 

In such usage it is parallel to o|jlan, "boy" (Adana area 'lan). Both 

terms have an abrupt ring; they are not very polite. In taking 

genealogies the question "klzml?" (is it a girl?) was understood as 

"Is she a maiden?" (single). "Klzlml?" clarified the ambiguity: "Is 

it his daughter?" It is not possible to say from internal evidence 

whether ktzlm in address means "my daughter" or "my girl;" its parallel 

for boys, however, is oglum, not o^lanum, which provides rather con

vincing evidence that the meaning is "my daughter." 
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Siblings 

Karde^r (a 0 a); Sibling. A sibling should be loyal and 

affectionate. Siblings compete for affection and inheritance from 

their elders. There is little more that need be said about their 

status until relative age is specified, permitting lexical specifica

tion of sex. Sex may be specified by the use of modifiers: kiz 

kardegim, "my sister" (usually younger)j erkek kardegim, "my brother" 

usually younger). The .term kardegim is used in address only for a 

stranger who is slightly younger than the speaker and whose name is 

not known. Informants say it is not polite. The author has heard it 

used only by men speaking to other men. Young boys would use 'lan; 

girls would use kiz; older women seem to use bacl, although they say 

this is only appropriate for older women, where abla (older sister) 

might be used. Karde^im (the possessed form is obligatory) is only 

marginally a term of address. Proper names are preferred. Yet there 

is some evidence that kardeg may be the correct genealogical reference 

term for all siblings, regardless of age or sex. The terms for older 

siblings may be respectful titles, not kinship terms. The step modi

fier iivey is used only with karde?, not with the terms for elder sib

lings. Kardeg is clearly a cover term for all siblings as well as a 

junior reciprocal. 

Agabey: (a ® m). Older brother; synonym aga. An older 

brother has many of the responsibilities of a father. He provides 

support, discipline, protection, especially of the honor of his sis

ters. He keeps responsibility for his sister's honor even after her 



marriage. Ideally, if a wife is unfaithful to her husband, he is hurt 

but not dishonored. Her brothers are dishonored and angry; they may 

even be expected to kill her. An older brother may be involved in 

significant planning for younger siblings. In one family, further 

education was provided for the girls at the suggestion of their older 

brother. He may be able to intercede with father. A^abey, a]|abeyim, 

ajabeycigim (shortened to /aabiy/ in normal speech) are used in address. 

The term is extended to cousins who are older than ego, and to husbands 

of female kin (damat) if they are older than ego, and to all those 

one's spouse calls agabey. It is used for non-kin with a proper name, 

and for strangers. 

Abla: (a 0 f); Older sister; synonym: bacT. An older sister 

is a mother substitute and source of affection, food, comfort. As 

mentioned above, the oldest unmarried sister is the most mother-like. 

She may be able to intercede with father or mother, but her authority 

is less general than that of an older brother. The term is used in 

address for kin and non-kin much as agabey is used; however, in the 

village context, bad is more frequently heard for non-kin. Another 

difference is based on the fact that the reference term for wives of 

consanguineals may be used in address, yenge. In the village of 

Kayarli several people properly called yenge were actually called 

abla by the women and children. Villagers regarded this as a local 

and rather sloppy habit (yenge daha kibar; "yenge is more polite"). 

In urban situations there is a term for male affines that parallels 

yenge; eniste. Enigte is used in address for older husbands of female 

consanguineals, where agabey is used in Kayarli, 
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The distinction between older and younger siblings appears to 

be important only in the family of orientation. Younger as well as 

older brothers are involved in the honor of an adult sister. No terms 

distinguish the relative age of parental siblings. The diminishing 

importance of relative age may be related to usage in intimate refer

ence. Older people use tu-centered terms in talking to younger people 

about their-older siblings. Younger people do not normally refer to 

siblings of their elders this way; ego-centered aunt and uncle terms 

are used instead. 

Grandparents 

Dede: (a + a + m). Parent's father. Synonyms: buyuk baba, 

bey baba. The implication of dede seems to be affectionate and non-

disciplinarian. Where authority in a patrilocal extended family still 

rests in the grandfather, the more formal terms biiyuk baba and bey 

baba seem to be more appropriate. Grandchildren claimed to use all 

grandfather terms, but only dede was observed. Grandparental author

ity was not strong in the village during the period of field work: 

In some cases the children were very young and discipline was handled 

mostly by the motherj in another case the grandfather was senile. In

formants see little difference between the role of father's father and 

mother's father, and no term is available to isolate the two roles. 

Suggestion of the terms ftbabababa and *annebaba, parallel to separate 

terms for grandmothers (see nene) were rejected with much humor. 

Grandfather's position can, of course, be described. The lack of dis

tinctive terms seems odd in patrilocal families, where contact with 
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the two grandfathers is so different. Perhaps authority is always in

directly exercised through the intervening parent. 

Diminutives and possessives apply as with baba in address. 

Dede is extended to great grandfathers, and may be used for grand-

parental siblings, although extension of the term used by own parent 

to these is preferred, and was the only extension observed. It may be 

extended to.strangers who appear very old, but amca is preferred. In 

intimate reference, the term is used to avoid in-law terminology, but 

not to replace ego-centered babam. Children may, in talking to parents, 

say either dedem or baban. 

Nene: (a + a + f); parent's mother; synonyms: buy Ilk anne. 

Partial synonyms: babaanne (a + m + f) and anneanne or ananne 

(a + f + f). The role of nene is particularly warm: many urban as 

well as village informants regard her as their most loved kinsman. 

There is said to be no difference between mother's and father's mother, 

yet there is a tendency to regard mother's mother as the prototype. 

Terms which distinguish the line of descent are thought to be more 

polite (kibar), but are less used. Nene and biiyiik anne are extended 

to great grandparents, but the more explicit terms are not extended. 

Nene is commonly extended to all very old women. Diminutives are 

applied, perhaps more frequently than with any other term, and intimate 

reference is like that for dede. 

Grandchildren 

Torun: (a - a - a); Grandchild. The reciprocal of the grand

parent terms implies a response of warmth, affection, etc. The terra 



is not used in address, however; any of the terms for one's own child 

are substituted and used in the same way (no diminutives, always with 

possessive pronomial). Address can be by proper name. Intimate refer

ence is usually by proper name, but may be first person plural refer

ence* 

Parental Siblings 

Amca; (a + m 0 m); father's brother. The more common village 

synonym is emme or emmi. Amca is said to be like father. He is some

what strict and a source of support both financial and emotional, es

pecially against non-kin. Definite variations in the role were 

observed between younger and older father's brothers toward the same 

ego, but these are not part of the ideal pattern. The status of "young 

man" is dominant over the more formal status of amca. In cases where 

the father's brother is very close in age to his nephew, he may be 

addressed as a|abey, or if he is younger, by name. There appear to be 

no necessary social identities of the status of father's brother that 

preclude his being equated with own brother other than his position 

with respect to inheritance. A man's holdings are divided among his 

children. Amca should stand with father in this respect, regardless 

of his age. In fact, however, a very young amca may be classed with 

the junior generation. Amca is geographically close, and may even be 

a member of ego's household while ego is young. Amca's children are 

possible marriage partners, though not preferred in Kayarli as they 

are in many places. Two marriages between patrilateral first cousins 

were present in the genealogies. 



Amca is used in address with or without possessives and dimi

nutives. It is extended to both parent's ameas, and sometimes to 

father's amoa's son, also to spouse's amca. It is the usual term for 

male courtesy kin who are parent's friends. It is extended to old men, 

even those old enough to be called dede. It is used in intimate 

address to avoid the use of ego-centered reference terms which are not 

normal in address. 

Halas (a + m 0 f); father's sister. The relationship with 

hala is slightly formal, less close than that with mother's sister. 

She and her family are visitors to the natal home of ego when she 

visits her parents and brothers. There seems to be a hint of distress 

over her possible portion of inheritance. Islamic and Turkish law 

provide a portion of her father's estate. Custom denies this portion 

in many but not all cases. 

The term may be extended to the hala of either parent or spouse, 

but does not seem to be used for their daughters. Informants insist 

that hala may be extended to courtesy kin, but such extension has not 

been observed. Urban informants have said that hala is the preferred 

term for courtesy kin in the Kayseri area. Stirling's report from 

Kayseri area villages indicates that the word hala is the term for 

mother's sister there. The pattern of extended use may then be the 

same. Use of diminutives and intimate reference follows the pattern 

of amca. 

Dayl: (a + f 0 m); mother's brother. The relationship is less 

formal than that with amca. The joking relations that were observed 
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•with a young amca are expected in the relation with day". Yet some of 

the tensions involving opposite sex siblings, tensions that are visible 

in relations with hala, should be present in relations with dayl. They 

are not apparent, either in actual interaction or in jokes and stories. 

Dayi is the guardian of one's mother's honor, and as such a defender of 

her children. Inheritance anxieties that seem to color relations with 

hala, do not trouble relations with dayi. Perhaps it is easier to be 

"done out" of one's inheritance than to bear the guilt for so doing. 

Dayi is a resident of mother's natal home, and is visited there by ego. 

The term is extended to parent's and spouse's day". It is also 

extended to non-kin. Since informants feel that all parental sibling 

terms can be extended, they are not able to say what distinction is 

implied in the extension of dayl instead of amca. It seems to the ob

server that a fictive dayl is probably younger or less imposing than a 

fictive amca. In other cases he is "out of context;" he is not father's 

friend but a stranger in a strange place, or a colleague. 

Teyze; (a + f 0 f); mother's sister. The relationship is sup

posed to be very affectionate because teyze is "like mother." Marriage 

arrangements, however, may put sisters in different social classes. 

Then relations are strained or broken. The lack of a warm teyze seems 

very unfortunate to informants. Neither of two sisters will be in her 

natal home unless a marriage to amca's son has occurred. But recipro

cal visiting seems to be frequent. Also, both families will be visi

tors to the natal home of the women. The affectionate link between 

same sex siblings is strong, but obligations and matters of honor are 

not involved. 
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The term is used in address and extended to non-kin. There is 

a strong tendency to use the term for distant female cousins who are 

of parent's age or older. It is extended to courtesy kin, especially 

by young children. Whether because westernization has brought in some 

variant of a "youth cult" or for some other reason, teyze is used less 

for strangers than is amca. Women, perhaps, remain abla until they 

are old enough to be nene. Since amca is co-resident and teyze is not, 

the former term is more often used in daily life which may account for 

its more frequent extension to non-kin. 

Sibling's Child 

Yegen or yi|en: ( a 0 a - a)j sibling's child (reciprocal to 

all four preceding terms). All children are essentially children and 

should be treated about the same. The complexities of competition and 

responsibility that are reflected in the terms for older kin are not 

found in terms used for the younger generation. The term yegen is not 

used in address, it is used in the plural possessive, especially 

yegenlerimiz, "our kids," So used, it includes any sub-set of own 

children, own nieces and nephews, and spouse's nieces and nephews. 

Its most common usage seems to be between women married to brothers 

(elti) to refer to all the children of the agnatic extended family. 

Children also use the term to mean cousins collectively, relating them 

to the whole family. Such usage tends toward development of yegen as 

a true cousin term. One urban informant feels it is currently permis

sible to describe his first cousin as yegenim. The village does not 

allow such usage. 
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Affines: Own Spouse 

Koca: (f : m)j husband. In traditional literature, the Turkish 

husband has been almost the owner of his wife who was reduced to a 

status little better than slave. No sign of such extreme inequality-

is present in Kayarli. Women are respectful to their husbands. The 

husband is served first at meals unless guests are present to be served 

ahead of him. He eats with the guests and with his mature sons. Women 

eat later with the children. In Kayarli, however, if the number to be 

fed was quite small (two or three children, myself, the host and his 

wife), man and wife might eat together with the group. The presence 

of a male guest would preclude this arrangement. Wives addressed their 

husbands by first name, although they said the use of koca and kocam 

was permissible. Urban informants have sometimes insisted that the 

term be used only with diminutive, kocacTgim. This seems overly affec

tionate for public use to other urbanites and to Kayarli informants. 

Intimate reference replaces the term with any appropriate consanguin-

eal term, and more formal reference tends to substitute a respectful 

title (bey, effendi) appropriately possessed. 

Karl: (m : f); wife. One's wife is, or is expected to be, the 

mother of one's children, a perfectly respectable status. A man gives 

orders freely to his wife, but he is likely also to enjoy her company 

and accept her advice. The relationship is more formal when adults 

are present, relaxed and friendly otherwise. Wives are addressed by 

proper name, but Kayarli informants say the term karr and karlm may be 

used in address. Kariclgim, like kocacTgim, is too intimate for public 



use. Stirling refers to the lack of a term for wife in his villages: 

the term for family, aile, was used in reference to a wife. Kayarli 

residents also use aile in reference to a man's "family" even though 

he may have no children. The term for wife is not forbidden, however. 

Another common circumlocution follows that for husband: "hanfmlniz" 

(your lady) or hanTm effendi ("lady master," perhaps "the mistress") 

are used in more formal reference. 

Spouse's Parents 

Kaylnbaba; kayln peder: (a : a + m); father-in-law. A mys

tique surrounds relatives by marriage in Turkey which is similar to 

feelings in the U.S. A father-in-law should be like a father; but a 

rather desperate laugh indicates he is not so. His daughter-in-law is 

under his roof, and his authority. But the separation of sexes means 

they have little contact. His son-in-law owes him certain obligations 

(help in times of harvest or trouble, provision of visits home for his 

wife), but is not in regular interaction with him. 

The term is not used in address: baba, "father," should be 

used instead. There is a strong tendency to avoid this substitution 

by using intimate reference where possible: baban (your father) to 

spouse; deden (your grandfather) to children. 

Kaynana; kayln valide: (a : a + f); mother-in-law. Kaynana 

implies much more of the expected friction than does the latter term; 

mother-in-law jokes are about kaynana. She supervises the work of her 

daughter-in-law, and has a reputation for working her brutally. A 

mother-in-law has much less to do with a son-in-law: consequently all 



but the most westernized in-law jokes concentrate on the kaynana-gelin 

relation. (American jokes are mother- to son-in-law.) The term anne 

should be substituted in address. Tu-centered terms are much easier 

to use in intimate reference. 

Children's Spouses and Sibling's Spouses 

Damat; (a - f : m), (a ( + a) 0 f : m); husband of consanguin-

eal. In standard Turkish, damat (which also means bridegroom) is used 

only for son-in-law. Other husbands are enigte, which is used in 

address for people older than ego. In the village it was felt that 

eni^te and damat were synonyms, but eni^te was archaic, A son-in-law 

has obligations to his wife's father, as noted above. Obligations to 

other kinsmen concern proper discharge of obligations to his wife. 

The term is the reciprocal for kayin peder, kaynana, kayin, baldxz and 

(karlnin) yegen(i). It is not used in address, except at the time of 

the wedding when it has sociocentric meaning. Terms for own child or 

older brother may be substituted. 

Gelin: (a - m : f); daughter-in-law, bride. The role of gelin 

is traditionally that of slave to the new family. Pierce (196U: 83) 

notes that gelin's role in relation to kaynana is the most difficult 

kinship role. He remarks on the similarity of her title to the command 

"comej" (the stress pattern is different). Stirling (196£: 109) says 

the etymology is based on the present participle, "the one who comes." 

Within Kayarli there were three gelin-kaynana relationships. One 

kaynana seemed to favor her gelin over her own daughters. One treated 

her gelin as an adult and equal, while her own single daughters were 
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children (the age difference was not great). The third was an inter-

cultural marriage between a village girl and a Kurdish, transient, 

laboring boy who, with his widowed mother, spent several months in 

Kayarli. The girl's Kurdish mother-in-law tried to play the role of 

stern kaynana, and the girl returned to her own parents. Later the 

girl rejoined her husband and went to his village (the expected behavior 

for a bride) where she is probably filling the more traditional and 

difficult role of gelin. The relation of gelin to kayinbaba is re

spectful but minimal, since opposite sex affines have much less contact. 

The word gelin may be used in address, but was not used in 

Kayarli. Name or kxzlm (my daughter) was substituted. It was used in 

intimate reference in the first person plural: gelinimizt "our bride." 

In such usage it applies to a brother's wife or even the wife of a more 

distant agnate. Gelinim (my bride or my daughter-in-law) cannot be 

used by the bride groom, her husband. She is not "his" bride; she is 

his parent's bride. Pierce reports that a man in Demirciler might 

favor his wife by promoting her from the status of "bride" to "wife" 

(hanlm). To Kayarli informants that idea is incomprehensible. A girl 

is a bride in sociocentric usage when she has been married less than 

two years, uniess she has children. But she is "iqy bride" only to her 

parents-in-law, not to her husband. She remains gelinim to her mother-

in-law no matter how long she is married or how fruitfully. Although 

aware that a mother-in-law is often strict with her son's wife, that 

the relationship is often difficult, Kayarli informants do not feel 

that the status gelinim is ever replaced. The address term, gelin, 
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on the other hand, does cease to be used. It is the one term for a 

younger kinsman that is not used with pronomial ending in address. It 

thus seems probable that the address term gelin is the sociocentric 

term meaning "bride," not really a kinship term of address at all. 

Yenge: (a ( + a ) 0 m : f)j brother's wifej uncle's wife. 

The yenge of a family will be bearers of the children that continue 

the patrilirie. As such, they may have more importance to men, whom 

they join, 'than to women who leave at marriage to join another line. 

In general, men seem to use the term more than women. The women and 

girls of Kayarli called several people abla, "older sister," who were 

properly yenge. They considered such substitution poor usage. Yenge 

is a respectful term. A yenge is someone's wife; an agnate's wife or 

mother's agnate's wife. For girls the status has slight elements of 

jealousy: the yenge is permanently established in the consanguineal 

family that a girl must leave. The friction is greatest for a brother's 

wife, see Gorumce. 

The term is used in address, and may take diminutives and pos-

sessives for women older than ego. It is extended by men to wives of 

acquaintences, and to (apparent) wives of strangers if the stranger is 

called agabey, amca, or dayT. The term also refers to women who help 

a bride prepare for marriage (see Stirling 196|?: 182). The plural, 

yengeler, may refer to all the older women of a patriline, or even of 

a village. When polygynous marriages were present in the village, 

yenge referred to father's other wife, but was not used for step

mother, uvey anne. It is an urban euphemism for "mistress" today. 



Spouse's Siblings 

Kayln, kayln bTrader; (a : a 0 m); spouse's brother. Under 

patrilocal residence, ego's brother-in-law (regardless of ego's sex) 

resides with his father- and mother-in-law. The plural term, kaylnlar, 

refers to in-laws generally. A man's kayln will be his children's 

dayl, and is the person most interested in the man's good treatment of 

his wife. A woman's kayln will be amca to her children: his interest 

is in the children who help expand his lineage and form a base for his 

power. To both man and woman, the kayln seems to typify the interests 

of the affinal kin in the marriage. The relation of kayln and damat 

hinges on the good treatment and good behavior of the connecting link, 

the wife or sister. The kayln to yenge relation involves a brother's 

right to the political support of his agnates. 

Kayln is not used in address. He is called agabey if older, 

otherwise by name. As with other kaylnlar, intimate reference uses 

consanguineal tu-centered terms wherever possible. 

Gbrumce: (f : m 0 f); husband's sister. Gb'rtfmce is a refer

ence reciprocal of yenge, but the in-law tensions are such that the 

joking pattern refers to the relation of gelin-gorumcesi (the bride 

and her sister-in-law). Apparently the term yenge does not suggest 

stress the way both gelin and gorumce do. Gfcfrumce is, as it3 etymology 

suggests, one who looked over the prospective bride before the marriage 

to her brother. She is supposed to be a bit jealous of her yenge, and 

she may be inclined to join her mother in both pushing the new bride 

around and in calling her gelin. The hint of coolness surrounding a 



hala may reflect the gelin-gorumcesi basis upon which the two women 

start. Brother-sister exchange marriage is favored because it permits 

the two girls to be both gelin (actually yenge) and gortimce to each 

other. Most of the tension is early in the marriage. One's g&'rumce 

(children's hala) is not geographically close after her marriage. 

Visiting is by gorumce to her old home or her brother, not by yenge 

to her. 

Gorumce is not used in address: abla is used if she is the 

elder (reciprocal: name); name is used if she is younger (reciprocal: 

yenge). The term is also avoided in intimate address. 

Baldiz: (m : f 0 f); wife's sister. The relation seems to be 

free of in-law stresses. One's baldiz will be the very warm figure, 

teyze to one's children. A man's baldiTz is sexually forbidden him by 

Islamic law, so her kin will allow her to visit him. Like all non-

consanguineal man-woman relations, thi3 one is somewhat distant. There 

is a hint of embarrassment in informants' conversations about baldiz; 

this probably reflects the same stress that is involved in the prohi

bition of sororal polygyny. 

Co-Siblings-in-Law: Spouse's Sibling's Spouse 

Bacanak: (m : f 0 f : m); wife's sister's husband. The warmth 

between damat and baldiz that is blocked by the difference in sex is 

expressed with her husband. The children of two bacanak will be teyze 

Qocuklarl, a warm and non-competitive type of cousin. They will have 

a pattern of reciprocal visiting that avoids the competitive tensions 

of the man's world. Bacanak (a rare, self-reciprocal term) owe a com

mon duty to their father-in-law. If the socio-economic status of two 



bacanak is strongly contrasting, there will be little contact between 

them except during obligatory visits to their in-laws. 

The term may be used in address, but seems to convey a bit of 

humor or pomposity when so used. Agabey or name is customary. Inti

mate reference is usually by name or name plus agabey. 

Elti; (f : m 0 m : f); husband's brother's wife. Like bacanak, 

the term is self-reciprocal. The women are equivalent "decorations on 

their husband's consanguineal trees." They are drawn together by resi

dence, by common estrangement from their own homes, common kaynana 

problems. They are divided by age and order of marriage, by the com

petition of their husbands, and usually by their different origins. 

They see a great deal of each other. They are not regarded as close 

affinals (all my informants thought their seldom seen gorumce was a 

closer kinswoman). Their reciprocal obligations are minimal: their 

husbands, being brothers, are supposed to maintain the family peace. 

The term is not used in address. In the village abla or names 

were substituted, though yenge was preferred usage. Yenge is used in 

the city, Elti is the old term for husband's other wife, according to 

Kayarli informants. It is not so reported elsewhere. 

Step Kin 

Four terms are available to name the relationships established 

by the remarriage of parents to new spouses. These terms are standard 

terms for nuclear family members, preceded by the modifier uvey, 

"step." tfvey anne; (a • m : f); step mother. Uvey baba: (a + f : m); 

step father. Uvey £ocuk: (a : a - a); step child. Uvey kardeg: 



(a + a : a - a); step sibling. The step relation is regarded as un

fortunate, and the step child is not expected to be given treatment 

equal to that afforded real or blood children. However, he should 

call a step parent by the term used for a real parent. And they should 

give him treatment equal to that given their own children. The con

flict between the enjoined and the expected arises from problems of 

inheritance. 

Step children and step parents are forbidden each other in mar

riage, but step siblings are acceptable marriage partners. In fact, 

one of the beys who own most of Kayarli had married a step sister who 

was also his amca's daughter. This was regarded as a very salutory 

marriage that held the estate together; there was some feeling that 

his brother should have done likewise. In Kayarli the constructions 

Uvey abla, uvey agabey, uvey oj|ul, uvey klz were all said to be pos

sible but not used. One should, of course, use appropriate consanguin-

eal terms in address and intimate reference. Even the descriptive 

phrases kocamrn gocugu (husband's child) and karlmin qocugu were pref

erable to the formally correct reference phrase uvey £ocuk. As men

tioned above, father's other wife in polygynous marriage is not uvey 

anne but yenge. 



CHAPTER 7 

KIN GROUPS IN JCAYARLI 

.The village of Kayarli is too small to permit an extended or 

definitive study of kin groups. Nonetheless, certain features also 

reported elsewhere for Turkey are in evidence. The nuclear family, 

aile, is the smallest group that can be identified. There were lU 

nuclear family groups in Kayarli. Three of these consisted of man 

and wife only; one was an anomalous man, young wife and widowed mother; 

one consisted of a widower and his children; the other nine included 

man, wife, and children. Directed at any of the younger married men, 

the question, "How is your family?" would elicit an answer on the state 

of his nuclear family, not a larger group. On the other hand, such a 

question might be asked of an extended family head, a single man, or a 

married woman; the boundary of the answer would then be less clear. 

. .Extended family groups sharing a single hearth are called hane 

(house) in Bahtili (Kolars 1963: 68) and in Sakaltutan (Stirling 196f>: 

37)• In Kayarli the word aile is expanded to cover this domestic group. 

Onun ailesi (his family), applied to a married man means his wife and 

children (if any), and the spouses of his children (usually sons) and 

their offspring that are normally living in the same household. Onun 

ailesi applied to a child refers to his household: actually not really 

his family, but his father's or grandfather's. There were eight such 

88 
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extended or independent family groups in Kayarli: three nuclear (in

cluding no extra members) five pyramidal families each belonging to a 

family head but including another nuclear family which could be sepa

rated out as "belonging to" a younger man. 

Turkish patrilocal extended families normally consist of a man, 

his wife, unmarried daughters, sons, sons1 wives, grandchildren, etc. 

They normally divide shortly after the death of the oldest male (Stir

ling 1965: Chapter 3; Kolars 1963j Chapter 3)» Of the households in 

Kayarli, six are in entirely normal stages of growth toward this ideal. 

Naturally a man with young children does not yet have married sons, 

though his own natal home may have been broken by the death of his 

father. Two extended families were partly anomalous. One included a 

man, his wife, unmarried children, married daughter, her husband and 

her husband's widowed mother. Before the end of field work, this house

hold had dissolved; the widowed mother took her son and daughter-in-law 

to live in the village where the son's agnates lived. The other anoma

lous family included the usual man, wife, married son and family, but 

also included a son-in-law (whose wife was dead) and his children. 

This man was also in the process of moving his motherless children 

closer to their agnatic kin. Villagers considered both re-arrangements 

to be normal, expectable changes, but both had rather pitiful aspects. 

In the first case, a girl from an advanced willage was being taken to 

a backward area; in the second, motherless children were being deprived 

of a very warm and effective mother substitute, their yenge. The two 

atypical families, incidently, were the two poorest families in the 

village. 



Greater than the extended family in size is the patrilineage, 

reported by Stirling (1965) and Yasa (1957) for Anatolian villages, but 

considered of minor importance by Pierce (196U) (also central Anatolia), 

and in the coastal studies of Kolars (1963) and Kiray (1966). Patri-

lineages are important among both Arabic and Turkic speaking peoples of 

the Hatay (Aswad 1968). A recent article on Middle Eastern lineages by 

Ripinsky (1968) stresses their extreme cohesion in Arabic lands and 

develops and argument for the specialized adaptation to the arid middle 

east of patrilineal, endogamous lineage groups (see also Murphy and 

Kasdan 1959, 1967; Patai 1962, 1965). 

In Kayarli, the standard Turkish word for lineage, kabile, is 

known but does not apply to any functioning local group. Informants 

say they suppose this family and that family would be members of one 

kabile, but that the whole concept belongs to more backward areas where 

people are fighting all the time. 

Within Kayarli, however, there were two reasonably clear sets 

of agnatic relatives. One of these encompassed three brothers and a 

father's brother's son and their families. Another consisted of two 

families of father's brother's sons. There were, in addition, two 

families not patrilineally related to either "lineage," but each 

associated with one kin group. The division of the village into two 

sets of kinsmen was certainly in the awareness of villagers, even 

though a blood tie (mother's mother's brother's daughter's son) united 

the two eldest males. The groups are not corporate lineages: land, 

houses, farm equipment, livestock are owned by individuals or extended 

families; tax responsibility is on the household; decision-making occurs 



at nuclear and extended family levels; criminal responsibility is in

dividual. The "lineages" do not own separate guest rooms or coffee 

houses, a paramount feature in Stirling's and Yasa's reports. The one 

coffee house in Kayarli is the property of an individual, who is the 

oldest male of the larger segment of one agnatic .group. In 1968 he 

wished to close the coffee house as it was "a trouble to him." The 

village men talked him into keeping it open, and provided an old man, 

from the other agnatic group, to do most of the work. All the men and 

older boys patronized the coffee house when it was open; and the ex

tension agent used it as a central meeting place. 

The other function of Stirling's lineages was one of protection 

in both minor disputes and feuding. Since no serious difficulties 

erupted in the village during field work, the action of the kin groups 

in this respect was not observed. However, the presence of an outsider 

in the village had aspects of free entertainment which did produce mild 

friction tending to polarize the kin groups. The friction could be 

Seen largely in the actions of the affiliated but not related dependent 

families. Efforts to go from one kin group to the other were greeted 

with earnest protests from the poorer families, even though they were 

not, themselves, the hosts. Moves to visit agnatic kin of the host 

family provoked no such display. 

Another index to the strength of agnatic ties in Kayarli is 

the pattern of share-cropping village lands. Many daughters of the 

village have married outside, both to townsmen and to residents of 

other villages. These daughters own, through inheritance, small par

cels of land in the village. Of six such non-resident owners, three 



give their parcels to agnatic kin, not always the closest agnates, on 

crop sharing arrangements. The other three parcels are farmed by 

owners' affinal kin who live outside the village. One village owner 

is crippled, and unable to farm: his land is share-cropped by an 

agnate. In addition, a number of non-residents have interests in 

Kayarli land which they are not yet exercising; their land is farmed 

by men of their families who do reside in Kayarli. For example, sev

eral older sons of the village are married and living in town, or are 

going to school. Their "rights" to village land are recognized, but 

the fields are still farmed as a unit by their fathers and brothers. 

That there are two "leading families" in Kayarli is recognized 

in one more way. The position of Muhtar (village head) is elective, as 

is the position of assistant to him. These positions seem to alternate 

between the two men who might be called lineage heads: one is Muhtar, 

the other is assistant. Although secret ballot is prescribed by law, 

the election must run on consensus, not on factional voting. One kin 

group clearly outnumbers the other. 

Clearly agnatic ties are stronger than other consanguineal ties. 

For men they are the strongest kinship bonds; for women, the bond to 

husband's agnates appears to reduce her ties slowly to all but her 

closest consanguineal kin. There is no need for a "lineage principle" 

to explain Kayarli data. An emphasis on the importance of agnatic 

bonds, and the principle of patrilocal residence, are sufficient to 

explain such supra-family groupings as currently occur. The absence 

of corporate lineages, however, does not diminish the patrilineal bias 



of the descent system. The blood of agnates is still said to be the 

/ 
same. 



CHAPTER 8 

KINSHIP TERMINOLOGY IN KAYARLI 

Table U lists the normal reference terminology of Kayarli in

formants. It includes synonyms and overlaps, listed in an order 

determined by their frequency of occurrence. Literary synonyms known 

but not used by the villagers have been omitted. The most formal refer

ence terminology available to Kayarli residents approximates standard 

Turkish, indicated by underlining in the table where customary Kayarli 

reference is different. Reference terminology of intimate usage is 

much closer to the address terminology, and is discussed later. All 

forms are listed without pronomial endings except as indicated. All 

the terms in Table U fit the frame "What kind of a relative is he (she) 

of yours?" 

Cover terms that can occur in answer to the eliciting frame are 

recorded in the table. These do not include all of the cover terms of 

standard Turkish, but probably do include those that could occur in 

this context. "Ebeveyn," for example, means "parents." The word was 

not found in Kayarli at all; but wherever found, it is not a member 

of the same set with ordinary reference terminology, as it is plural. 

The standard Turkish word "e^," "spouse," might be a member of the set 

in some dialects. The table includes sample descriptive phrases 

through tertiary kin. 

9k 
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Table U. Kayarli reference kinship terms and expressions.—The order 
of' terms indicates their frequency of use in Kayarli refer
ence. Where standard Turkish would select an alternative 
term, that term is underlined. Preferred standard Turkish 
terms which do not occur in Kayarli reference are enclosed 
in parentheses. 

Turkish English Genealogical notation 

baba father (a + m) 
anne mother (a + f) 

gocuk child (a _ a) 
ogul son (a - m) 
klz daughter (a - f) 

agabey /abi/ older brother (a e m) 
abla, baci older sister (a 0 f) 

kardef sibling (a 0 a) 

dede, biiyuk baba grandfather (a + a + m) 
nene, biiyuk anne grandmother (a + a + f) 

babaanne father's mother (a + m + f) 
anneanne mother's mother (a + f + f) 

torun grandchild (a tm a - a) 

amca, emmi father's brother (a + m 0 m) 
hala father's sister (a + m 0 f) 
day! mother's brother (a + ' f 0 m) 
teyze mother's sister (a + f 0 f) 

yegen, yigen sibling's child (a 0 a - a) 

koca husband (f • • m) 

kari wife (m • • f) 

kaylnbaba, kayinpeder father-in-law (a • • a + m) 
kaynana, icayinvalide mother-in-law (a • • a + f) 

kayln, kaylnblrader brother-in-law (a • • a 0 m) 

gorumcu sister-in-law (f • • m 0 f) 
baldlz sister-in-law (m • • f 0 f) 
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Table U* Kayarli reference kinship terms and expressions--continued. 

Turkish English Genealogical notation 

damat male affine (a - f : m), (a 0 f : m) 
(a + a 0 f : m) 

(damat) son-in-law (a - f : m) only 

(eni§te) sister's husband (a 0 f : m) 

• 
aunt's husband (a + a O f  : m )  

gelin daughter-in-law (a — m : f) 

yenge brother's wife (a 0 m : f) 
uncle's wife (a + a 0 m : f) 
(once father's 

other wife) (a + m : f) in polygyny 

bacanak co-br other-in-law (m : f 0 f s m) 

elti co-sister-in-law (f : m 0 m : f) 
(once co-wife) (f : m : f) in polygyny 

tivey baba step-father (a • f : m) 
tivey anne step-mother (a + m : f) non-

poly gynous 

uvey 9ocuk step-child (a : a - a) non-
poly gynous 

iivey kardef step-sibling (a + a : a - a) 

"amcalarlmlz" 

"amca 9ocukari 

amcamln 9ocugu 

amcam o&Lu 
amcamln o&lu 
amca klzl 
amcam klzl 

amcamln kCzf 

paternal uncle(s)' 
family 

patri-parallel 
cousins 

"my uncle's his 
child" 

"my uncle his son" 
"my uncle's his son" 
"uncle his daughter" (a + m 0 m - f) 
"my uncle his 
daughter" 

"my uncle's his 
daughter" 

(plural; not properly a 
kinship term, but 
frequently used in 
reference) 

(a + m 0 m - a) 
(a + m 0 m - ro) 
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Table U. Kayarli reference kinship terms and expressions—-continued. 

Turkish English Genealogical notation 

(Note: the same variety of grammatical expressions is possible for 
other cousins. Only one example is given below.) 

halamln 90cugu "my aunt's her ( a + m 0 f - a) 
child" 

dayimln 90cugu "my uncle's his (a + f 0 m a) 
child" 

teyzemin gocu^u "my aunt's her ( a + f 0 f _ a) teyzemin gocu^u 
child" 

babamin dedesi father's grandfather (a + m + a + m) 
annemin dedesi mother's grandfather (a + f + a + m) 
babamin nenesi father's grandmother (a + m + a + f) 
annemin nenesi mother's grandmother (a + f + a + f) 

torunum 90cugu grandchild's child (a a .. a - a) 
cocu|umun torunu child's grandchild 
(o£lu or kxzx may substitute for 90cugu to specify one sex) 

babamin amcasl great uncle (a + m 4- m 0 m) 
babamin daylsx great uncle (a • ra + f 0 m) 
annemin amcasl great uncle (a + f + m 0 m) 
annemin dayxsx great uncle (a + f + f 0 m) 

babamin halasl great aunt (a + m + m 0 f) 
babamxn teyzesi great aunt (a • m • f 0 f) 
annemin halasl great aunt (a + f + m 0 f) 
annemin teyzesi great aunt (a + f + f 0 f) 

karde^imin torunu grand nephew or (a 0 a a - a) 
niece • 

yegenimin 9ocu£u 
(ablamxn or agabeyimin may substitute for karde§ if appropriate; 
oUlu or kizx may substitute for socugu,) 

yengemin babasx brother's wife's (a 0 m : f + m) 
father 

yengemin annesi brother's wife's (a 0 m : f + f) 
mother 
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Table U. Kayarli reference kinship terms and expressions—continued. 

Turkish English Genealogical notation 

damadlmin babasx sister's husband's (a 0 f • • m + m) 
or daughter's (a - f • • m * m) 
husband's father 

damadlmin annesi mother of same (a 0 f • • m •f £) 
(a - f • • m 4- f) 

gelinimin babasi son's wife's father (a mm m • • f m) 
gelinimin annesi son's wife's mother (a - m • • f + f) 
(duniir) c o-parent-in-law (a - a • • a + a) 

kocamin dedesi 

karlmln dedesi 
kocamin amcasi 

(f : m + a + m) husband's grand
father 

wife's grandfather (m : f + a + m) 
husband's uncle (f : m + m 0 m) 

(etc. spouse's secondary kin are referred to as "spouse's kin," 
NOT as "in-law's primary kin," i.e., NOT kayxnbabairan kardefi.) 

kocamin yegeni (or) 
ye^enim husband's niece or (f : m 0 m - a) 

nephew 
(The distinction between my niece (ego female) and my husband's 
niece is not normally in the awareness. Specification can be 
given,) 



Almost all of the standard Turkish system is included in the 

Kayarli system, although Kayarli usage differs from standard in some 

respects. The one point at which Kayarli Turkish could not be recon

ciled with the standard was in the affinal terminology. The terms 

damat and enigte were said to be synonyms in Kayarli: the first in 

current usage, the second archaic. In standard Turkish, damat means 

"son-in-law;" enigte means "sister's or aunt's husband." In Kayarli, 

both mean "husband of a close kinswoman." 

For the rest of the standard terras, Kayarli would be as good 

a reference point as any. All the terms are known and used. For a 

few of them, village synonyms are heard more frequently, but Kayarli 

residents can and will distinguish the local variants from the standard 

since both are known. 

Table $ introduces the related terms of reference and address. 

Several things are apparent in the matched lists. Terms are extended 

in address to many relatives descriptively designated in reference. 

Consanguineal terms are extended to affinal kin. Some consanguineal 

terms are not used in address. Lexical, not descriptive, terms are 

used in address. All older kinsmen are addressed by a kinship term. 

Younger relatives are equated with younger siblings (addressed by name) 

or with own children who can be addressed by name or by any number of 

affectionate terms for own children. Terms for older relatives may be 

used with or without the first person pronomial ending; terms for 

child are always possessed. 

The diminutive ending may be used with all terms for older 

relatives and for spouses. It is not used on terms for children. It 
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Table £. Kayarli reference terms and related address terms. 

Reference Address 

baba baba, babam, babactglm, pederim 
anne anne, annem, annecigim, ana, anakxz 

qocuk 9ocugum, evladlm, kuzum, yavrum, (or name) 
ogul .oglum 
kiz kxzxm 

agabey a^abey, agabeyim, a£abeycigim, aga, a^am 
abla abla, ablam, ablaclglm, bacT, baclm 
karde§ (name) 

dede dede, dedem, dedecigim, buyiik baba, beybaba 
nene nene, nenem, nenecigim, b'uyuk anne, anneanne, 

bab'anne (endings permissible on alternates) 

torun gocugum, evladlm, kuzum, yavrum, d|lum, klzlm (name) 

amca emmi, emmici^im, amca, amcactglm 
hala hala, halacxgxm 
dayl dayl, dayJclfxm 
teyze teyze, teyzeci^im 
ye|en gocugum, evladlm, etc. (name) 

koca koca, kocacxgxm, beyim, effendim (or. name) 
karl karim, karlcxgxm, hanxm (or name) 

kayinbaba baba (no endings) 
kaynana anne (no endings) 
kayxn a|abey (if older) (or name) 
gortimce abla (if older) (or name) 
baldiz abla (if older) (or name) 
damat agabey (if older) (or name) 

gelin gelin, kfzxm, 9ocu§um, etc. (or name) 
yenge yenge, yengecifim (if older), (or name) 

(abla also observed but rejected by informants) 

bacanak a&abey (if older) (or name) 
elti abla or yenge (if older) (or name) 
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Table 3>—continued 

Reference Address 

amca ) 
IiclLSL ) 
day! ) 90CU^ar^ equate with siblings: a^abey, abla, or name 

teyze) 

older tertiary kin address as linking kinsmen addresses except 
where second link is a marriage; kinsman's 
spouse's kin are treated as courtesy kin in 
address. 

younger tertiary kin equate with own children 
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may be used on proper names of kinsmen who can be addressed by name. 

Its use on kinship terms seems to be connected with wheedling or 

efforts to persuade a person in authority. On names of equals it 

implies a degree of intimacy, as it does on terms for spouse. It is 

thus not used in public. Used on a child's name, it acts as a diminu

tive: Ahmetcigim, said to a child, parallels our "Johnny," It is not 

used on consanguineal terms when these are extended to relatives-in-

law: the author's construction of affinal reference terminology with 

-icigim (•akaynanaclglm, "my dearest mother-in-law") evoked gales of 

laughter. 

It is clear from Table $ that address terminology contains all 

the complexity imputed to it by Murdock. It is difficult to bound a 

full set of terms of address. Informants wanted to list all of the 

synonyms and endearments that occurred to them. They feel no need to 

pair these with probable reciprocals; any of the reciprocal terms could 

be used. It is analytically clear that babacrgtm and annecigim belong 

to one set. It is less clear which of the many endearments for off

spring should be placed with them. It might even be argued that a 

stern reciprocal, perhaps the name, should be paired with the wheedling 

-icifeim: that, after all, is a likely response from a wheedled parent! 

The set of second person or "tu-centered" terms was collected 

to clarify the use of terminology in calling forth role behavior, and 

to establish a bounded set of intimate terms. 

Table 6 lists the tu-centered terms usable in intimate refer

ence, Table 7 handles the same data with reference to the kinds of 
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Table 6. Displacement of ego-centered reference terms by second person 
(tu-centered) terms or first person plural (we-centered) 
terms in intimate reference. 

Formal Displaced by Displaced by 
Reference "tu-centered" "we-centered" 

babam 
annem 

gocugum gocu&umuz 

agabeyim baban, amcan, daym 
ablam annen, teyzen , halan 

karde§im as above 

dedem 
nenem 
torunum qocu^umuz 

amcam baban 
halam annen 
dayxm baban 
teyzem annen 
yegenim ye^enimiz, gocugumuz 

kocam baban, oglun (any available consanguineal term 
karlm or general title of respect replaces' 

kaylnbabam baban, deden (with distant kin, we-centered 
kaynanam annen, nenen consanguineal reference occurs) 

kaylniim agabeyin, amcan, dayIn 
gorumcem ablan, halan 
baldlzlm ablan, teyzen 
yengem 
damadxm ? ? 
gelinim gelinimiz 
bacanaglm ? ? 
eltim yengen 

amca ijocuklarE ye^enlerimiz • 
dayl 9ocuklarI yegenlerimiz 
hala cocuklari yefenlerimiz 
teyze $ oc uklarl ye^enlerimiz 

halamln 9ocugu (Reference is handled grammatically so this phrase 
is replaced by dayInIn gocugu /"your dayl's child7. 
The substitution involves more of the sentence, "~ 
however; it is not simple tu-centered usage.) 
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Table 7# Ego-centered formal reference terras with intimate reference 
terms for selected listeners. 

Formal Intimate Reference 
Reference To own child To own spouse 

babam deden babam 
annem 
90cugum 

ogl um 
klzim 

nenen 
(1) 
agabeyin (1) 
ablan (1) 

annem 
9ocugumuz 
o^lumuz 
klzimlz 

agabeyim 
ablam 
karde§im 

amcan, dayTn (2) 
halan, teyzen (2) 
(2) 

a^abeyim 
ablam 
(name) 

dedem dedem dedem 
nenem 
torunum 

nenem 
gocufumuz 

nenem 
gocu^umuz 

aiacam 
halam 
daylm 
teyzem 
yegenim 

amcam 
halam 
daylm 
teyzem 
yegenimiz 

amcam 
halam 
daylm 
teyzem 
yegenimiz 

kocam 
karlm 

baban 
annen 

kaylnbabam 
kaynanam 
kaytnrm 

gorfimcem 
baldlzlm 

deden 
nenen 
dayln, amcan (2) 

halan 
teyzen 

baban 
annen 
agabeyin (1) or 
a^abeyim (3) 

ablan (1) 
ablan (1) 

yengem 
damadlm 
gelinim 

yengen 
(U) 
gelinimiz 

yengem 
(U) 
gelinimiz 

bacana^xm 
eltim 

(U) 
yengen 

(U) 
yengen 

(1) Agabey or abla is used for the appropriate sex if the person is 
older than the listener. Otherwise use name. 

(2) Appropriate relationship depends on the sex of the speaker; male 
speakers' terms are listed first. 

(3) A brother-in-law might be younger than one's spouse but older than 
the speaker. A female ego in this case would use the address term. 

(il) No data for Kayarli. Urban speakers separate the referents of 
damat so that eni§te parallels yenge; eni?te would be used in 
tu-centered reference. Damat then parallels gelin. 
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substitutions used for particular listeners. Unlike other tables, this 

list is based on observation without extensive discussion with infor

mants about the nature of the system. Four situations can occur which 

call for the circumlocutions involved in tu-centered terminology: a 

parent talks about kin with his own child; a child talks with his 

parent; a spouse talks with his spouse; a sibling talks with his sib

ling. In all cases, the affinal terms are avoided if possible and 

what might be called the "respect" terms, the terms a child learns 

early, are used. 

There are a number of terms that may be used in address, or may 

be replaced by proper names. In intimate address, these terms are not 

used in tu-centered form. Such usage is grammatical, but not customary. 

A wife does not speak to her husband about "your son" (except jokingly) 

in English or Turkish. In English "your nephew" seems quite permis

sible, but in Turkish it is not. The common circumlocution for these 

kinsmen, all of them younger than ego, though not necessarily younger 

than the speaker, is the use of the first person plural pronomial. 

Yegenlerimiz, "our nieces and nephews," may be said by a woman of her 

husband's yegen, or by children of their own cousins, collectively. 

The singular, yegenimiz can be used of a particular kinsman in the same 

way. gocugumua, gelinimiz, kardegimiz, o^lumuzt klzlmlz may be simi

larly used. (The forms damadTmrz and torunumuz were not observed; 

they are unlikely.) The boundaries of the system are not completely 

clear. It is clear, however, that "we-centered" terms are not usable 

in places where ego- or tu-centered terms are used. Children speaking to 
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siblings do not say babamfz or ablaintz even where this might seem 

appropriate. 

One more customary use of kinship terminology remains to be 

reported. Kinship terms are very frequently extended to non-kin. Per

haps even here, two types of extension should be mentioned. Kin terms 

are used in addressing known people: friends and family friends. They 

are also used for complete strangers where the name is not know. In 

the first type of extension, the kin term is usually prefaced by the 

name, a practice that is possible for true kin if confusion would 

otherwise result, but is not customary. In the second case, of course, 

no name is given. In extended usage, possessives (and diminutives) 

are not used with terms for older kinsmen, but terms for children are 

so suffixed. 

In the village environment, the anthropologist is soon told 

that kinterms are obligatory for older peoples names alone are rude, 

names with titles (bey, effendi, hanlm) are unfriendly. The explicit 

instruction is to use the name plus any one of the consanguineal terms 

appropriate to the sex and relative age. For an old woman, one might 

use nene, anne, hala, teyze, or abla. Informants feel any selection 

from this list is acceptable. In fact, however, one rarely hears anne 

or hala extended to non-kin. Teyze. also, is used mostly by small 

children. The common extensions are abla, generally for older women, 

and nene, exclusively for the very old. In addition, one hears the 

village synonym for abla , bacl (not so strictly based on relative age), 

and the term for a consanguineal's spouse, yenge. Terms for males are 
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similarly available in terms of the explicit ideal. Their usage also 

does not approach the ideal. Agabey and amca seem to be the most com

mon extensions, but dayi is heard more often than hala. Dede is used 

less often than nene: and baba, like anne, is rarely extended. 

One is told to address younger people by name, but the affec

tionate terms for own children are often extended to non-kin. 

Possessive pronomials are suffixed here as in kinship usage. Kardegim, 

"my younger sibling," is ideally to be avoided in address, but one 

does hear it extended to strangers when the name is not known and no 

other term is appropriate. 

Data on the extension of kin terms to known non-kin and to 

strangers is reported in Table 8. A rather special use of address 

terminology was noted by the author that is not included in the table. 

There is an American air base near Adana, The very limited pidgin that 

has developed at the base uses agabey and abla universally and self-

reciprocally between nationalities. Perhaps as a result of this, the 

Turkish employees working at the base avoid these terms when speaking 

among themselves. Day! with reciprocal kizim or oglum were the terms 

most commonly used. (No older women were observed in this employment 

position.) 

Another specialized usage occurs in the city between household 

heads and dependent laborers or beggers. Here the terms anne and baba 

are sometimes extended to the potential patron. 
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Table 8. Kinship terms extended to non-kin and strangers in address. 

Kin term and modifiers Use criteria Gloss 

(name if known) abla older woman older sister 

baci, bacim woman (ny) older sister 

(name if known) agabey slightly older older brother 
or higher ranking 
male 

(name if known) teyze older woman mother's sister 

(name if known) amca, 
emmi 

older man: 
father's friend, 
or very old 

father's brother 

day! (not recorded 
used with name) 

older man 
(see text) 

mother's brother 

nene very old 
woman 

grandmother 

dede very old 
man 

grandfather 

oglum 

kizim 

young boy 

girl younger 
than speaker 

ry son 

my girl or my 
daughter 
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Table 8—-Continued 

Kin term and modifiers Use criteria Gloss 

evladim 

kardesim 

yenge hanim 

one or more 
generations 
below speaker 

stranger, own 
generation, 
younger and 
lower in status; 
male speaker 

male speaker to 
own generation 
strange woman; 
(both adult) 

my child 

my sibling 

"lady affine" 



CHAPTER 9 

GENEALOGICAL ANALYSIS 

..•kinship terms have been to the cultural anthropologist what 
rats have been to the experimental psychologist: small warm 
objects readily manipulated in elegant research designs yet 
(hopefully at least) sufficiently similar to larger entities 
to justify their use as models of processes in a bigger world 
(Wallace 1965: 233). 

The Genealogical Matrix 

All purely genealogical information can be given a semantic 

description using the expansion of the expression discussed in 

Chapter 2. 

1. K « a ( i K ) 

Expansion of this expression yields a branching tree diagram upon 

which, after certain sexes are specified, all of the kinship termin

ology can be unambiguously arrayed. Such a diagram is presented in 

Figure 1, with the Turkish kin terms displayed upon it. The specifi

cation of sexes, both of alters and linking relatives, has been 

included in the diagram, but its formal treatment will be held for a 

later section. 

Clearly this display of kin terms and their semantic interpre

tations does not advance our understanding of the Turkish system. The 

distance of the labeled node from ego is not relevant to the distinc

tion between lexical and descriptive kin termsj groups of kin terms are 
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* 

dede 
nene 

amca, day! 
hala, teyze 

damat 
yenge 

baba 
anne. 

uvey baba 
livey anne, yenge (in polygyny) 

agabey 
abla karde§ 

GO 

kayinbaba 
kaynana 

bacanak 
•elti gorum< 

elti (in polygyny) 

"^uvey cocuk 
yegen (in polygyny) 

90c 

damat 
gelin 

torun1 

Figure 1. Genealogical network with Turkish kin terms. 

Read: Link to parent (+) up; link to child (-) down. 
Where two terms occur at a node, the upper term is male. 
Unlabeled nodes refer to both "kin" and "non-kin" who . 
could be covered by descriptive expressions. 
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intuitively unsatisfactory, and several terms occur in more than one 

place. From a logical point of view, listing descriptively designated 

kin closer to ego than certain lexically designated kin is unsatisfac

tory. 

In other words, Turkish kinship is not merely a matter of 

ascent and descent. Marriage and siblingship are recognized. Bacanak, 

for example, is six nodes distant from ego, but many other six-node 

kin are not even recognized. The sex of relatives, both of alters and 

of linking kin, is also a factor. Ascent and descent alone make an 

insufficient framework. 

Basic Cultural Modifications of the Matrix 

Two cultural rules for condensing the genealogical matrix were 

presented in Chapter 2. These are the rules introducing the marriage 

link and the sibling link: 

2. - a + •«> : 

3. + a - •=) 0 

The rules must be applied in the above order to avoid ambiguity and to 

make use of the fact that individuals linked by marriage (:) must be 

of opposite sex. 

Application of rules 2 and 3 will do much to simplify the 

genealogical matrix and bring it closer to the Turkish terminology. 

For example, the network shown in Figure 1 has a decided bulge in the 

middle, necessary to include the lexicon. The bulge reflects the fact 

that positions toward the middle of the chart contain both (+) and 
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(-), thus containing either spouse or sibling links (or both). The 

expressions are much reduced by application of rules 2 and 3. 

The result, shown in Figure 2, is somewhat more satisfying than 

Figure 1. Descriptive kin and "no kin" connections fall outside the 

lexicon. Step-parents seem more reasonably attached to the present 

node than to the sibling node. The bulge in the middle of the chart 

has been much reduced, and the distance of a kinsman from ego is more 

realistically represented. Because ego can be linked to his next of 

kin by any operator, the binary selection feature has been abandoned. 

The top-to-bottom ordering of the primary kin has been carried over 

from Figure 1, however, as no reason for change has been introduced. 

In Figure 2, three operators are restricted in some way from 

conjunction with other operators. The restrictions are the result of 

applying rules 2 and 3. The marriage link (:) is unrestricted, the 

parent link precedes all but a link to a child, and the sibling and 

child links may be followed only by marriage and child links. The 

social meaning of the restrictions is clear: parent, child, and sib

ling links are unchangeable, but the marriage link may be changed or 

polygamous. 

Assumption of Permanent Monogamy 

The patterning of relationships through children and siblings 

is identical: both may be links to children or to spouses only. If 

reciprocal restrictions were imposed upon the parent and spouse links, 

they could then be followed only by parent and sibling links. The 

effect for Turkish terminology is to eliminate the uvey terms (there 
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dede 
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amca, dayI 
jiala, teyze 

baba 
annej 

^ d a m a t  
l yenge 

anne, yenge (in polygyny) 

•— livey kardef 
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Figure 2. Genealogical network with sibling and spouse links expressed. 

Read: Linkages as expressed on the network. Link to 
parent (+); link to sibling (0)j link to spouse (:); 
link to child (-). Sex and bifurcation shown informally; 
male above; male link to left. Descriptive nodes elimi
nated by reduction rules (see text). 
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is no longer a node to accommodate them), to eliminate the kin type that 

is descriptive of polygynous marriages (the polygynous terms are still 

present as they have other meanings), and to motivate a re-ordering 

that is consistent by generations. Figure 3 shows these changes. 

Sociologically speaking, Figure 3 assumes that marriages are 

permanent and monogamous. The assumption is certainly not to be justi

fied on the basis of Turkish ethnographic datal While polygyny and 

easy divorce are no longer legal, they continue to be reported in both 

village and urban situations; certainly the recent ideal has permitted 

both. Yet all of the lexemic terms used in both polygynous and broken-

home situations are included in Figure 3, except the modifier "uvey." 

The fiction of permanent monogamy is useful in understanding the termi

nological pattern. It has biological meaning as well: the marriage 

link that produces a child is a permanent (and monogamous) fact to that 

child. Alternate pathways to the terms listed must be used to introduce1" 

the uvey terms and the special uses of yenge and elti. 

The original top-to-bottom order of Figure 2 (parent, sibling, 

spouse, child) was motivated by the ascent-descent linkage in Figure 1. 

The present order (parent, spouse, sibling, child) is motivated by the 

secondary linkages permitted through them. A binary first branching 

would now be possible, but the first node so generated would have no 

assignable term, and no meaning in terms of distance from ego. An 

argument for binary branching can be made based on the linkages any ego 

may have within the nuclear family. He may have spouse (up) and child 

(down) or parent (up) and sibling (down). No ego, however, may have 
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dede 
nene 
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anne 

damat 
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Figure 3» Genealogical network with "ideal permanent monogamy" and 
special pathways for polygynous kin. 

Read: Linkages as expressed on the network. Link to 
parent (+); link to spouse (:); link to sibling (0); 
link to child (-). Sex and bifurcation shown informally: 
males above; male link to left. Step terms eliminated 
(see text). 



both parents and children in one nuclear family, nor spouses and sib

lings. 

Although binary branching has not been used in Figure 3, the 

similarities within the two pairs of operators (+:), ( 0 - ) is 

important. Cover terms which seem to be true kin terms are available 

for child and for sibling; cover terms do not occur for parent and 

spouse in the village. The lack of cover terms may be related to cul

tural recognition of a biological fact: the opposition of sexes is 

implicit in links to parents and between spouses. Father implies 

motherj husband implies wife. The link between brother and sister, or 

between son and daughter, is not necessary but fortuitous. Turkish 

chooses to recognize the necessity of paired parents and spouses, but 

allows merging where a pairing is not required. Villagers give a re

lated explanation: father and mother (or husband and wife) must come 

from different groups. Informants said: "But mother is not together 

with father; she must come from outside." 

Figure 3 is an improvement of Figure 2 in the following 

respects: the uvey terms have been eliminated. Their representation 

would merely introduce modified pathways to ordinary consanguineal 
I 

terms. Terms for polygynous marriages can be traced by inserting a 

sibling link next to the marriage link in such a way that the fiction 

of monogamy is maintained. That is: father's wife (yenge) is equated 

with father's brother's wife (yenge); husband's wife (elti), with 

husband's brother's wife (elti). The treatment of husband's child is 

not clear. All children are equated in address, and no adult in 
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Kayarli was sure how to refer to husband's child. Records suggest that 

husband's child equates with own childj but Kayarli women favored equa

tion with sibling's child, when pushed for a decision on proper refer

ence. In fact, the question seemed pointless to them: in address the 

child would be equated with own child; if it were necessary to distin

guish husband's child from own child, they would use the descriptive 

kocamln gocugu, "husband's child." 

The only terms for tertiary kin that remain in the table are 

those at nodes where female alters might be secondary polygynous kin. 

It is tempting to regard tertiary kin as extensions of kernels derived 

from polygyny, but this would not explain the terms for male alters at 

those nodes. A better explanation might lie in a contracting lexicon, 

blocked at certain points by terms needed for polygyny. Certainly a 

polygynous marriage has elements of both lineality and collaterally 

for the women involved. The children of one wife are full siblings 

(8z) to the children of the other, in theory and terminology. The 

women are equated by their husband. But to each other, the women cer

tainly do not occupy the same genealogical slot: they do not call each 

other "egoJ" 

Although the "extensionist" approach has been strongly vali

dated in most formal analysis, a "euphemistic" approach has been 

adopted here. The kernel meanings of yenge and elti are considered 

to include "spouse of collateral," with a euphemistic extension to in

clude polygyny. The formal support for this decision comes from the 

fact that the kin type (a + m : f) is, in a sense, ambiguous in Turkish. 



This kin type has both the term uvey anne and yenge assignable to it. 

Within the conventions adopted here, there is no way to distinguish in 

the kin type these two kinswomen who are distinguished by the termi

nology. If the formula (a + f) refers to a woman who is married to 

(a + m), then (a + m : f) refers to father's other wife, a polygynous 

marriage. If (a + f) refers to a woman who is dead or divorced and not 

living with (a + m), then (a + m : f) refers to her replacement, uvey 

anne. The two kin terms bear the same genealogical meaning: they 

refer to women married to ego's father. Their functional meaning is 

different even in terms of basic nuclear family relationships. "Uvey 

anne is a replacement mother, and as such,a member of ego's nuclear 

family of orientation. Yenge is father's other wife, who is outside 

the nuclear family. Her status outside the nuclear family provides 

for her treatment as a "collateral." Any further elaboration of the 

meaning of this ambiguity should await study of a village where poly

gyny is more than a memory. 

Two of the problems of Figures 1 and 2 still remain in Figure 

3. Sex specification still requires formal treatment, and the terms 

damat and yenge occur in more than one location. 

Specification of Sex 

The problem of sex specification in Turkish is an interesting 

one. Inspection of Figure 3 shows that the sex of alter is always ex

pressed if alter is linked to ego through a parent or spouse link, 

directly or through an intervening relative. The sex of those linked 
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only as siblings or children need not be specified, although for primary 

kin lexical specification is sometimes possible. 

Complicating the picture is the matter of bifurcation: speci

fication of the sex of an intervening relative. In Turkish, lexical 

bifurcation of secondary kin is obligatory for parental siblings and 

for spouse's sisters; spouse's brothers are merged. Grandparents, 

parents-in-law, and parent's sibling's spouses are also merged (non-

bifurcate ). 

Formally stated, the problems can be solved by scanning the kin 

type expression from right to left: from alter toward ego. If the 

link to alter is (+) or (:), then his sex is specified, and the path 

toward ego need not be further traced. If the link is (-) sex need not 

be specified. If the sibling link (0) is present then the path must be 

traced further. If the next link is (+) or (:) then sex must be speci

fied at that point and for alter. If the sibling link is primary, then 

sex may be specified only if the link is (©), a link to an older sib

ling. The similar functioning of (+) and (:) is apparent here as it 

was earlier. 

The above rules yield the following correct outputs: 

a + a + a becomes a + a + ̂  

That is, grandparents are specified by sex, but not by bifurcation, 

a * a 0 a : a becomes a + a 0 a : ̂ 

a : a + a becomes a : a + ̂  

There is needless specification of bifurcation for these sets of terms. 

Bifurcation is specified for parental siblings as needed: 



a + a 0 a becomes a + ™ 0 ™ 

It is also expressed for spoused siblings: 

a : a 0 a becomes a : ̂ 0 ™ 

The last expression is the first example of over-specification, since 

the final output of the rule for siblings-in-law (through ego's mar

riage) has only three terms: a : m 0 f (gb'rumce), a : f 0 f (baldiz). 

and a : a 0 m (kayln). Wife's brother and husband's brother (kaySn) 

are merged. Since for many kinsmen sex is not specified at all (it is 

only specified for kin related through + or : links), it is preferable 

to permit specification on the more general rule and provide for a later 

merging. The alternative approach would require less general rules for 

both spouse's sisters and parental siblings. 

The rule on specification of sexes, then, will provide for 

right to left scanning of the expression. If the first operator is the 

child link (-), alter's sex need not be specified. If parent (+) or 

spouse (:) link is present, alter's sex is specified. If the sibling 

link occurs, leftward scanning continues: all sexes are specified 

from any (+) or (:) to the end of the expression. 

A truly formal statement has not yet been given: only an out

line of the form that such a statement must take. Formal resolution 

awaits presentation of the grammar of kinship terminology. It cannot 

precede this grammar. 

Up to this point, the matrix generated by the initial rule has 

been used as a network on which to display the known kinship lexicon. 

Kinship bond3, however, do not stop at the boundary of the lexicon in 



Turkish, as they apparently do in many "classificatory" systems. Kins

men beyond the lexicon are descriptively designated. A descriptive ex

pression requires two or more applications of the lexicon. The matrix 

generated by the initial rule is indefinite in length and will generate 

kin types that cannot be matched to lexical terms. How the matrix is 

partitioned, how the expressions generated can be "bracketed" for entry 

to the lexicon, has not been discussed. For example, present rules 

permit generation of kin type expressions like: 

a  +  a O a - a : a  

Application of the sex specification rule at this point would yield: 

a  +  a O a - a : f  

No such expression, no expression of this length, will be found in the 

lexicon. The kinsman has not been sufficiently specified, and no term 

can be assigned. Before the expression can be read, the kin type must 

bo partitioned, "bracketed," for entry to the lexicon. In the example 

above, correct bracketing is: 

( a + a O ( a ) - a : a )  
12 12 

The first pair of brackets encloses( a + a 0 a ) which application of 

the sex rule might convert to (a : m 0 m), "father's brother," which 

has a Turkish lexical entry, amca. The second pair of brackets encloses 

(a - a : a) which sex specification rules, including the redundant op

position of sexes across the marriage link,would convert to (a - m : f), 

"son's wife," gelin. The Turkish descriptive term for the kinsmen is 

amcamin gelini. The additional morphemes in the descriptive phrase are 
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possessive pronouns and genitives which are part of the language as a 

whole, not exclusive to the domain of kinship. 

The bracketing or partitioning of kin type expressions is not 

obvious. Rules must be developed for it. Formal bracketing will assist 

also in resolving the redundancies of the matrix and providing for the 

special lexical treatment of co-siblings-in-law. 

A Semantic Grammar of Kin Term Compounds 

In exploring with the writer the question of how descriptive 

phrases are composed to designate distant kinsmen, informants invariably 

suggested a general rule to express what they felt they were doing. 

Their rule is intuitively appealing, but it works only occasionally. 

Informants felt they worked outward from ego, taking the most distant 

node that could be designated from the lexicon. Starting again with 

this kinsman as the new "ego," they traced outward again as far as 

possible. At each step they would use the most inclusive lexical terms. 

They felt that bracketing proceeded from ego outward. Examination of 

a few compound terms from Table U will show how bracketing is actually 

accomplished. The opening brackets of expressions will be omitted in 

all further discussion, as they are predictable and may be confusing. 

a + m 0 ra) - a) amcamfn 50cugu (uncle's child) not 
•ababamin yegeni (father's nephew) 

a 0 a - a) : f) yegenimin karlsl (nephew's wife) however 
kardegimin gelini (sibling's daughter-in-law) 

would also be acceptable 

a 0 a : f) + f) yengemin annesi (affine's mother) not 
ttkardegimin kavnana (sibling's mother-in-law) 

a + m) + m 0 m) babamtn amcasl (father's uncle) not 
•Hdedemin kardegi (grandfather's sibling) 
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a : m) + m 0 m) kocamrn amcasl (husband's uncle) not 
tfkayln babamxn karde^i (fa-in-law's sibling) 

Pragmatically speaking, the method of bracketing probably serves 

to maximize respect. In-law (kayin) terms, which are not used in 

address, are avoided for distant in-laws by careful bracketing. In 

address and intimate reference a similar device replaces these in-law 

terms with consanguineal terms. Parent's older collateral relatives 

are treated as "parent's kin." Similarly, in address ego mimics his 

parent's usage. Notice again that a link to a parent (+) functions 

like a link to a spouse (:). 

Formal statement of the rules of bracketing is cumbersome. The 

generation and reduction of the genealogical network, including bracket

ing and sex specification, is repeated somewhat more formally in Table 

9. A brief verbal statement of the rules follows: 

1. Scan the expression: if the number of operators is one or two 

only, bracket the entire expression. 

2. If the number of operators is three or more, scan for expres

sions containing a + a 0 a or a 0 a : a. If either expression, or 

both (a + a 0 a : a) occur, bracket the expression. 

3. If the number of consecutive, unbracketed operators is three 

or more, and the first operator is a marriage link (:) or parent link 

(+>. bracket the first expression. 

lu If the number of operators in an unbracketed string is three 

or more, bracket the first two terms of any open string, the next two, 

etc. Or, if desired, bracket the first term, the next two, etc. 

5. Bracket any remaining single terms. 
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Bjy the time Rule U is reached the question of bracketing is no 

longer grammatical, but a matter of preference which would require 

statistical treatment. Bracketing must continue, however, until all 

terms except the special product of Rule 2: (a + a 0 a : a) have been 

reduced to two terms. The other three term expression found in Figure 

3: (a : a 0 a : a) cannot be introduced until after specification of 

sex. The three term expression is lexical only in case the siblings 

(or the spouses) are the same sex. Opposite sex co-siblings-in-law 

are treated descriptively. This and other necessary adjustments are 

made in rules introductory to the lexicon in Table 9 (see page 126). 

Little use is made of descriptive terminology beyond three ex

pressions, three cycles through the lexicon. More distant connections 

are described, if possible, from both ends. The example given in 

Chapter 2 was: a + f+ fOm-f: m + mOm-m. Simple bracketing 

yields: a + f) + f 0 m) - f : m) + m 0 m) - m): annemin daylnln 

damadln amcasTn oglu (mother's uncle's son-in-law's uncle's son). Such 

an expression was, in fact, elicited; but informants almost needed 

pencil and paper to work it out. The relationship was much more nor

mally expressed as two sequences connected by the marriage link: "fry 

mother's uncle's daughter is married to his uncle's son," Here an 

over-all bracketing has been inserted at the marriage link in order to 

reduce the complexity of imbedding. Note that the second expression 

must be reversed (alter becomes "ego") in this type of expression. 

Rules governing such reversals have not been explored. 

Table 9  includes all the operations necessary to specify the 

kin types which underlie Kayarli kinship expressions, both descriptive 
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Table 9 ,  Summary of rules defining the genealogical matrix appropriate 
for Turkish kinship terms and expressions. (Sample outputs 
of the rules are carried through for illustration.) 

Definitions 

Elements 
a « an individual of unspecified sex. 
m B an individual of male sex, 
f B an individual of female sex. 

Operators ' 
+ 3 the link from a child to a parent. 
- » the link from a parent to a child. 
0 B the link from one sibling to another sibling. 
© = the link from a younger sibling to an older sibling. 
: » the link from spouse to spouse. 

Other symbols 
X » any allowable expression, unspecified. 
K c a genealogical pathway connecting ego to a kinsman, 
«= means "can be rewritten as." 

Conventions 

The path traced must be the shortest possible path. 
(This convention follows from the assumption that true kin terms 
always trace the direct connection between kinsmen; round-about 
descriptions are considered circumlocutions.) 

The sexes surrounding - a + must be opposite (but need- not be speci
fied). (This convention follows from biological limitations imposed 
by bi-sexual reproduction.) 

Rules Sample Output 

General formula: 

(1) k =» a t a t a .., t a (1) a + a + a- a- a- a + a 

(2) a + a - a + a 

(3) a+a-a+a-a 
Marriage rule: 

(2) - a + »• : (1) a + a + a- a- a:a 

(2) a + a : a 

(3) a • a : a - a 
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Table 9. Summary of rules defining the genealogical matrix appropriate 
for Turkish kinship terms and expressions—continued 

Rules Sample Output 

Sibling rule: 

(3) + a - « 0 (1) a + a 0 a - a 

(2) unchanged 

(3) unchanged 

Exceptional rules (step and polygyny): 

(U) Scan for expressions containing 

+ a : 

a -

a 

(1) None: proceed to (5) 

(2) a + a : a 

(3) a + a : a - a 

If none occur proceed to rule (5). 
Otherwise: 

Let be any a within an exceptional expression, then 

^ (2) a + m : a 

(3) a + m : a - a 
a + a : f - a 

If any a^ f, proceed to rule (iua) 
Otherwise: 

Specify the sex redundantly through the marriage link. Refer 
to outside data on any remaining individual of unspecified sex 
in the environment of the exceptional expression. If no a 
(individual of unspecified sex) occurs, or if a formula a~~+ f 
can be written which refers to a living wife of a + m (where a 
is the individual of unspecified sex in the environment of the 
exceptional expression), proceed to Polygyny rule (U.b). 

(2) a + m : a 
(polygynous, from outside 

_. information.) 
Otherwise: ' 

(U.a) Step kin rule: 

i 
within the exceptional expression 
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Table 9. Summary of rules defining the genealogical matrix appropriate 
for Turkish kinship terms and expressions—continued 

Rules Sample Output 

And: Mark the exceptional expression and its 
immediate element environment "uvey." 

Return to rule (3). 
(3) "uvey" a + a - a 

Reapplication of Rule (3) yields 
(3) "uvey" a 0 a 

(U.b) Polygyny rule 

m m 0 m (2) a + m 0 m : f 

Bracketing rules 

(£.a) Count the operators in unbrack- (1) a+aOa-a:a 
eted string. If 2 or less, 
bracket and proceed to Rule (6)# (2)a+m0m:f 
Otherwise: 

(3) "uvey" (a 0 a) 
(proceed to rule (6). 

(J>,b) Bracket a + a 0 a : a and return 
to rule (5.a); (2) (a + in 0 in : a) 

(proceed to (6) through 
rule (5.a). 

(£,c) Bracket a + aOaoraOa: a 
and return to rule (5.a): (1) (a + a 0 a) -as a 

Reapplication of rule (£.a) 
yields: (1) (a + a 0 a) - a : a) 
Otherwise: (proceed to (o) 

(!?.d) Bracket first term of unbracketed 
string if it contains : or +. 
Return to (5.a): 
Otherwise: 

(S.e) 
Bracket any consecutive two term 
sequences. Return to (5.a). 

Sex specification rules: , 

(6.a) Scan each bracketed expression (from 
right to left (alter toward ego): 
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Table 9. Summary of rules defining the genealogical matrix appropriate 
for Turkish kinship terms and expressions—-continued 

Rules Sample Output 

. (1) (a + a 0 a) - a : f) 
If: (X * a), then a =• ™ 

1 (2) (a + a 0 a : f) 

Carry expression to (7) 

If: (X - a), then carry expression 
to (7). 

If: (X 0 a) and: X • a, then: 

0 q and: © a " 0 ™ 

Otherwise carry to (7) (3) "(ivey" (a 0 a) 

(X * a 0 a) then: 

a » ̂ (1) (a + m 0 m) - a : f) 

Lexical rules 

(7.a) Where (a : m) 0 : f) or (a : f) 0 a : m) 
occurs, remove the central brackets. 

(That is: a : m) 0 m : f) becomes (a : m 0 m : f)) 

(7.b) ( o m) 
(m : f 0 m) 

(7.c) (a + a 0 a : }) "» (a 0 a : J) 

(7»d) (a 0 a : m) « (a - a : m) 

(7.e) Lexicon. (Only the sample output terms are listed here.) 

(a 0 a) *» karde§ (3) "uvey" kardej 

(a + m 0 m) »» amca (1) amca (a - a : f) 

(a - a s f) gelin (l) amca gelin 

(a 0 m : f) « yenge (2) yenge 

Morphological rules should specify that out-parentheses (right hand) 
are replaced by "POS" in terminal position; elsewhere they are re
placed by POS-GSN. POS (the possessive pronomial) is usually first 
person on the first term, third person elsewhere. GEN is the 
genitive marker. 



Table 9. Sununary of rules defining the genealogical matrix appropriate 
for Turkish kinship terms and expressions—continued 

Rules Sample Output 

After morphophonemic adjustments the examples above, related to their 
genealogical formulae (after rule 3) are: 

(a + m 0 m) - a : f) (1) amcamln gelini 

(a + m : f) in polygynous marriage (2) yengem 

(a + a : a - a) (3) iivey karde^im 
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and lexical. Modifications which would be needed to cover variations 

in ethnographic reports are minor, but tedious. They have not been 

included. 

Formal Treatment of Terms of Address 

Before leaving the cultural modifications of genealogy an 

attempt is presented in Figure k to display the address terminology on 

the reference framework. Again, of course, the framework must be re

vised before a satisfactory fit can be achieved. Much of the modifi

cation can be based on earlier development and included as an alterna

tive set of bracketing rules. 

1, Bracket the entire expression regardless of length. 

(Descriptive terms are not used in address.) 

2, If both + and - occur in the expression, treat them algebrai

cally: (a + a 0 a - a) (a 0 a). 

3, If the resulting expression still contains (... - a ...) dis

card all other elements and operators except ego. (All genealogically 

junior kin are equated with own children in address.) 

U. If the first operator is a marriage link, remove it and the 

following element: (Spouse's kin are equated with own kin). 

£. Discard any remaining terras between ego and the last two terms. 

Enter sex specification rules. 

An additional rule after the sex specification rules reduces 

(a.Of : m) to (aOm), for Kayarli but not for standard Turkish, 

One of the reasons for developing the "simplified" genealogical 

matrix of Figure 1 was the hope that the address-reference distinction 
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dede 
nene 

baba 
anne 

agabey 
yenge (abla) 

amca, dayl 
hala, teyae 

baba 
anne 

or name 
agabey 

—"""""abla ^ older, otherwise name 

If older, otherwise name 
agabey 
abla 

EGO 

agabey 
yenge (abla) 

if older, otherwise name 

agabe! 
abla 

if older, otherwise name 

name 

o^lum 
klzim, gelin 

name 

oglum 
klzim 

90cu^um name 

name 

Figure U. Terms of address on the reference network of Figure 3. 
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might be simplified by starting with a purely consanguineal matrix. It 

is now time to examine this idea critically. 

The husband-wife bond has been called a bond of "zero genealogi

cal- distance" for American culture (Goodenough 1 273). One evidence 

of the zero distance may be the use of consanguineal kinship terms for 

affines. This usage explains part of the difference between address 

terminology and reference terminology in Turkish. Suppose that, for 

Turkish, the rules modifying the genealogical matrix toward a network 

defining address terminology were so drawn that the link to a spouse 

was a zero (fO link. Rule 2 becomes: 

«. a + 

A convention reducing the resulting expression (...a a...) to (...a...) 

could be adopted, along with the convention that a kinsman whose path 

reduces to # a # may be addressed by proper name. 

The rule works well for many affines: all kayTn and ilvey terms 

are properly convertedj so also is the common usage for child's spouse. 

However, the rule must be blocked for the address term yenge (and the 

urban parallel enigte). Even in Kayarli, the rule does not serve for 

the village use of agabey for aunt's husband. The reduction of a 

marriage link to zero would equate him with "uncle," but the bifurcate 

"uncle" terms are not applied to aunt's husband. 

In order to make use of the widespread merging of kinsman and 

spouse (or ego and spouse) it will be necessary to block the merging 

whenever the spouse link is the final operator, the spouse is female, 

and the preceding link is a sibling link or a "pseudo-sibling" link 
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of the sort introduced to separate yenge (father's other wife) from 

ttvey anne (father's replacement wife). The blocking required cannot 

be done at such an early point in the rules. After the reduction is 

completed, there is no way to re-instate the data needed to block it, 

Kayarli women's usage, of which even the women themselves dis

approved, eliminated the whole problem of blocking conversion of yenge. 

Most kinsmen who should properly have been called yenge were actually 

called abla by women, both in parent's and in own generation. Men used 

the "more polite" yenge. Women would not accept the author's preferred 

explanations for their usage ("it is warmer, closer"); they insisted 

that their usage was simply sloppy. Perhaps change is in the making. 

If so, it cannot be seen among Kayarli men, or among urban women. 

As long as yenge remains the preferred term for a kinsman's 

wife, there is no easy way to generate kin types underlying address 

terms directly from the primitive genealogical matrix of Figure 1. 

What sort of interpretation might be given to the special treat

ment of the marriage link? The nature of the link seems to vary with 

one's vantage point in looking at it. From the "inside" (perhaps from 

the point of view of spouses or their children) it is symmetrical, hence 

the merging of grandparents and parents-in-law. From the "outside" 

(perhaps from the point of view of the extended family), men's marriages 

are a gain, they add to the group; women's marriages are a loss. In 

any case, Turkish does not treat all marriages as links of zero genea

logical distance. 
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Summary 

A genealogical network was developed to cover all possible kin 

types and to provide for their modification, subdivision, and combina

tion to permit entry to the Turkish lexicon and grammatical Turkish 

descriptive expressions. Graphic representations of the network in 

various stages of modification were presented where possible. 

The network is based on cultural recognition of ascent, descent, 

marriage, and sibling links of a particular form: kinship is traced 

through both sexes (but not identically); marriage is ideally perma

nent; half-siblings are equated with full siblings. Step-kin terms 

are irregular pathways to primary consanguineal kin. Terms usable in 

polygynous marriages are special pathways to collateral affines. Sex 

specification occurs for kin linked as parents or spouses, and bifur

cation is specified for siblings of parents or spouses. Spouses of 

kinsmen undergo some special mergings which probably show evolution 

from an Omaha pattern. 

A special problem concerns the kin type (a + m : f) which is 

ambiguous in Turkish. If ego's mother (a + f) is alive and married to 

his father, (a + m i f) is called yenge. Otherwise she is uvey anne. 

The kin type notation cannot record this distinction, nor could its 

ramifications be fully explored. 

Address terms were discussed both as modifications of refer

ence terms and as independent terms referred to a network produced by 

an alternative set of rules. The existence of certain affinal address 

terms favors the former interpretation. 



CHAPTER 10 

C0MP0NENTIAL ANALYSIS 

Diverse claims for the power of componential analysis have been 

wade, from selection of the correct term, given certain genealogical 

information, to explication of the cognitive world of the native 

speaker. The analysis of Turkish kinship terminology up to this point 

has been concerned with explicit statement of the relation of kin term 

to kin type. In Hammel'.s terms (l<?6£b:U) we have been developing: 

"grammars of correspondence between two languages, a target language 

(e.g., a kinship terminology) and a reference language (e.g., kin type 

designation)." Now the pathways that lead from kin term to kin type 

must be examined to see if features that operate in several pathways 

explain the partitioning of the genealogical world. This chapter pre

sents a sequence of analyses leading toward one which can be tested 

against certain features of the structure of kinship. 

The Selection of Distinctive Features 

The number of possible features which may be defined genealogi

cally is very large. If one set of features is selected, certain other 

features are predictable or redundant, A choice between "distinctive" 

and "redundant" features is a necessary part of analysis. Redundancy, 

of course, does not imply irrelevance, which depends upon the use to 

which the analysis is put. However, the choice of distinctive features 

136 
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and the order of their application both influence the clarity with which 

its relevance to various problems can be seen. 

The task set for analysis so far has included both the lexicon 

and the descriptive expressions used in reference. It also has included 

address terminology as it applies inside and outside the reference lexi

con. Thus the accuracy of the analysis is judged by its correct predic

tion of reference and address terms both inside and outside the reference 

lexicon. The genealogical analysis is accurate in this sense. Accuracy 

over the same range cannot be required of componential analyses, if 

simplicity is to be increased. The componential analysis is limited 

to the lexicon. Operation of components outside the lexicon is a sepa

rate problem. 

Components are selected and scheduled to provide illustration 

of several facets of Turkish kinship. One such facet is the surface 

structure of the lexicon. Goodenough (196f>) used linguistic context 

(prefixes and suffixes) to establish groups in English terminology. 

Turkish has iivey (step-kin) and kayln (in-law) terms, which call for 

similar consolidation. Other features are suggested by the nature of 

genealogical ties: reciprocal terms should be paired; the close rela

tion of one kinsman to another should be clarified. Similarly, the 

progression of a particular ego through the kinship system might be a 

focus of attention. Ego acquires certain positions at birth, others 

are acquired through maturation: certain positions are prerequisite 

to others. Also, the relation of address and reference terms should 

be clarified. 
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It is difficult to produce a single componential analysis that 

fulfills all of these requirements at once. Detailed subscripts, multi

dimensional graphs, and a long list of supplemental rules are needed. 

Therefore, a sequence of analyses will be presented, beginning with one 

based on five readily definable features and leading toward one which 

combines most of the features potentially salient to the structure of 

kinship. 

A First Approximate Analysis 

From the genealogical analysis, some components might be defined 

very simply on a presence or absence basis. Five such components would 

be: 

1. Affinity: marriage operator present (:); in opposition with 

consanguinity: marriage operator absent (T). 

2. Collaterality: sibling operator present (0); in opposition 

with lineality: sibling operator absent (o). 

3. Senior: parent operator present (+); in opposition with non-

senior: parent operator absent (+) 

U. Junior: child operator present (-)j in opposition with non-

junior: child operator absent (-) 

5. Male: alter is male (m)j in opposition with non-male (f). 

These five features could partition 32 statuses, two of which 

refer to non-kin. They are probably not appropriate for any natural 

system without some redefinition. They are not the features that par

tition the Turkish lexicon, as Figure shows. Figure $ is a branching 

tree diagram, but has slightly different conventions from the figures 
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no lexical kin 

m 

cr 

m 

m 

m 

m 

damat 

yenge 

no lexical kin 

damat, kaym 

yengeA baldTz, 
go'riimce 

uvey karde§ 

kayin baba, livey baba 

kaynana, Uvey anne 

damat, uvey 9ocuk 

gelin. 

koca 

. kari 

no lexical kin 

m — amca, dayl 

•teyze, hala 

ye gen 

m .agabey, karde§ 

.abla, kardej 

cannot occur 

m _-baba, dede 

.anne, nene 

gocuk, torun 

non-kin 

Figure 5, Turkish kin terms partitioned on the presence or absence of 
operators.—Affinity (:); collaterally (0); seniority (+); 
junior (-). Absence indicated by superscript bar (—). Sex 
of alter indicated by (m), (f). 
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of Chapter 9 ,  In Figure £, the node is a decision point like that in 

a flow chart. Positive decisions take the upper path, negative ones 

take the lower. Kin terms are displayed at the end of the analysis. 

The path to a kin term shows the features that dominate its selection. 

One pathway (with features senior and junior alone) cannot occur under 

the conventions established in Chapter 9: expressions containing only 

+ and - must be reduced to expressions containing sibling or marriage 

links. 

Redefinition of Distinctive Features 

Figure £ provides a starting place for the redefinition of 

features. The most obvious revision needed is the combination of the 

redundant features "junior" and "senior." Links to parents and links 

to children do not occur in the same lexical expression in Turkish. 

Selection of the distinctive feature is aided by the special Turkish 

lexemes for older brother and sister: agabey and abla. These terms 

must be marked "senior" to provide simple rules for the feature of sex: 

the distinction male/female applies only to kinsmen marked affinal 

and/or senior. This suggests that "seniority" be redefined to indicate 

the presence of the operators + or ©, either a link to a parent or a 

link to an older sibling. "Junior" is regarded as a redundant feature. 

The affinal distinction also requires some revision. Affinity 

as defined above covers step kin, spouse's kin, and kinsmen's spouses. 

English draws the distinction between step kin and -in-laws, and 

Lounsbury (1965) has indicated that some such distinction between those 

affines joined by ego's marriage (which seem also to be those implied 
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by the English cover term "in-laws") and those joined by the marriage 

of the kinsman. Taking the surface structure at face value, it is clear 

that the following types of affines must be separated: spouse; kins

man's spouse; spouse's kin; step kin; and a portion of the more distant 

category: spouse's kinsman's spouse. That step kin are not a par

ticular variety of affine, but a variety of exceptional or replacement 

consanguineal kin has been stated earlier in analysis. There is con

siderable structural evidence for this assertion. Step kin are not 

part of the normal progression of ego through kinship: not everyone 

has a step-mother, wicked or otherwise. Informants respond quite dif

ferently to the suggestion that step terms be used in address: the 

suggestion is funny for true affines, but'yazik" (pitiful) for step kin. 

Formally, the evidence is also convincing. Table 10 compares the dis

tribution of Turkish terms on Lounsbury's (196$: 163) type of chart 

with the distribution suggested by Turkish cover terms. In the Turkish 

chart "Uvey" (step) kin are one category; "kayTnlar" (in-laws) are 

another; "damatlar" and "gelinler" ("grooms" and "brides" in socio-

centric meanings) compose a third. 

Turkish terms for kinsman's spouse cannot be reconciled with 

Lounsbury's chart. The term yenge can apply to uncle's wife and to 

brother's wife. The first is among Lounsbury's "step kin," the second 

is an "in-law." The Turkish pattern is not Lounsbury's. But note as 

well that the kin type a + m : f is ambiguous. Nothing in the kin type 

notation can indicate whether this kin type defines yenge (father's 

other wife) or uvey anne (step mother). The selection of the correct 
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Table 10. A comparison of Lounsbury's distinction between 'step' and 
'in-law' relationships with the distinction drawn by the 
Turkish lexicon and cover terms. 

a. Selected kin types from Lounsbury's "Types of 'Step' and 'In-Law' 
Relationships" (1?6£: Table 2, p. 163) with appropriate Turkish 
kinship terms. 

Ascending 
Generation 

Ego's 
Generation 

Descending 
Generation 

Kinsman's Spouse 

Step 

FW, FBW, MBW: yenge 
Ft/: iivey anne 

MSH, FSH: damat 
MH: vlvey baba 

BW: 
" S H t  

sW: 
dH: 

In-Law 

yenge 
damat 

In-Law 

gelln 
damat 

Spouse's Kinsman 

In-Law 

HF, WF: kaylnbaba 
HM, WM; kaynana 

In-Law 

HB, WB: kaytn 
HS : g8rhir.ce 
WS : baldEz 

Step 

Ws, Hs, Wd, Hd: tftrey gocuk 

b. The same kin types in an arrangement suggested by Turkish cover 
terms. Generation is not expressed as it is overridden by several 
terms and cover terms. 

Step Kin 

iivey baba 
tlvey anne 
tivey gocuk 

True Affines 

Kinsman's Spouse 

damat 

Gelinler, Yengeler 
yenge 
gelin 

Spouse's Kin 

KayTnlar 
kaylnbaba 
kaynana 
kayTn 
gorumce 

baldlz 
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term depends upon whether ego's mother is alive and a member of his 

family of orientation. If so, a + m : f refers to father's other wife, 

yenge, who is outside ego's nuclear family. If his mother is dead or 

divorced then a + m : f refers to her replacement in the nuclear family. 

The notational scheme is inadequate to record the distinction. In 

Chapter 9, the development,of yenge through insertion of a sibling 

operator in polygynous marriages served to remove the difficulty. 

In Table 10, terms on the left are reciprocals of terms on the 

right. Kayarli informants were not certain of the proper reciprocal 

of yenge in polygynous marriages, although they would exclude Uvey 

90cuk. The reciprocity of these two sets of terms seems to be respon

sible in English for the use of -in-law terms for spouses in the child's 

generation. It is clear that the cover expression in English "my in

laws" refers only to the older generation. In Turkish "in-laws" are 

fully separated from "those to whom one is an in-law." The kayln terms 

are known to be extensions of terras for consanguineal kin. There is 

no tendency to include the reciprocals. ^Kayln o&Lum is not funny, it 

is meaningless. The Turkish (and perhaps also the English) distinctions 

can be contrasted with those reported for many peoples in Lounsbury's 

discussion of Trobriand patterns. The Turkish pattern of combining the 

kin types included in yenge and damat violates the general distinction 

made by Lounsbury (1965: 163), 

The components of affinity appear to be three in number: 

replacement consanguinity (tivey); affinity through own marriage (kayln-

lar); and affinity through alter's marriage (damatlar; gelinler). 
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These components intersect to yield the other categories: own spouse 

and co-sibling-in-law are related through the marriages of both alter 
/ 

and ego. 

A word is needed on the definition of collaterally as well. 

The feature of collaterality is extended to affinal kin by its defini

tion. Father-in-law and son-in-law are considered "lineal" affines, 

while sibling-in-law is collateral. The Turkish lexicon gives con

siderable support to such an extension except in two places. Lineality 

is not distinctive for Kayarli's usage of damat, and it is contra-

indicated by the polygynous use of yenge (a + m : f). The latter prob

lem has been discussed, and both problems will be considered again. 

The definition of one more distinctive feature, a feature of 

the element instead of the operator, will show the formal reason for 

extending the definition of collateral. The feature needed marks 

bifurcation. For the moment we will define "parallel:" the sex on 

either side of a sibling link is identical. This feature applies only 

where alter is marked "collateral" and such marking occurs for both 

consanguineals and affines. The feature "parallel" must be further 

restricted in later discussion. 

One additional feature is needed for consanguineal kin. This 

is the feature that is usually treated as "generation." Generation 

may be given the non-binary values of +2, +1, 0, -1, -2, or in inter

section with a feature such as "seniority" it might be assigned values 

t 2, t 1, and 0. More elaborate devices can be introduced to maintain 

the binary selection if this is desired. No such procedure is necessary 

for Turkish because of the intersection of components within the 
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lexicon. It is simpler for Turkish to define the feature "primary:" 

the number of operators is equal to one; opposing non-primaiy which we 

will call "secondary:" the number of operators is greater than one. 

Generation becomes a redundant feature that can be defined in terms of 

the interaction of other components. Such reintroduction of genera

tion will be desirable at a later point when non-lexical kin are dis

cussed. 

The features defined above include features with traditional 

names for opposites (lineal/collateral) and features whose traditional 

opposite has been specially defined (consanguineal/non-consanguineal, 

affinal/non-affinal). In diagramming an analysis it may be graphically 

preferable to use either the defined feature or its opposite as the 

positive feature, read upward on the chart. The features and their 

opposites now defined are as follows: 

1. Consanguinity / non-consanguinity 

2. Affinity / non- affinity (step-) 

3. Own marriage / not own marriage 

U. Alter's marriage / not alter1s marriage 

Seniority / non-seniority 

6. Collaterally / lineality 

7. Primary / secondary 

8. Parallel / cross (marked U ) 

9. Male / female (marked <? ) 

Nine features are sufficient to partition a set of 2& or £12 

terms, a great many more than Turkish contains. The reason is, of 
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course, that most of the features apply only to a small portion of the 

kinship terminology. The next step is to schedule the application of 

these features so that no more than the necessary number of decisions, 

i.e., of feature choices, can in fact partition the terms. Appropriate 

scheduling may suggest more general features which may replace two or 

more of those proposed. That is, features may prove to be in"compli

mentary distribution," in which case it may be possible to combine them 

in a supra-feature. 

Certain necessary elements of the scheduling have been discussed 

above. By definition, the feature "consanguinity" must precede the 

special affinal subdivisions: "affinity," "own marriage," "alter's 

marriage." "Collaterality1 must precede "parallel," as the latter 

applies only to collaterals. The features "seniority" and "affinity" 

must apply before "male" as no sex distinction is made for those nega

tive on both age and affinity. Most of the rest of the scheduling is 

dictated by the result desired. The selection of the "positive" feature 

(whether lineality or collaterally moves "up" on the chart, for ex

ample) is formally irrelevant, but important to the clarity of the 

figure. 

Componential Analysis of the Surface Structure 

One.possible scheduling of the features defined is presented 

in Figure 6. The motivation for the schedule is the grouping of kin 

terms with similar surface structure: tlvey terms and kayln terms are 

each attached to a single node. The scheduling required for such a 

result includes an early separation of consanguineals, true affines, 
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dede 

nene 

econdary 
baba 

anne 

ineality amca 

day! 
teyze 
hala 

agabey 
abla 

seniority 

torun 

econdary 

Ineality 

ye gen 

.secondary 

kardeg koca 

:arl 
consanguinity bacanak 

^ 4-jj 

.ter's marriage g 

- î rrarrTtZ 

elti 
'kayinbaba 
•kaynana 

own marriage 

•damat 

ity 
yenge 

true" affinity 

•seniority 

uvey qocuk 

neality 

livey karde? 

Figure 6. Componential analysis of Turkish reference terminology 
motivated by clusters in the s.urface structure.—Features 
are further defined in the text. At each node, the upper 
path is positive for the given feature, the lower path is 
negative. 
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and step kin, an early separation of affines through ego's own marriage 

from spouses of consanguineals, and a late application, at least for 

the kayln group, of the distinction between lineals and collaterals. 

It is this late separation among affines that motivates the scheduling 

of lineality for consanguineal kinj there is no necessary arrangement 

among consanguineals. 

The analysis as scheduled illustrates a few points in Turkish 

terminology in addition to the grouping of similar kin terms. The 

similar operation of the features "seniority" and "own marriage" in 

determining the application of other features is apparent. This simi

larity has been mentioned repeatedly in genealogical analysis. Senior 

kin are differentiated much as kin through ego's ovm marriage are dif

ferentiated. Junior kin and spouses, the reciprocals of these, are 

much less differentiated. Since the two features are in complementary 

distribution (as distinctive features) and since they have a single 

effect on additional features, the possibility of merging them should 

be explored. Both "seniority" and "ovm marriage" are pivotal features 

for the selection of reciprocal terms. By holding lineality and 

secondary constant, one can get from dede or nene to the reciprocal 

torun. With somewhat more difficulty since the feature "alter's mar

riage" does not apply, the reciprocal of kaylnbaba can be found in 

damat and gelin. This suggests the possibility of merging the features 

"own marriage" and "seniority" into a "reciprocal" feature. At present 

the merger is blocked by the presence of self-reciprocal spouse terms 

within the category "own marriage." 
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It is possible to consider senior kin and kin through ego's own 

marriage as "own kin," while the reciprocals are "those to whom one is 

kin." Functionally speaking, each set of "own" kin is acquired as a 

set through ego's life crisis: senior kin are acquired at birth; "own" 

kin at marriage. Junior kin and spouses of consanguineals arrive at 

assorted times, not as full sets. The new definition of the feature 

"own" reduces the number of features, and works well throughout the 

system. The definition of "own" kin provides a general way to restrict 

the application of the parallel/cross distinction. This distinction 

applies only to "own" collateral kin, not to those collaterals "to whom 

one is kin." Neither yegen (a 0 a - a) nor yenge (a 0 a : f) are so 

distinguished. 

Figure 6 adequately analyzes the terminology-maintaining groups 

of similar terms and affinal groups with cover terms. It has also sug

gested some simplification of the components. It does not show clearly 

the relation of kin terms to their reciprocals. Nor is it helpful in. 

relating terms of address to those of reference. Ego's progression 

through the kinship system, even within the central line, is not illus

trated. 

Componential Analysis Relating Reciprocal Terms 

Redesigning the analysis to show other pertinent relationships 

is possible through revisions of the components and/or their scheduling, 

i.e., their order of application. Note that for most terms the node 

marked "own" under the combination of seniority and affinity through 

ego's own marriage is the pivotal node for relating reciprocals. This 
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fact was pertinent to the redefinition of the features. If this fact 

is to be seen clearly in the figures, the reciprocal node, "own" must 

be closer to the end of the schedule. The reciprocal of dede is torun. 

These terms differ only in seniority ("own"). The crucial difference 

would be much more visible if the reciprocal node "own" followed the 

features "lineality" and "secondai'y." 

In Figure 6, however, two affinal positions blocked the revision. 

The terms for own spouse (karl, koca) and for co-sibling-in-law (bacanak, 

elti) are both marked "own" as they are kin related through ego's mar

riage. Yet the co-sibling-in-law terms.are self-reciprocal, and spouse 

terms are reciprocal through the sex distinction. Several features, 

features which are otherwise redundantly specified, come to mind that 

might be useful in separating spouses and co-siblings-in-law from other 

affines. For one thing, the feature of ego's sex is always redundantly 

given from rules surrounding these kin types (only a man has a wife or 

a bacanak). The feature of ego's sex, however, is also redundantly 

specified for baldtz and goriimce, where reciprocals are connected by 

the node "own." The better feature is more closely related to the 

matter of reciprocity. For spouse and co-sibling-in-law, formulae can 

be reversed without changing the operators: (b : c 0 c : b); (b : c), 

For bacanak and elti, the formula is identical read in either direction, 

and the terns are self-reciprocal. For own spouse, the sex changes at 

the marriage link; the sex node is the reciprocal node. 

The feature of "polarity" can be defined: a kin type is polar 

if a logical reversal of the kin type changes the operators in any way, 
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(see Romney 1?6£ on reciprocals). All lexical kinship terms are "polar" 

in this sense except those for own spouse and co-spouse, or co-sibling-

in-law. The feature is redundant for consanguineals and replacement 

consanguineals, but it must apply to affines before the distinction 

"own" if this distinction is to be a candidate for the reciprocity node. 

One more shift in scheduling will help simplify analysis fur

ther. If the primary/secondary distinction for consanguineal kin were 

applied earlier, the terms usable in the nuclear family would be 

grouped. The nuclear family terms include all those terms that may be 

modified by uvey (step), and two terms that are not so used in Kayarli 

(agabey, abla). While the fit is thus imperfect, it still seems 

desirable to handle the modifier uvey as an exceptional consanguineal 

modifier. Once consanguineal terms are clustered to present the nuclear 

family as a unit, the specification of those terms to which Uvey can be 

attached is relatively simple. 

Figure 7 shows the results of rescheduling and redefinition. 

Note that the clustering of kayrn terms has been maintained. The kayxn 

terms are held together by the wide range of terms for which damat is 

reciprocal. Kaylnbaba, kaynana, kayln, and baldlz (most of the 

kayxnlar) may all use the term damat for the same person. "Lineality" 

is non-distinctive for damat, but distinctive for reciprocals. It is 

also distinctive for gelin and yenge, and must be held constant in 

picking reciprocals for these terms. 
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dede 
nene 

own 

torun 
amca lineality 

teyze 

hala ovm' 

baba 

•ovm 

gocuk 

lineality 

abla 
own 

consanguinity 
kayinbaba 
kaynana 

ineality 

baldTz 
gorUroce 

ovm1 

damat 

£elln 
•y 
yenge 

polarity 
koca 

karl 

ineality 

bacanak 

elti 

Figure 7. Coraponential analysis of Turkish reference terminology showing 
reciprocal terms.—The feature "own" combines "seniority" and 
"ovm marriage" and functions as the reciprocal node wherever 
it occurs. Dvey terms removed (see text). 
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Componential Analysis of Standard Turkish 

A brief look at standard Turkish may clarify the importance of 

Kayarli's use of damat. In standard Turkish there are two terms used 

where only damat is used in Kayarli: damat (a - f : m) and enigte 

(a ( + a) 0 f : m). Damat is the male equivalent of gelin; eni^te 

parallels yenge. Standard Turkish permits the reordering of "lineality" 

and "own" as in Figure 8, Once this reordering is permitted another 

advantage of scheduling for reciprocity becomes apparent: in Figure 8 

the possible feature of "generation" is redundantly generated by analysis 

for reciprocity. The reciprocal of a +2 term is, of course, a -2 term. 

Reciprocal terms are correlated with generation wherever terms are 

specific to a single generation. Even for standard Turkish, however, 

a small amount of adjustment is necessary. Informants feel that yengem 

and eni^tem apply both in the zero and in the +1 generation. Evidence 

on polygynous usage supports generation crossing. Note also in Figure 

8 that the kaylnlar are no longer a unified group. Evidence on the 

polygynous use of yenge, on the grouping of kaylnlar and on the genera

tion crossing of damat all point to a patrilineal bias in the system. 

Although standard Turkish is close to recognition of all shifts in 

generation, the Kayarli pattern, probably the older pattern, has many 

points that are reminiscent of Omaha-type systems. 

Specification of Redundant Features 

The need for the specification of redundant features is apparent 

once descriptive expressions are considered as well as lexical terms. 

Features must be expressed to prevent the misapplication of lexical 
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dede 

nene 

torun 

ineality •amca 

teyze 
'hala 

;en 

Secondary 
baba 
anne 

iwn 

90c uk 

ineality 
agabey 
abla 

consanguinity kayinbaba 

kaynana 

damat 
gelin 

.ineality kayin 

gorVlmce 
iwn enigte 

.yenge 
molarity 

koca 

kari 

Ineality 
bacanak 

elti 

Figure 8. Componential analysis of standard Turkish reference termin
ology showing reciprocal terms and generation. — Genera
tional prediction of eni^te and yenge is not fully accurate 
(see text). 
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terms to described kin. That is, features that are redundant within 

the lexicon may be distinctive if descriptive expressions are considered. 

For example, bacanak and elti were defined by Figure 6 as "true"affines 

through own and alter's marriage who are collateral and either male or 

female. This is sufficient to distinguish them from other lexical kin, 

but not from the descriptive expressions kocaraln damadx (f : m 0 f : m) 

and karlmln yengesi (m : fOm : f). The feature "parallel" would 

serve to distinguish them. Under the rules for feature application de

veloped for Figure 6, the feature "parallel" can be applied to the terms 

(redundantly within the lexicon) as they are "own collaterals." But 

Figure 7 has introduced the feature of "polarity" which precludes the 

application of "parallel" under present rules. The two descriptive 

expressions link relatives opposite in sex (like own spouse), and they 

are not self-reciprocal but reciprocal through the sex distinction 

(again like,own spouse). Some redefinition of both the feature "polar

ity" and the feature "own" seems to be needed. 

The feature "polarity" is a feature with wide redundant appli

cation. Polarity is specified only for affines, yet all consanguineal 

terms are polar. In fact, polarity permeates the whole terminological 

system. Only the terms bacanak and elti and the expressions amca 

gocugu and teyze 9ocujjgu (parallel cousins) are self reciprocal. 

A number of other redundancies can be specified. Generation 

has been displayed as a partially redundant (partially inapplicable) 

feature in Figure 8. The primary/secondary distinction is redundant 

for affinal kin, although it could be used distinctively for own spouse. 
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The sex of ego is redundantly specifiable for some affines. "Seniority" 

could have been used to distinguish father-in-law from brother-in-law. 

Any of these features might be used in another analysis of Turkish 

terminology. 

Suggestions for Improved Analysis 

There is an element of meaning involved in many of the redun

dancies discussed above which might be of particular interest to an 

analyst seeking full "psychological validity" through componential 

analysis. Note that Turkish kin terms and expressions are polar, for 

the most part, and that this polarity can be expressed as a distinction 

between "my own kin" and "those to whom I am kin." In earlier dis

cussion we have seen that the boundary of the lexicon is the distinc

tion between "my kin," and "kin of my kin." Clearly a common thread 

of meaning unites these two features. Furthermore, both the selection 

of address terminology and the application of bracketing rules for 

descriptive kin make use of the same element of meaning, but in inter

action with the "consanguinity" component. Own consanguineal kin are 

addressed by reference termj own consanguineal kin are given preferen

tial bracketing. Own affinal kin, on the other hand, are not addressed 

by reference term but are merged with own consanguineals j own affinal 

kinship positions are avoided wherever possible in bracketing. Among 

affines, "those to whom I am kin" are preferred. In Kayarli Turkish 

the lack of preference for damat is again a striking exception. Its 

exceptional treatment seems to this investigator to block formal state

ment of what is otherwise a very general pattern. 
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Before the interaction of these features is developed in any 

greater detail, the relation between terms of address and terms of 

reference vail be formally explored. 

Componential Analysis of Terms of Address Within the Lexicon 

Figure 9 treats the term of address as a cover term for the 

reference positions to which the term of address applies. An analysis 

relating terms of address to lexical terms of reference in this way 

requires a complete rescheduling of features. The distinction between 

consanguineals and non-consanguineals is no longer basic. Seniority 

must be non-genealogically defined as it applies over the whole path 

from ego to alter, not the linkages between them, i.e., the relative 

ages of ego and alter are important; relative ages of linking kin are 

immaterial. The new variety of seniority takes over from the old 

feature "own," which is not useful. The redefinition of seniority re

quires a special feature for own spouse. Relative age is not a feature 

of the spouse terms; spouse may not be called "sibling" no matter what 

his relative age! 

In Figure 9, the application of address terms has been restric

ted to the lexicon. Obligatory address terms are indicated by capitals. 

These are the terms that can occur in "tu-centered" intimate reference, 

and they must be applied to all further statuses they dominate. Lower 

case letters underlined show optional kinship terms of address in free 

variation with names. Most of these (all but the spouse terms) occur 

in we-centered intimate reference. Terms not used in address are lower 

V 

case, unmarked. The kinship positions dominated by AGABEY, ABLA, and 
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Figure 9. Coiriponential analysis of address terminology showing reference 
terms to which each address tern is extended. — Obligatory 
address terms in capitals; optional terms underlined are in 
free variation with proper names. Not all components are 
recorded on chart (see earlier figures). 
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YENGE on the chart would also be dominated by kardeq if the kinsman 

happened to be younger than ego. Since the obligatory address "term" 

is the proper name, these positions have not been repeated to avoid 

confusion on the chart. 

Figure 9 seems unnecessarily complex given the ease with which 

the patterns can be learned, and the ease with which they can be de

scribed in ordinary words. Even with the complexity Figure 9 fails in 

formality. The features have not been given very formal definition. 

The visual inadequacies of Figure 9 can be overcome by using 

the two dimensions that are available on paper more economically. A 

set of purely binary distinctions is inefficient for the problem at 

hand. 

Address Terms and Reference Positions in Two Dimensions 

The major dimensions of Figure 10 are seniority (vertical) and 

sex (horitontal). Double lines separate the two values of these. 

Seniority applies in ego's generation on the basis of non-genealogical 

information, therefore the double line separating junior and senior kin 

occurs twice, and is dotted. The double dotted lines separate kardeg 

from a|abey, but the placement of kayEn in relation to these is not 

given; it depends on outside data. Columns on either side of the sex 

division distinguish lineals, parallel and cross-collaterals, and 

spouses. A central row, marked by the dotted double lines of seniority, 

distinguishes collateral affines through ego's marriage. The inter-, 

section of the spouse column with this affinal row provides the defini

tion of co-siblings-in-law. Otherwise the rows indicate generation, 
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Figure 10. Terms of address and the reference positions they dominate. 

Columns: Lineal, Collateral (Cross X; Parallel //), and 
Kinsman's Spouse. 

Rows: Generation (+2, +1, 0, -1, -2). The zero genera
tion includes a row of true affines addressed in 
terms of relative age ( +0, -0 ). 

Obligatory terms of address in capitals; optional terms of 
address underlined. Terms dominate positions not separated 
by solid lines. Double lines separate major dimensions 
(sex, seniority). Two double dotted lines equivalent to 
solid line. 
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taken with the needed modification for- spouse terms, from Figure 8. 

The application of terms of address to the appropriate reference 

positions is shown by capitalizing the address, term and providing dotted 

lines between the reference label and the usable address term. 

Figure 10 was motivated by the need for intersecting features 

to outline the application of address terminology within the reference 

lexicon. It provides this. It also provides a good schematic represen

tation of a given ego's progression through the kinship system, i.e., 

the summation of statuses in a higher status. To become a dede one 

must be a male, and become successively a bridegroom, husband, father, 

and father-in-law. To become teyze, one must be female and become 

baldiz. Junior statuses do not share this progression; they are 

acquired at birth. 

Why should a relationship exist between the address terminology 

and the routes of succession in the kinship terminological system? The 

selection of terms for use in address must reflect the principles of 

succession. Data presented earlier on kinship terms used in intimate 

reference support this assertion. As soon as his marriage produces 

children, ego will refer to his baldiz (wife's sister) as the children's 

teyze (aunt), his kayxn (brother-in-law) as their dayx (uncle). A 

woman similarly replaces kaytn and gSrumce with amca and hala. 

Kayinbaba and kaynana (parents-in-law) are replaced by dede and nene 

(grandparents). These affinal statuses are redundant in terms of 

their succession. 
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The redundancy of junior reciprocal terms is a different kind 

of redundancy. Kinship terms which identify a role and its reciprocal 

are needed for only one end of the diadic relationship. The older 

status provides a useful summary of prerequisite statuses. The junior 

status encodes much less information inherently, and Turkish allows 

merging that strips-it of even this detail. The terms for spouses of 

collaterals, on the other hand, are not routes to consanguineal statuses. 

Nor are they redundant as reciprocals, since their reciprocals have been 

merged by succession with consanguineal kin. Spouse terms are used in 

address in standard Turkish. Only Kayarli's special treatment of damat 

is exceptional. Again the patrilineal bias influences the system at 

its outer limits. 

Figure 10 is the best componential diagram of those presented 

to compare with an analysis of the sociology of kinship. It displays 

the terms of address, expected to be keys to the social structure, in 

meaningful relation to the rest of the terminology. The lines as drawn 

allow for extension of terms of address to more distant, descriptively 

labeled kin. The special mergings involved in damat and kayxn terms 

are visible. Figure 7 can supply two needed supplements: the recipro

cal terms that label both ends of a diadic relationship; and the 

grouping of kin with similar surface structure. Figures 6 and 9 appear 

to be less useful, and Figure 8 is an analysis of standard Turkish, for 

comparative purposes. 
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Summary 

Some specific goals for componential analysis were stated and 

developed within the general goal of providing an analysis that might 

be profitably compared with an analysis of social structure. Features 

which could be readily defined from the genealogical analysis were 

selected, revised, and redefined to provide partitioning of the Turkish 

kinship lexicon. Selection of distinctive versus redundant features, 

and the scheduling of distinctive features affect the clarity of the 

analysis, A two dimensional graphic presentation which incorporates 

several merits of one dimensional portrayals was selected as most likely 

to correlate with social structure. Two terminological peculiarities 

distort the diagram from bilaterality toward patrilineality. 

The features that partition Turkish terminology have been dis

cussed and redefined with each analysis. The more salient points are 

summarized below: 

1. The relation between "kin of my kin," "my own kin," and "those 

to whom I am kin" was discussed. The contrast between the first and 

the other two marks the boundary of the lexicon. The second was ori

ginally defined by merging seniority with kinship through own marriage, 

but redefined, in combination with polarity, to be the reciprocal node. 

The semantic elements involved in these features are recommended for 

further study. 

2, Consanguineal kin were distinguished from step kin and from 

true affinal kin. 



3. Lineal kin were distinguished from collateral kin. The one 

exception, damat, shows a patrilineal emphasis. 

U. Primary kin are distinguished from secondary kin. Generation 

can be predicted from the interaction of this feature viith other fea

tures. 

Bifurcation is a feature of certain collateral kin. 

6. Sex is a feature of affinal and senior kin. 



CHAPTER 11 

STRUCTURAL-FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS 

The selection of distinctive features for structural-functional 

analysis is constrained by the quality of the data, data which were 

collected before the formal analysis was complete. The problems of 

proper levels of generality also are present in this area. An addi

tional constraint (or assumption) was outlined in Chapter 1: the 

primary relationships will not be formally analyzed; that they are im

portant has been assumed. Some speculative discussion of the nature of 

their importance will be included, however, 

Lounsbury (196£: 180-181) does not feel that a formal demonstra

tion of the functional correlates of kinship terminology is likely to 

emerge until controlled comparisons of several systems are possible. 

He says: 

All of these explanations—even the most plausible of them— 
have something of that ad hoc character that the attempts at 
functional explanation always have. 

I do not imagine that a satisfactory sociological explanation 
can be given merely from the study of a single society. This 
is not because the explanation is not to be found there, but 
because we may not yet know precisely what to look for. The 
history of the attempts to find sociological significance in 
kinship terminologies offers ample testimony to this fact. 

The discussion offered here will be presented without immediate 

reference to the terminological components "explained." Perhaps such 

a presentation will allow the reader to distinguish the plausible from 

165 
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the more convoluted explanations in what is really another ad hoc 

approach to the problem. 

Functional Components of Kinship 

One of the most conspicuous features of Kayarli society, and a 

feature of all ethnographic records, is the separation of adults by sex. 

Men and women do not ordinarily work or play together, but each associ

ates much more with members of his own sex. The separation does not 

apply to young children, but is applied (rather gradually at the present 

time) as children enter adolescence. This separation of men and women 

is interrupted only among some kin. The group of kinsmen with whom 

interaction is possible in spite of sex differences can be called 

"close" kin. The size and composition of the group of "close" kin 

varies considerably with the age of the individual, and with his time-

in-grade, that is, his experience in a particular kinship status. Young 

children are not segregated by sex and play happily with cousins and 

neighbors. As they approach maturity, their freedom to mingle with 

children of the opposite sex is curtailed. Siblings of the opposite 

sex remain accessible, but opposite sex cousins may not interact freely 

except in the presence of a chaperone. A cousin is a preferred marriage 

partner in many Turkish communities. Kayarli had two patri-parallel 

cousin marriages, but informants expressed no such preference in arrang

ing future marriages. 

The number of opposite sex acquaintances increases again after 

marriage, but the increase is not immediate. A young bride is shy with 



all those around her, gradually becoming adjusted to the in-laws among 

whom she lives. In cousin marriage the adjustment is more immediate. 

Chaperonage of girls becomes necessary as they approach matur

ity. The need for chaperonage is based on a particular feature of the 

relation of a woman to her family of orientation. She is the custodian 

of the honor of her father and brothers. They are responsible for the 

protection of her chastity (and fidelity after marriage) and reputation. 

Fathers and brothers can relax when their kinswoman is in the presence 

of certain men: those men to whom she is forbidden by incest taboos. 

While she is single, these include her parents and grandparents, her 

siblings, and her parent's siblings. Any of these who are older than 

the girl also make adequate chaperones, perhaps because their own honor 

is also related to hers. A younger sibling is not suitable. For a 

married woman the circle of acceptable interaction with the opposite 

sex is increased, as is the range of the incest taboo. Since polyandry 

is as abhorent as incest, the explicit range of the taboo does not pre

cisely match the woman's presumed unavailability. Stirling's data, 

and my own from Kayarli, fail to mention the prohibition to a man of 

his brother's wife. In Kayarli the investigator was intimidated by 

the horrified response to the proposed polyandry. Polygyny is illegal 

and absent from Kayarli but not horrifying. Since levirate marriages 

are permissible, it is hard to see how a hypothetical question might be 

posed. However, a woman can interact with her brother-in-law. Since 

it is not her husband but her brothers and father who worry about her 

fidelity, and since the prohibition of polyandry is not sufficient to 
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quiet their concern about promiscuity in general, we may conclude that 

the incest taboo also applies to husband's brother. It would then be 

parallel to the prohibition to a man of his wife's sister. Both pro

hibitions end if the marriage is broken. 

Step siblings are not close kin in this sense. No incest taboo 

applies to them, they are free to marry. Step parents, however, are 

permanently forbidden to their step children. The prohibition does not 

end with death or divorce of the true parent. Step kin appear to be 

fictive blood kin but real "affines" in the generation of the marriage. 

There are, then, close kin, and within the group of close kin 

interaction between the sexes is permissible. In a strictly segregated 

society, a woman would interact with no men outside this group. In 

Kayarli such strict seclusion was no longer practiced, if it had ever 

been. Strict seclusion may have been limited to the upper classes, or 

modified by the presence of an Armenian community in the Kayarli of 60 

years ago. Nevertheless, comfortable interaction between members of 

the opposite sex was limited. In the presence of close senior kin a 

Kayarli girl or woman could interact with anyone, Eut if no kinsmen 

were present, only formal interaction was possible with men. For very 

old women, or in interaction with very old men, the need for closeness 

of kinship is dropped, as it is for a child. Old women often interact 

with men quite independently. 

The term "close" has been used to delimit the group within which 

opposite sex interaction is possible. Since the idea of "closeness" of 

kin is present in the society, the fit between folk and analytic concept 
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should be discussed. Informants are confused when asked whether a 

cousin is closer or more distant than an in-law. An agnatic cousin may 

be considered especially close since "our blood is one." Karriage does 

not establish "blood" relation, and in this sense, kin by marriage are 

not kin at all. Following the same logic, some informants feel that 

kinship through women is more distant than kinship through men. Non-^ 

agnatic cousins are not "of one blood." Yet half-siblings through the 

same mother are, like those with the same father, considered "kan 

karde§," blood siblings. And the very word, kardeg (sibling) is known 

by informants to mean "womb companion." Another relevant point is the 

extension of the incest taboo to slit kardegler, milk siblings. Children 

who have been nursed, however briefly, by the same woman may not marry. 

Kinship through women at present is considered equal in strength to 

kinship through men, but not identical. Perhaps an older view stressed 

the male's blood and the female's milk. At present villagers are aware 

of a woman's genetic contribution to her child: she provides the 

"egg," yumurta. 

The analytic concept of "close" was not identical to any ex

plicit grouping of kin found in the village. From their view point, 

analytically "close" kin would be described as the families of a man 

and of his wife, and the families of the father and the mother. They 

are very much aware of the changing kinship world through maturation 

and marriage, and of the different world of men and women. They are 

not preoccupied with drawing lines around "close" kin. 

The circle of analytically close kinsmen, particularly the kin

ship circle a child enters at birth, is patterned in terms of the place 
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of ego's interaction with the kinsman. Patterns of interaction (resi

dence and visiting) are cultural rules applying to kin on the basis of 

age, sex, and marital status. 

Patterns of Interaction with Close, Senior Kin 

If we look at Ego as a child in his kinship setting, we see him 

in residence with his parents and unmarried siblings. He is part of 

his nuclear family of orientation. In Kayarli nuclear family groups 

occupied either one or two rooms, depending on economic status modified 

by the presence or absence of married brothers. Every nuclear family 

had at least one "room," perhaps cut from a larger room with partitions. 

In the next larger unit, a household, were married brothers and their 

wives, father's brothers with or without viives, father's unmarried 

sisters, and father's parents: the patrilocal extended family. Ego's 

brother, like his sister, leaves ego's nuclear family at his marriage. 

Virilocality does not involve men keeping their residence while women 

join themj it involves some movement on the part of the men as well. 

Both men and women leave the family of orientation upon founding a 

family of procreation. Women leave the household as well, except in 

patrilateral parallel cousin marriage. Men usually stay within the 

household; breaches in the rules of virilocality are regarded as 

temporary. 

Ego as a child is in daily interaction with his nuclear and his 

extended family. His interaction with the larger circle of kin is 

periodic. To his extended family will come his father's married sis

ters, guests in their natal home. Ego himself will be a frequent 
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visitor at his mother's natal home. His mother may have greater diffi

culty in maintaining contact with her own married sisters, but what 

contact exists will be reciprocal. If mother is a guest in her sister's 

home, then the sister will be a guest in return. If they are in con

tact only through the women's natal home, they are co-guests there. 

Kinsmen through parallel siblings are governed by reciprocity; relations 

through opposite sex siblings are polar. 

Patterns of residence and visiting serve to demarcate parents 

and parent's siblings, but a focus on the relation of ego to his elder 

kin is not helpful in sorting out the functional meaning of all the kin 

terms he used. He is co-resident with brother's wife and father's 

brother's wife, whom he calls yenge. He is a guest of his mother's 

brother's wife, also called yenge. He is co-resident with his father's 

parents, and guest of his mother's parents, although they are merged 

terminologically. Reversing the focus to ask: "What is the status of 

the elder kinsman as Ego sees him?" provides clarification. All yenge 

are "host-women." Women who have married into Ego's kinship group are 

settled; they are hostesses. Note that his own mother and both grand

mothers are similarly settled. Women who marry out become guests. 

"Host women" are married women. Other female kin may be married or 

single. Their marital status determines their interaction pattern with 

Ego. Father's sister is a guest to Ego's group after her marriage. 

Father's sister might be seen as a "co-guest;" she is involved in re

ciprocal visiting. Husbands of these women and of Ego's own sister are 

"guest-men," but they are much less in evidence than host-women. 
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The interaction patterns enable us to specify several cultural 

rules that may have a bearing on the terminological pattern: 

1. Intersex contact is limited to the domain of "close" kinsmen. 

"Close" is an analytic concept meaning "too close for marriage." This 

domain changes in size with maturation. When it is narrowest (in ado

lescence) chaperones are available from the group of close kin who are 

older than the girl to be chaperoned. 

2. The virilocal nuclear family is a recognized social unit in

cluding a married couple and their unmarried offspring (if any). 

3. The patrilocal extended family is a recognized social unit in

cluding a married pair (or surviving male), their unmarried children, 

their married sons and the families of these. 

U, Women retain the right (and obligation) to visit their natal 

homes with or without their husbands and children. These visits struc

ture the relations between any ego and his elder kin of both sexes. 

Figure 11 shows the partitioning of the obligatory address ter

minology by patterns of residence and visiting. Generally speaking, to 

be male is to be settled, to stay put. To be female is to move. Women 

come into a group in marriage; or they leave in marriage to return as 

guests. Relations through parallel siblings lead to co-resident or 

co-visitor status. Opposite sex siblings are polar: one is host, the 

other guest. Married women have joined their men; they are settled like 

men. Lineal ascendants do not come to visit Ego's group; he goes to 

them. Note that lineal ascendants are known to be married, even though 

the marriage link is not a part of the kin type. One must be a wife 
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Figure 11. Obligatory address terminology partitioned by patterns of 
residence and visiting. — Ego is a young child. 
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to become a mother. The link to a parent presupposes a link between 

male and female parents. 

The vertical dimension of Figure 11 shows the effect of aging 

on the same variatfl.es of residence and visiting. Younger people have 

visits to make; older people are more settled. Major religious holidays 

call for kinship visiting, presentation of gifts and greetings. These 

visits are by the young to the old, both co-residents and distant resi

dents. The older one is, the more he is host, the less he is guest. 

The very young may "kiss the hands" of a very large number of older kin. 

Agnatic kin are close at hand (for the child or man). Kin through 

women reside at a greater distance. But a young Ego's sex has nothing 

to do with his need to do a great deal of traveling. As ego matures he 

moves once at marriage (he moves little; she moves more) and perhaps 

once again at the death of his father (her father-in-law). His marriage 

expands the number of necessary visits, but deaths in the older genera

tion contract it. When own parents and spouse's parents die, the only 

remaining visit is to wife's (or her) brother. The old are stationary; 

the young do the walking. 

Lineals are distinguished from collaterals in these visits. 

Ego accompanies his parents on visits to mother's kin; he does not 

accompany brothers or uncles on visits to their in-laws, i.e., he does 

not visit yenge's parents. 

The graphic presentation of functional components in Figure 11 

is not altogether satisfactory. It is tempting to move yenge into the 

same box with nene, and, in fact, the named components do not 
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distinguish her from nene. Like nene she is always a host; never a 

guest. Yet she has outside visits to make; in reality there is no 

trouble distinguishing her. Any visits that nene makes, anne and Ego 

are obliged to make also. Yenge is independent in this respect. The 

distinction between lineals and collaterals can be seen in patterns of 

residents and visiting. 

Figure 12 shows the application of the same components to affi

nal terms which are forbidden in reference. For the affinal terminology, 

the stipulation of ego's sex becomes necessary to decisions on the 

location of kinsmen: women live with their affines; men do not. The 

chart clarifies the nature of the behavioral redundancy of affinal 

terms: a man's baldlz behaves like a teyze; a woman's gBrlimce is like 

a hala. A woman lives with her in-laws, as a man lives with his 

parents. Kay'in (birader) are merged for the same reason that grand

parents, and parents-in-law are merged. They are hosts, and for both 

sexes they.are co-resident with kayinbaba and kaynana. ' GttrUmce and 

baldiz, if married, follow separate patterns, Damat are male guests; 

no other males are guests to Ego. Note that men and women have the 

same relation to their descendants; they differ in relation to other 

kin. 

To see the relevance of residence and visiting patterns to 

certain older kin it has been necessary to focus on the older kinsman. 

This focus is related to the extreme merging of junior reciprocal 

terms. If the language were to show the same host-guest relationships 

in the junior reciprocal terms, it would have to be organized quite 
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differently. Terms for junior relatives would depend upon the sex of 

Ego, not the sex of alter. The same type of reference is already avail

able. It is not uncommon to have older kin reverse the "ownership" in 

speaking of juniors: instead of "he is my nephew" they will say "I am 

his uncle." 

Further Speculations on Kinship in Turkey 

The particular pattern of Turkish terminology suggests a ten

sion between the separation of adults by sex and the use by both sexes 

of the same kinship terminology. Wherever the polarity of a term and 

its reciprocal include an age difference, the conflict is resolved by 

specifying the sexes of the adults and merging that of the children. 

Where the linkage to the kinsman includes ego's own marriage, the sexes 

do not use the same terms within own generation: a man has a karl, a 

baldlz, a bacanakj a woman has a koca, a goriimce, an elti. The link 

implies the opposition of sexes and the terminology expresses it. It 

is around the sibling link that special adjustments are made. That 

siblings may be of the same sex or the opposite sex is not expressed 

in the terminology of primary kin. At other levels it is given, some 

expression. What recognition of the difference between same sex and 

opposite sex siblings is present? 

Siblings of the same sex are thought to be closer, to have 

similarities to each other. They are expected to be close and coopera

tive. Yet the competitive pressures of the society focus on siblings 

of the same sex. Aswad (1968) reports that competition for lineage 

leadership is between male siblings. Stirling (1?65) speaks of 
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pressures to maintain agnatic ties, but opportunities to "contact out" 

of these. In Demirciler (Pierce 1?61|) leadership fell automatically to 

the eldest competent male, a fact that may be relevant to the use of 

generational kinship terms reported there. 

Among Kayarli agnates, leadership in the recent past had fol

lowed lines dictated by primogeniture. At the time of field work 

leadership through primogeniture and leadership of the older competent 

male meant leadership by the same individual. There were no active 

disputes. But Kayarli women showed the influence of breaks in the 

closeness of parallel siblings: where sister's were married to men of 

different social classes, very little social contact was maintained; 

children saw little of a socially non-parallel teyze. Siblings of the 

opposite sex, on the other hand, seemed to maintain their obligations 

in spite of socio-economic differences. Wealthy halas and ablas visited 

their Kayarli kin. Kayarli women also visited their natal homes if 

distance permitted. 

The separation of sexes is a marked feature of the social or

ganization of Islamic countries. It is in the domain of kinship that 

this segregation is breached. Even within the domain of kinship, how

ever, the relations between sexes are marked by a certain formality. 

Opposite sex siblings seem to be united by bonds of obligation, bearing 

strong sanctions. Same sex siblings are united by reciprocity. When 

brother competes with brother, each may try to rally other members of 

the kindred to his defense. If one rejects the other, the only sanction 

available is to break off relations, to "reject him back." Brothers 
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do not compete with sisters. His honor is concerned with hers. If she 

dishonors him she has already dishonored herself, but he may still be 

expected to punish, even kill, her. The sanction is not reciprocal. 

Mutual rejection may be possible after a girl is married. A single 

girl may reject her male kin only through elopement. Ideally, recipro

city governs the relations between same sex siblings. Obligation 

governs that between male and female. 

The matter of same versus opposite sex is of paramount impor

tance except where age difference intervenes. Either sex difference 

or age difference can produce polarity. The polar tendency seems to 

be very basic to the system. Age provides polarity for the young. Sex 

provides it for adults. 

It is possible to define a single feature, "respect" so its 

expression in the kinship area explains most of the patterns discussed. 

"Respect" can be seen in the obligation to do the moving: the person 

"respected" does not move, or moves less. So defined respect flows 

from young to old, and from women to men. The same feature was reported 

by Pierce (1961;: 8lj quoted in full on page 38): "People older than 

ego deserve his respect, but men must be respected much more than women, 

whereas everyone younger than ego must show respect for him." 

A basic pattern of "descriptive" (Sudanese) systems is the lack 

of special terms for cousins. The lack of special terms for agnatic 

first cousins is part of the evidence that led Stirling to assert a 

poor fit between kinship terminology and kinship structure. What spe

cific interpretation can be offered for this lack? First, the assorted 

I 
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cousins will intez^act with Ego as their parents do: amca Qocuklarl are 

ego's extended family members; hala qocuklarl are visitors, with hala; 

day! gocuklari will be ego's hosts; teyze qocuklarf will be reciprocal 

visitors. The proper question might be why should they be distinguished? 

In address, which presumes a functioning relationship, all cousins are 

equated with siblings. If the functioning relationship is broken by 

competition between the parents, descriptive expressions are available. 

Cousins are frequent playmates of children, but become more restricted 

as maturity approaches. Opposite sex cousins are marriageable, and may 

be preferred mates. This fact may have considerable importance in 

establishing the boundary of the lexicon. If one is to marry an ag

natic parallel cousin, one must not equate her with a sibling. Nor may 

father's father's brother's son be equated with father's brother's son, 

as this equation might also involve equating a preferred mate with a 

sibling. 

The terminological difference between same and opposite sex 

siblings may be seen in' the way cousins refer to each other. Cousins 

related through same sex siblings describe their relations with abbre

viated reciprocals: amca qocuklariz (we are amca children); teyze 

gocuklariz (we are teyze children). Cousins related as children of a 

brother and sister always describe their relationship through the male: 

"I am his day!'s child;" "He is my dayZ's child." An expression could 

be constructed in grammatical Turkish to eliminate the polarity by 

taking a sociocentric view of the link between the parents: "We are 

the children of siblings;" kardeglerin gocuklartz. Such a statement 
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was not acceptable to informants. It seemed to them ambiguous at first, 

then more like a definition than a kinship expression. Informants were 

not aware, however, that the expression hala <;ocuklarI is rarely used. 

It is a perfectly valid kinship expression. They point out that the 

father is considered more important than the mother in explanation of 

the asymmetrical usage. The polarity of opposite sex siblings and the 

reciprocity of siblings of the same sex is illustrated by the customary 

reference phrases for cousins. 

Summary 

The following features are believed to be the more important 

aspects of the kinship system of Kayarli: 

1, Adults are distinguished from children. An adult may be defined 

either by his marital status or his age with respect to Ego, 

2, Adults are distinguished by sex. 

3, Most adult interaction is with others of the same sex. 

U. Informal interaction with members of the opposite sex is per

missible among close kin, and in the presence of close, older kin. 

5. Cousin marriage is permitted, and has been preferred. 

6. Residence is virilocal (virilocality includes a slight "neo-

local element), 

7. A married woman is permitted to visit her natal home; a married 

couple is obliged to visit the woman's home on holidays. 

8. All children (accompanied by spouses and children) are expected 

to pay ceremonial visits to their parents. 
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9. The contributions of men and women to procreation are equivalent 

but not identical. 

10. Within a generation, opposite sex relations are obligations 

governed by strong and opposing sanctionsj same sex relations are 

governed by reciprocity. 



CHAPTER 12 

INTERPRETATION 

The problem that motivated this study was to test, in as formal 

a way as possible, the assertion that Turkish kinship terminology does 

not reflect the kinship system of the Turkish village. The fit will be 

tested first in the correlation of the boundary of terminology with the 

boundary of the structural domain of kinship, then in the correlation 

of features of the terminology with features of structure or function. 

The cautionary remarks of Lounsbuiy (1965) quoted in the last chapter 

should be borne in mind: functional explanations often sound more like 

excuses than reasons. 

Bounding the Domains of Kinship 

Three questions on the boundary of domains in Turkish kinship 

were posed in an earlier chapter: what is the boundary of the domain 

of kinship?j what is the boundary of the lexicon of kinship terminology?; 

what is the nature of the fit between these? 

The Domain of Kinship 

The first question remains unanswerable: the boundary is dif

fuse. Informants say that all men descended from Adam and Eve must 

be kin; at the same time they tend to omit a tracing of kinship linkage 

if it requires more than three or four kinship terms to describe the 
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relationship. Informants provide one boundary of kinship at the end of 

the lexicon, another at the limit of namable kin and their descendants. 

When an informant says he has kin in Erzerum, he will be able to trace 

the linkage at least part of the way, and he feels he can learn at least 

one name by asking other local kin; "Somebody around here knows who 

they are and how we are related." "Where no other relationship has been 

established (friend, neighbor) the distant kinship link may have some 

importance beyond the usual reckoning. For a child away from home a 

distant kinship link may be activated, even though the same degree of 

kinship would be of no importance for a neighbor. There is nothing that 

can be done to firm up the boundary: the domain of kinship is elastic. 

The lack of fit between the boundary of the lexicon and any 

boundary of the domain of kinship has led to the effort in this study 

to provide an analysis of the lexicon that allows for its grammatical 

and cultural extension to descriptively designated kin. The question 

is no longer, "What is the fit between the boundary of the lexicon and 

the boundary of the domain of kinsman?" Clearly the lexicon labels a 

sub-set of the total (and indeterminate) set of kinsmen. The question 

that now arises concerns the sociological or functional meaning of the 

lexical boundary. Why are some kinsmen accorded a label? It is clear 

that lexical kin are analytically "close" kin; they are almost ex

clusively primary and secondary kin. It is equally clear that "close" 

in this sense is not the same as "close" in the ethnographic sense. 

Informants are confused when asked to compare the closeness of "blood" 

kin and kin by marriage. 
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The Lexical Domain 

The lexical boundary was established by rules of possession; 

lexical kinsmen can be "my" kinsmen; descriptively designated kinsmen 

are not "mine," they are "kin of my kin." A functional correlate of 

the boundary of the lexicon was uncovered through the incest taboos: 

marriage is prohibited with all lexical kin. Many kin are prohibited 

because they are of ego's sex, of course. Others may be excluded only 

because polyandry is forbidden. Marriage to brother's wife (yenge) may 

not be incestuous; it is polyandrous, and therefore forbidden. But 

marriage to current wife's sister (baldlz) is incestuous. Since both 

levirate and sororate marriages are permitted after death or divorce 

of the linking spouse, the formal boundary of the incest taboo is not 

completely clear. Functionally, however, lexical kin are kin too close 

for marriage. Note that cousins, who are descriptively designated, are 

marriageable, and may be the preferred marriage partners. That terms 

for siblings are not extended to cousins of any line, and terms for 

parental siblings are similarly restricted may well reflect the pre

ferred marriage pattern. 

There is, however, a further significance in a strictly segre

gated society to the line drawn by incest taboos. A man protects his 

own honor by keeping his sisters and daughters secluded. Since all 

respectable women are secluded, a man will interact only with women so 

closely related that no dishonor will come to their immediate male kin. 

These are the kin prohibited by incest taboos. The boundary of the 

lexicon, in a strictly segregated society, would be the limit of inter

action between sexes. 
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In Kayarli such strict seclusion was no longer practiced. 

Nevertheless, comfortable interaction between members of the opposite 

sex was limited. In the presence of close male .kinsmen, a Kayarli 

vioman could interact with anyone. 3ut if no kinsmen were present, only 

limited, formal interaction was possible. Women are comfortable with 

women and kinsmen. Some seclusion still surrounds unmarried girls; 

they are closely supervised. Comfortable interaction between the sexes 

and unchaperoned activities of single girls are limited to lexical kin. 

The Address Terminology 

The boundary of adequate chaperonage for a marriageable girl 

approximates the boundary of the address terminology. Younger kin are 

not suitablej an unmarried girl has no "in-laws." The obligatory ad

dress terminology is more firmly bounded by the set of statuses that 

have a high probability of being filled for a child. Statuses desig

nated by address terms include kinsmen in regular and patterned inter

action with a child of either sex. The obligatory address terms exclude 

kin through Ego's marriage, junior kin, and, in Kayarli, men married to 

Ego's female consanguineals. Of these positions only the latter is 

likely to be filled while a child is learning the kinship terminology. 

However, a man married to a child's kinswoman has very limited inter

action with the child. Parents' sisters may visit their consanguineal 

kin without their spouses; if the men also visit, their interaction is 

with their kaylnlar (in-laws), not with the children. Ego's mother will 

be the descriptive karlmln yengesi (wife's sister-in-law) to Ego's hala's 

husband, damat. Her interaction, and thus Ego's interaction, will be 
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particularly restricted. On the other hand, wives of kinsmen are very 

much a part of the child's world, either as co-residents of his, or as 

residents in his mother's natal home. In the urban situation, where 

neolocality has largely replaced virilocal residence, the distinction 

between departing women (and their husbands) and arriving women is less 

marked. There are address terms for both husbands and wives of kinsmen. 

Functional Correlates of Address Terms 

Patterns of residence and visiting are cultural rules applying 

to kin on the basis of age, sex, and marital status. The relevant cul

tural rules include: 

1. The segregation of sexes except within the bilaterally defined 

domain of "close" kinsmen. 

2. The presence of nuclear family social units. 

3. A virilocal rule of residence which leads to patrilocal ex

tended family units. 

U. Provision for visits by women after marriage to the patrilocal 

extended family of orientation. 

These rules structure the interaction of kinsmen and they par

tition the lexicon, as was shown in Chapter 11. It must be understood, 

however, that there is no presumption that residence and visiting are 

the more important aspects of kinship. The aspects of kinship that 

bear more directly on functions of reproduction, enculturation, main

tenance, and social control have not been given intensive study. The 

importance of primary kinship roles has been assumed. Only a few 
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aspects of primary relationships (the concern of men for the purity of 

certain kinswomen, for example) have been discussed. 

The domain of obligatory address terminology is roughly coter

minous with the small child's kinship world and the list of suitable 

chaperones for a girl. The patterns of interaction which partition the 

domain also apply to the larger domain of adult kinship. The expecta

tion that terms of address would be more useful than terms of reference 

in isolating the social personae of kinship has been fulfilled. After 

the interaction patterns of the kinsmen to whom address terms apply in 

their kernel meanings had been ascertained, it became possible to see 

how the roles of other lexical kin were redundant in relation to these. 

It seems a fair conclusion that Kayarli kinship terminology is 

related to Kayarli1s kinship system. Aspects of the social system re

late to the lexical boundary of the domain of kinship and to the 

features which partition this domain. 

Predicting the Kinship System from the Terminology 

Stirling's assertion on the poor fit of kinship terminology and 

kinship structure was also phrased as a question (1965: l55j quoted in 

Chapter 1): "If we had nothing but a record of the kinship terminology 

of this society, how much could we safely deduce about the kinship 

system? » 

Functional correlates of the kinship terminology have been dis

cussed. The author was able to look at both the terms and the structure 

and find a relatively tidy way to line them up together. This is the 

ad hoc functional explanation that distresses Lounsbury (1965). The 
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problem of predicting the social system given only the terms requires 

a more controlled type of comparison. 

Correlations are suggested in the paragraphs that follow between 

particular features of the terminological pattern and particular fea

tures of the social system or ideology. These correlations should be 

considered hypotheses whose testing would require exploration of other 

kinship systems where the terminological pattern bore marked resem

blances to Turkish. Such systems do exist in the Middle East in several 

language stocks. The type of social structure correlated with each 

aspect of the terminological pattern has already been adduced for 

Kayarli Turkish. 

1. Terminological pattern: a bounded lexicon lacking extended 

terms and lexical terms for distant kinsmen. 

Structural correlate: A social factor limits the interaction 

of kinsmen. Some kin are really "mine;" others are really "kinsmen's 

kin." The presence of patterned descriptive expressions indicates that 

the boundary is not absolute. Interaction is restricted, not prohibited. 

One logically possible restriction is the segregation of sexes. An 

"exogamous lexicon" is postulated, with segregation of sexes outside 

the group of lexical kin. 

(Why Turkish should segregate sexes outside the incest taboo 

while so many societies prescribe avoidance within this taboo is an 

interesting question that has not been explored. Ethnographic sources 

(Stirling 196£: 212) report complete faith in the efficacy of incest 

taboos, even under conditions of extreme temptation. Kayarli informants 
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showed the same faith, combined with great suspicions about the activi

ties of people not barred from each other by incest taboos.) 

2. Terminological pattern: Consanguineal kin are distinguished 

from all kin through marriages. 

Structural correlate: The possible impermanence of marriage is 

recognized. To postulate that divorce is permissible (it is) seems 

extreme, as "remarriage after death also recognizes the impermanence of 

marriage. 

Note that both terminological patterns above, and their struc

tural correlates, are in contrast with the assumptions needed to develop 

the folk concept of genealogy. The genealogical matrix was based on 

the indefinite extension of kinship ("All men descended from Adam and 

Eve...") and the recognition of marriage, permanent, monogamous mar

riage, This contrast demonstrates the difference between the genealo

gical definition of kinship and the sociological use of kinship terms. 

To give a simple example: the marriage of father and mother is a per

manent fact to the offspring of this union, whether or not the marriage 

is a continuing sociological fact. 

3. Terminological pattern: Step kin are distinguished from true 

affines, including affines through polygynous marriages. 

Structural correlate: This suggests, first, that marriages do 

not create kinship bonds (see Lounsbury 1?65, on step-kin), but only 

potential bonds of kinship. It also suggests a different view of step-

kin from that described by Lounsbury. In Turkish, father's wife (poly

gynous) is distinguished from father's wife (replacement). Both of 
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these would be step-kin under Lounsbury's criteria. The distinction 

may well represent a high level of importance of the nuclear family. 

Father's polygynous wife is outside this group; his replacement wife 

is inside it. 

U. Terminological pattern: Kinsman's spouse is distinguished from 

spouse's kin. The distinction at this level is also different from the 

distinction proposed as "nearly universal" by Lounsbury (196£: 16U)« 

Uncle's wife (both sides), father's polygynous wife, and brother's wife 

are merged in Turkish. Lounsbury calls the first two kin types "step" 

kin, the last is an "in-law." Aunt's husband, sister's husband, and 

daughter's husband are also merged in Kayarli. The first is a "step" 

kinsman, the last two are "in-laws" to Lounsbury. The Turkish distinc

tion is clearly one between kinsman's spouse and spouse's kin, but it 

is a distinction that must apply after the "step kin" have been removed. 

Structural correlate: The patterning of terms for spouse's kin 

again stresses the importance of the nuclear familyj that of kinsman's 

spouse reflects the patrilocal extended family. Terms for spouse's kin 

are derived from and merged in address with the terms used within the 

family of orientation. The terms for kinsman's spouse are independent 

of the nuclear family, but usable in address for extended family mem

bers. 

5. Terminological pattern: Senior consanguineals are distinguished 

from junior consanguineals. Structural correlate: Relative age pro

vides one dimension of polarization in the society. Rank may be based 

on age. 
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In analysis the components of seniority (5) and kinship through 

ego's own marriage (U) were merged in a category called "own kin" 

opposed to "those to whom one is kin." "Own kin" are acquired by ego 

as the result of a particular life crisis. He is born to the circle of 

senior kin; he marries the circle of spouse's kin. Terminologically, 

both groups are distinguished by sex and bifurcation. Structurally, 

both groups are already formed when ego "acquires" them. Terminologi

cally, kin acquired at birth provide the address terms which are applied 

to kin acquired at marriage. Structurally, the two groups constitute 

the two families of orientation which are united (or broken if you wish) 

by the formation of the new family of procreation. 

6. . Terminological pattern: Most kinship terms are polar; only two 

terms are self-reciprocal. Structural correlate: Turkish society is 

ranked or stratified. The locus of power or perhaps the direction of 

respect is specified. 

7. Terminological pattern: Lineal kin are distinguished from col

lateral kin. Structural correlate: Siblingship links kin in a parallel 

manner; descent links them in a series sequence. Siblingship opens the 

possibility of non-polarity; descent is polar. Note that the direct 

expression of sibling links needed for the genealogical matrix poses 

no problems in features of terminology or sociology. 

8. Terminological pattern: Bifurcation is applied to "own" col

lateral kin, but not applied elsewhere. Structural correlate: The 

merging of grandparents and parents-in-law reflects their position as 

lineal kin. The polarity of lineal kin is established by age, and their 
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linkage to ego need not be specified. Both men and women contribute to 

procreation. The bifurcation of own collateral kin reflects the dif

ference in the effects of virilocality on men and women. Perhaps ulti

mately it traces to a difference in their contribution to procreation. 

Collateral kin may include the same sex sibling bond which signals 

reciprocity as siblings mature. Young siblings are polarized by birth 

order and are not distinguished by relative sex, the prerequisite for 

bifurcation. 

Combining features 7 and 8, the terminological pattern may be 

called bifurcate collateral. The structural correlate is unilocal 

residence with regularized interaction of non-local consanguineal kin. 

The prohibition of sororal polygyny which Murdock found correlated with 

bifurcate collateral terminology is a by-product of the system. The 

segregation of men and women produces a need for a set of close kin 

where intersex cooperation is possible without fear of promiscuity. 

This bars sexual relations between koca and baldlz in order to permit 

other contacts between them. 

The general rules of bifurcate collaterally have two exceptions 

which correlate with specific features of the social system. The merg

ing of lineals and collaterals in the term damat indicates that the 

society is patrilineal. The merging of spouse's brothers in kayXn has 

the same impact. 

9. Terminological pattern: Primary kin are distinguished from 

more distant kin. This feature might be regarded as spurious, since it 

was selected as a convenient way of separating generations. It is, 
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however, more socially salient than generation per se. It is also con

sistent with the treatment of step and affinal kin. Structural corre

late: the importance of the nuclear family is recognised. 

10« Terminological pattern: True affinal and all senior males are 

distinguished from females. Structural correlate: The general polari

zation provides a different rank for men and women. Given the evidence 

of patrilineality found in the social treatment of damat and kayln, it 

can be predicted then men outrank women. 

It would be well to ask if the superior prestige of males is 

indicated by any other features of the terminology. It seems highly 

probable to the author that the exceptional treatment of damat and 

kayln are permissible leftovers from an earlier pattern that is "lineal 

Omaha" in nature. The dominance of man is certainly an important fea

ture of Middle Eastern social systems, yet most of these systems may 

lack an Omaha predecessor. The only additional features of Turkish 

kinship terminology that indicate a patrilineal bias are minor patterns 

of usage: children of opposite sex siblings usually refer to their 

relationship through the male; gelin is a permissible term of address, 

while damat is not. Other Middle Eastern systems will not be discussed 

here, but it might be noted that Arabic indicates male dominance by 

handling the sex of most kinsmen morphemically, not lexically. 

Summary of Predictions Based on Kinship Terminology 

General information on human society allows a prediction of im

portant nuclear family relationships, and of differentiation on the 

basis of age and sex. In this sense these features are "redundantly" 
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expressed in the kinship terminology. The anthropologist does not need 

a kinship terminology, or even an ethnography, to predict that a society 

will recognize age, sex, and nuclear family relationships in some way. 

The distinctive features of Kayarli Turkish kinship terminology 

have extended the prediction to include the presence of the nuclear 

family as an important social unit (a much debated universal), the 

presence of the patrilocal extended family, dominance by (or respect 

for) males and elders, segregation of the adult society by sex, pat

terned intersex interaction within a narrow domain of kinship, an empha

sis on the distinction between blood ties and marriage bonds. Two 

further suggestions have been made: first, both men and women con

tribute to procreation, but their contribution is not identical. 

Second, that the relations between sexes are more formally regulated 

than those within a sex; specifically, relations between siblings are 

based on reciprocity. The patrilineal bias of the system was indicated, 

but there is no indication in the kinship terminology of lineages as 

corporate groups. 

Testing the Correlations with Other Turkish Data 

The kinship terminologies available in ethnographies of Turkish 

communities are clearly related to that presented for Kayarli, although 

differences both in terminology and in function are also apparent. No 

Turkish variant requires a major shift in the genealogical matrix. 

Even where rules approaching the type described by Itomney (1965) as 

"lineal Omaha" must be developed, they apply to a small part of the 

system. Rules showing a patrilineal bias cover a small portion of the 
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Turkish kinship evolved from a lineal Omaha t y·pe , but most terminolo

gical evidence of the older pattern has disappeared. 
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Ethnographic reports from Turkey include the following termino

logical and functional features: 

1. A limited lexicon with descriptive compounds for more distant 

kin. The correlation of this feature with rules of exogamy is probable 

except for Demirciler, which seems to require more Omaha-type rules to 

accompany the increased range of rules of exogamy. All repo:r·ts rr.ention 

the separation of men and women. 

2. Bifurcate collateral terms for parental siblings l-ri th condensed 

or descriptive reciprocals. All reports mention virilocal residence 

and the provision for a vloman' s visits to her natal home after marriage . 

All reports mention either the respect for elders or the possession by 

senior kin of the power to regulate activities of juniors. Non-sororal 

polygyny is usually mentioned as well. 

The lineages which might be implied by bifurcate collateral 

terms, and which Dole (196.5) imputes to all systems using descriptive 

cousin terms are variable and sometimes highly fragmentable. Pierce's 

village seems to operate as a "deme 11 with shallow patrilineages. There 

is little dramatic frat;tnentation. Stirling reports shallo-v: lineages 

with much fragmentation. Kolars did not find important lineage organi

zation. Aswad reported a deep corporate patrilineage with segmentary 

forces balanced against each other over each pair of generations. In 

other literature, Nurphy and Kasdan (1959) contended that the marriage 
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of parallel cousins was incompatible with unilineal organization, and, 

like Murdock, excluded 1'1iddle Eastern descent groups from the category 

"uni1ineal. 11 Among r·1iddle Easternists, this has sparked a series of 

rejoiners (Patai 1965; :r•rurphy and Kasdan 1967; Ripinsky 1968; Aswad 

1968). Data presented in this study indicate that lineage organization 

is not universal, but patrilineal descent is emphasized. 

Testing the Correlations in Related Cultures 

A limited lexicon "YJi th specialized affinal terminology and 

descriptive terms for distant kin, bifurcate collateral terms with con

densed or descriptive junior reciprocal terms: all of these are features 

of several kinship terminologies in the Islamic Hiddle East. The seg

regation of sexes, the dominance of elders and males, patrilocal resi

dence \-lith provisions for vtomen 1 s visits, permissible non-sororal 

polygyny, permissible or preferred lineage endogamy or cousin marriage: 

all of these are often reported features of the -social structure of kin

ship in Islamic countries. 

More detailed analysis would be necessary to uncover the vari

ations present in each system. Hov!ever, the presence of a Middle 

Eastern or Islamic kinship terminological type defined by these features 

seems highly probable • . 

Summary 

An assertion of poor fit between the kinship terminology and 

the functional kinship system of a Turkish village was the starting 

point for a formal investigation of a Turkish kinship system. Formal 
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analysis was used to explore the distinctive features of the terminology 

and to provide insight into their relative priorities within the system. 

The basic distinctions among kinsmen which partition the terminology are 

shown to be the distinctions upon which rules for some aspects of be

havior are based. These distinctions include closeness, age, sex, 

marital status, and special cultural correlates and interactions of 

these. Some of the cultural rules specifying appropriate behavior for 

given features were presented. Throughout the study the importance of 

primary kinship links was assumed, and discussion of primary kinship 

roles was limited. 

Special contributions of this paper have been: the development 

of a genealogical matrix and its condensation through cultural rules; 

the application of formal analysis beyond the kinship lexiconj the con

ceptualization of "second person" terminology as an adjunct to address 

terminology; the development of the concept of redundant terms, includ

ing junior reciprocals and affinal prerequisites, as an explanation of 

the differences between address terminology and terms of reference; 

explanation of the special treatment of step kin in opposition to 

affinal terminology of two kinds; and the suggestion of a functional 

explanation for the type of limited lexicon here explored. 

The terminological pattern of Turkish kinship was shown to re

flect the status system while maintaining sufficient flexibility to 

cover variations in such elements as lineage organization. Further 

testing of the relation of features of the kinship terminology to fea

tures of the social structure would require controlled comparison of 

similar terminologies in other Islamic lands. 
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